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BARNOUW
AN INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY

Vol. I—
PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY & ARCHAEOLOGY

Vol. II—ETHNOLOGY
(both 4th Editions) (both paperbound)
by Victor Barnouw, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

This two-volume work is designed as a general introduction to the field of anthropology. Both volumes may be used together in a one-semester introductory course on that subject. Courses in Introduction to Anthropology are also often presented in two semesters, the first usually dealing with physical anthropology and archaeology, the second with ethnology. With this division in mind, Volume One was prepared to cover the first semester, Volume Two, the second. A brief section on linguistics is included in Volume Two. Each of the Barnouw volumes stands independently and need not be read in conjunction with the other. COMING IN '82

A Teacher's Manual will be available for both volumes.

Examination copies for adoption consideration available on request. Please indicate course title and text presently used.

THE DORSEY PRESS
Homewood, Illinois 60430
GENERAL INFORMATION

REGISTRATION
Ballroom Floor (LA Hilton) and “A” Level (Hyatt Regency)
Wednesday, December 2, 5pm-9pm
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, December 3-5, 8am-4pm
Registration includes a copy of the Program, a copy of the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter, which contains Program changes and the Agenda for the Annual Business Meeting, and a badge that is required for admission to all sessions. Students who register at reduced rates must confirm student status with appropriate identification.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION will operate the same hours as registration and will be located only at the LA Hilton.

ABSTRACTS of the papers presented at the meeting may be purchased at the registration desks.

ALL PROGRAM CHANGES including additions, revisions, and cancellations received after September 15 are printed in the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter.

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
William C. Sturtevant will chair the Association’s annual business meeting on Friday at 9pm in the Pacific Ballroom of the LA Hilton. All Members in good standing are urged to attend.

EXHIBITS
Wilshire Room (LA Hilton)
Thursday through Saturday, 9am-6pm

INFORMATION AND MESSAGE CENTER
Ballroom Floor (LA Hilton)
Wednesday, 5pm-9pm, Thursday through Sunday, 8am-6pm
To reach the center, dial the LA Hilton main number, 213/629-4321, and ask for the AAA Message Center.

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES AND PUBLICATIONS
Wilshire Room (LA Hilton), Booth #35
Thursday through Saturday, 9am-6pm
Information about memberships and periodicals available through the AAA will be provided by staff representatives.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
The Motions and Resolutions Committee will be available for consultation in the Boston Room (LA Hilton) from 2pm-4pm on Thursday and again in the same room on Friday from 10am-noon.

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
Boston (LA Hilton)
Friday, 1pm-3pm
Information about National Cancer Institute research programs in areas of interest to anthropologists will be provided by John Friedl, Program Director in the Behavioral Medicine Branch.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Room 314 (Hyatt Regency)
Thursday and Friday, 9am-5pm
NSF representatives John Yellen, Mary Greene, and Stephen Brush will provide information about NSF programs supporting research and education, on both predoctoral and postdoctoral levels, as well as publication, facilities, conferences, and aid to systematic collections, in cultural anthropology, physical anthropology, and archaeology.

OPEN RECEPTION
Garden Room (LA Hilton)
Thursday, 9pm-midnight
Cashiered bar and dance

PLACEMENT SERVICE
Assembly Room (LA Hilton)
INFORMATION/REGISTRATION, POSITION-OPEN BOARDS, MESSAGE CENTER
Patio Room (LA Hilton)
INTERVIEWS
Placement Service Hours:
Wednesday, 5pm-9pm
Thursday through Saturday, 8am-7pm
Sunday, 8am-2pm
The Position-Open Boards will be open to all Association members without Placement Service registration. Employers who list positions and applicants who would like to join the year-round Placement Service should register in the Assembly Room. Workshops focusing on specific areas of nonacademic employment are scheduled Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. See session numbers 200, 222, 238, 251, 261, 302, 324, 335, 347, 360, and 425 for details.

PRESS ROOM
Studio (LA Hilton)
Thursday through Sunday, 9am-6pm
Copies of papers delivered to the press room or to registration staff should carry the following statement: "Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes of reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author."

RECORDING SESSIONS
To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and of the organizer of the session to be recorded. There should be no publication of such recorded material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

SESSION SMOKING BAN
By action of the Council, smoking during sessions will be banned in smaller meeting rooms, with smoking and nonsmoking sections in larger rooms. Smoking will be permitted in the Regency East and West at the Hyatt Regency, and in these rooms at the LA Hilton: Pacific Ballroom, Sierra, Los Angeles, Golden State, and Garden West. The smoking sections are located to the left as you enter these rooms. Your cooperation will be appreciated.
PROGRAM OF THE 80TH ANNUAL MEETING

Letters LAH and HR preceding room designations indicate Los Angeles Hilton Hotel and Hyatt Regency Hotel, respectively. Letters TBA indicate that the chair is to be announced. Organizational sponsors of sessions are shown in parentheses following titles.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 2

1   SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY LAH Boston
     8:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

2   EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION LAH Hartford
     9:00 Meeting of the Administrative Advisory Committee

3   EXPANDING THE AREAS OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY
     (AAA Committee on Anthropology as a Profession)
     9:00- Workshop 1—Departmental Curricula Planning for the Future LAH New York
     5:00 Facilitators: ELIZABETH M EDDY (Florida), T PATRICK CULBERT (Arizona)
     Workshop 2—Social Impact Assessment: Scope and Potential LAH Cleveland
     Facilitators: WILLIAM MILLSAP (Washington State), JOHN VAN WILLIGEN (Kentucky), BARBARA J SIBLEY (Dalton, Dalton, Newport), DOROTHEA THEODORATUS (California State-Sacramento)
     Workshop 3—Anthropologists in International Impact Assessments LAH Mission
     Facilitators: ALBERT H BARCLAY, JR (Development Alternatives, Inc), TWIG JOHN-SON (International Development Corporation Agency)
     Workshop 4—Living Museums in Contemporary Communities LAH Detroit
     Facilitators: PATRICK T HOULIHAN (New York State Museum), JOYCE HEROLD (Denver Museum)
     Workshop 5—Managing Changing Organizational Situations LAH Washington
     Facilitators: FREDERICK L W RICHARDSON (Virginia), DONALD KENNEDY (Wyoming)

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2

4   EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION LAH Hartford
     1:00 Meeting of the Committee on Scientific Communication

WEDNESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 2

5   EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION LAH Hartford
     6:00 Meeting of the Committee on External Relations

6   SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY HR 314
     6:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

7   COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HR 310
     6:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors
THURSDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 3

100 COMMITTEE ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY  HR 309
8:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

101 SEX ROLES AND EMOTIONAL STYLES IN EUROPEAN FAMILIES  HR Bunker Hill
8:00 Meeting of the Editorial Board
North
Organizer/Chair: JOHN C RUSSELL (UC-Davis)
8:00 GEORGE SAUNDERS (Lawrence) Emotional Styles in Alpine Italian Families
8:15 MICHAEL D MURPHY (Alabama) Irrationality and Honor in Andalusian Family Life
8:30 SUSAN BERKOWITZ LUTON (Allegheny) Sex Roles and Class in a Calabrian Town
8:45 JOHN C RUSSELL (UC-Davis) "You Have to be Cruel to be Kind": Affective Styles in
Rural Irish Families
9:00 ELLEN WEIGANDT (UC-Berkeley) Without Shame: Women and Power in the Alps
9:15- Discussion
10:00

102 SOCIAL SYSTEMS, CLASS AND REGIONAL INEQUALITY FROM URBAN FORMATIONS TO CAPITALISM: THE CASE OF OAXACA, MEXICO  HR La Plaza West
8:00 STEPHEN A KOWALEWSKI (Georgia) and GARY FEINMAN (Arizona State) Monte
Alban's Class System
8:15 LAURA FINSTEN (Purdue) The Class System of the Late Prehispanic Valley of Oaxaca
8:30 JOHN K CHANCE (Denver) Capitalism and Inequality Among the Colonial Zapotecs of
Oaxaca: The Valley and the Rincon Compared
8:45 JAMES B GREENBERG (Indiana) The Reproduction of Local Level Class Structures:
The Proletarianization of the Chatino of Oaxaca, Mexico
9:00 ARTHUR D MURPHY and MYUNG-HYE KIM (Georgia) Households and the Dual
Economy of Oaxaca, Mexico
9:15- Discussants: CAROL SMITH (Duke), MICHAEL HIGGINS (Northern Colorado)
10:00

103 BIOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO MENNONITE AGING AND LONGEVITY IN KANSAS
AND NEBRASKA  HR Bunker Hill Center
8:00 LAURINE ROGERS (Kansas) A Historical Demographic Analysis of the Relationships
Among Kansas and Nebraska Mennonite Populations
8:15 P GENE TRAPP (Kansas) Secular Trends in Mortality of Kansas Mennonites
8:30 MARY JANE MOORE (San Diego State) Aging and Reproductive Span in Mennonites
8:45 JERE HAAS and MIREILLE DUBOST-BELAIR (Cornell) Diet and Activity in Middle-Aged
and Elderly Mennonites
9:00 Break
9:10 PAUL M LIN (Wichita State) A Profile of Principal Components of Mennonite Physique
9:25 T KOERTVELYESY (Ohio) Aging and PTC Taste Sensitivity in Mennonite Populations
of Kansas and Nebraska
9:40 MICHAEL H CRAWFORD (Kansas) Genetic Variation, Aging and Longevity Among the
Mennonites of Kansas and Nebraska
9:55- Discussant: KENNETH MORGAN (Alberta)
10:30

104 XXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES-I: MAYAN LANGUAGE
AND CULTURE  HR Bunker Hill South
Organizers: JOHN W DUBOIS (UC-Santa Barbara), ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: JOHN W DUBOIS (UC-Santa Barbara)
8:00 JUDITH M MAXWELL (Chicago) A Simplified Code: Chuj (Mayan) as Written by Native Speakers
8:15 CLIFTON L PYE (Pittsburgh) The Role of Intonation in Language Development and Language Change: An Example from Quiche Mayan
8:30 JOHN M WATANABE (Harvard) Essence and Illness: The Conceptualization of Sickness in a Guatemalan Indian Town
8:45 JOHN S ROBERTSON (Brigham Young) Paradigmatic Constraints in Kinship Change: From Common Tzeltalan to Modern Tzeltal and Tzotzil
9:00 Break
9:10 MICHAEL HIRONYMOUS (Brigham Young) The Origin of Yucatec Tone: A Morphological Approach
9:25 MARLYS MCCLARAN (UC-Los Angeles) Yucatec Maya and Arithmetic Problems
9:40 MARVIN K MAYERS (Texas-Arlington) Doublets and Triplets in Pocomchi (Maya) Discourse
9:55 Discussant: JAMES A FOX (Stanford)

10:45 RURAL HEALTH CARE IN THE UNITED STATES LAH New York
Organizer/Chair: DARALYN J FOODYM (Florida)
8:00 JOHN FRIEDL (Ohio State) Perceptions of Black Lung among Appalachian Coal Miners and Their Impact on Health-Related Behavior
8:15 JOHN N FRITZ (Utah) The Influence of Differential Patterns of Medical Care Delivery on Patient Satisfaction and Physician Utilization in Two Rural Communities
8:30 DARALYN J FOODYM (Florida) Community vs Medical Perceptions of a Rural Health Clinic in North Florida
8:45 DONALD E DEBACHER JR (UC-San Francisco) Health-Seeking Strategies Among Border Town Apache Indians
9:00 Break
9:10 TERRY L HAYNES (UC-San Francisco) Community Health Planning and Pipeline Construction: A Case from Rural Alaska
9:25 TERESA CLEMENT RUFF (Duke) Staff Recruitment and Retention Policies for Rural Mental Health Facilities
9:40 JOE R HARDING (Southern Regional Education Board) Characteristics of Mental Health Professionals in Underserved Rural Areas of the United States
9:55 Break
10:05 DONALD A KENNEDY (Wyoming) Value Conflicts in Developing Rural Health Care
10:20 Discussant: CHARLES C HUGHES (Utah Medical Center)
11:00

106 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION: APPLIED MODELS AND METHODS FOR HEALTH CARE SETTINGS LAH Garden East
Organizer: RHODA H HALPERIN (Cincinnati)
Chair: DANA RAPHAEL (Human Lactation Center)
8:15 RHODA H HALPERIN (Cincinnati) Reproductive Risks and the Anthropology of Health Systems
8:30 DEVVA KASNITZ (Northwestern) Culture of Withdrawal or Withdrawing Cultural Stereotypes: Anthropology and Multicultural Family Planning in Australia
8:45 NANCY J FAIRLEY (Cincinnati) Reproductive Decision-making among Black Women: Cultural Issues for Health Practitioners
9:00 CAROL MCCLAIN (UC-San Francisco) Influences on Women’s Choice of Childbirth Services
9:15 Break
9:25 DANIEL H WEISBERG (Illinois) Childbirth in Rural Northern Thailand
9:40 M VALERIE YOUNG (Pennsylvania) Sexuality in American Childbirth
9:55 CARLOS MERINO (UC-Los Angeles) Cesarean Section Cross-culturally
10:10 DANA RAPHAEL (Human Lactation Center) Collecting Sensitive Information on Reproductive Behavior
10:25 Discussion
11:45
107  MARRIAGE, THE VEIL, AND GENDER IN THE MUSLIM WORLD  LAH Sierra
Organizer/Chair: WILLIAM C YOUNG (UC-Los Angeles)
8:30  NANCY W JABBRA (Dalhousie) "Marriage Is a Woman’s Protection": Modesty Codes and Marriage Structure in the Middle East and Circum-Mediterranean
8:45  R LILA ABU-LUGHOD (Harvard) Bedouin Marriage: Public Propriety and the Poetry of Emotion
9:00  WILLIAM C YOUNG (UC-Los Angeles) Spatial Organization, the Veil, and Ranked Social Relations Among the Rashayda Bedouin
9:15  THOMAS W MIESSE (Wayne State) Elite Women in Egypt: Some Additional Considerations on the Concept of Social Class
9:30  Break
9:40  SONDRA HALE (California State) Cultural Reproduction: The “Invisible” Domain of Sudanese Nubian Women
9:55  SUSAN DORSKY (Wayne State) The Muzayyina: A North Yemeni Wedding Specialist
10:10  RICHARD TUTWILER (Wilkes) Yemeni Shart: Economic Transformation of a Social Relation
10:25  Break
10:35  JEREMY KEENAN (Witwatersrand) Why Endogamy? An Historical Materialist Analysis of Tuareg Marriage and Descent Systems
10:50- Discussants: FADWA EL GUINDI (UC-Los Angeles), ROBERT L CANFIELD (Washington-St Louis), LUCIE WOOD SAUNDERS (Herbert Lehman), LOIS BECK (Washington-St Louis), AMAL RASSAM (Princeton)

108  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  LAH Hartford
9:00  Executive session

109  INTERNAL MIGRATION IN THE THIRD WORLD  HR Pico
Organizer/Chair: EDGAR V WINANS (Washington)
9:00  DENNIS TULLY (Washington) Dual Economy or Dual Population: A Western Sudanese Case
9:30  JAMES D NASON (Washington-Burke Museum) Dealing with the New High Chiefs: A Perspective on Rural Port Town Migration in Colonial New Guinea
9:45  LILLIAN TRAGER (Wisconsin-Parkside) Migration and Remittances: Dependence of Rural Filipino Households on Urban Income
10:00- Discussant: PHILIP W PORTER (Minnesota)
10:30

110  LAW AS LANGUAGE (Association of Political and Legal Anthropologists)  HR Broadway
Organizers: CAROL GREENHOUSE (Cornell), DON BRENNEIS (Pitzer)
Chair: DON BRENNEIS (Pitzer)
9:00  WILLIAM M O’BARR (Duke) Anthropological Approaches to Language and Law
9:15  DON BRENNEIS (Pitzer) Official Accounts: Performance and the Public Record
9:30  LETITIA HICKSON The Role of Apology in the Dispute Process
9:45  JANE BACHNIK (Michigan) Deixis and Self/Other Reference in Japanese Discourse
10:00  MARILYN GARBER (California State-Dominguez Hills) Law and Privacy
10:15- Discussion
11:00

111  SYMBOL, INSIGHT, AND FIELDWORK: PAPERS IN PSYCHOANALYTIC ANTHROPOLOGY IN HONOR OF WESTON LABARRE (Society for Psychological Anthropology)  HR Broadway East
Organizers/Chairs: BENJAMIN KILBORNE (UC-San Diego), GEORGE DEVOS (UC-Berkeley)
9:00  GEORGE DEVOS (UC-Berkeley) and L BRYCE BOYER Regression in the Service of the Ego: The Rorschach Symbolism of a Newly Instituted Apache Shaman
9:15  WAUD KRACKE (Illinois-Chicago Circle) Kagwahiv Mourning: Ghosts, Grief, and Reminiscences
9:30 RONALD H DAVIDSON (UC-Davis) Life Crisis, Defense, and Structure of Cultural Symbolism: The Psychoanalytic View of Ego, Anxiety, and Culture
9:45 BENJAMIN KILBORNE (UC-San Diego) Transference, Fantasy, and Dream Symbols: Techniques of Dream Interpretation in Morocco
10:00 DONALD TUZIN (UC-San Diego) Miraculous Voices: The Aural Experience of Noumenal Objects
10:15-11:00 Discussant: MELFORD SPIRO (UC-San Diego)

112 IDEOLOGIES AND SOCIAL CHANGE LAH Cleveland
Chair: LAURA NADER (UC-Berkeley)
9:00 BARBARA J SCHWARTZ (Elmira) Voluntary Associations and Cultural Ideologies of Voluntarism: Some Theoretical Considerations
9:15 COLLEEN BALLERINO COHEN (Vassar) Community, “Community,” and Ideological Conflict
9:30 SANDRA MORGAN (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Routinization to Revitalization: Ideology and Change in a Social Movement Organization
9:45 WENDY DEMEGRET (New York) Liberation Theology and Praxis: Ideology and the Role of Catholic Priests in a Bolivian Cooperative Movement
10:00 SUSAN J TEMPLETON (Harvard) The Role of Religious Ideology in Cultural Innovation: An East African Case Study of Seventh-Day Adventist Women
10:15-11:00 Discussion

113 CHILDREN’S WORK IN INFORMAL AND FORMAL EDUCATION (Society for the Anthropology of Work) LAH Los Angeles
Organizer/Chair: JAMES LOUCKY (UC-Los Angeles)
9:00 SUSAN SEYMOUR (Pitzer) Caste/Class and the Assignment of Chores to Children in India
9:15 JAMES LOUCKY (UC-Los Angeles) A Comparative Study of Children’s Work and Household Economy
9:30 MARIA L CHAVEZ (UC-Los Angeles) Sibling Caretaking and the Learning of Competence
9:45 PATRICIA L ENGEL (California State-San Luis Obispo) Effects of Maternal Employment on Needs for Child Caretaking Assistance: Guatemala
10:00 Break
10:10 DAVID F LANCY (Arizona State) and ALICE LOGAN (Bryn Mawr) Changing Perceptions of School and Work in Papua New Guinea
10:25 JAMES H BLOCK (UC-Santa Barbara) Some Neglected Parameters of the Student Role in Teaching: The Play/Work Dialectic
10:40 JOHN D’AMATO (Kamehameha Early Education Program) Power in the Classroom: On Manipulating Classroom Organization to Make Room for Cultural Variation
10:55-11:45 Discussant: HELEN B SCHWARTZMAN (Institute for Juvenile Research)

114 LINGUISTICALLY MARGINATED: THE TRANSFORMATION OF DOMINATED SPEECH VARIETIES LAH Garden West
Organizers: JOHN J ATTINASI (Indiana-Northwest), RUBY ROHRLICH (CUNY-Manhattan)
Chair: HENRIETTA CEDERGREN (Quebec-Montreal)
9:00 JOHN ATTINASI (Indiana-Northwest) Spanish, English, and the Transformation of Dominated Speech Varieties
9:15 RUBY ROHRLICH (CUNY-Manhattan) The Politics of Language in French Canada
9:30 MISCHA B ADAMS (Cabrillo) Communication and Gender Stereotype: An Anthropological Perspective
9:45 JOHN BAUGH (Texas-Austin) Bilingualism and Bidialectalism Among American Minorities
10:00 Break
10:10 BARBARA JOANS (John Jay) Problems in Pocatello: A Study of Linguistic Misunderstanding
10:25  KAREN LARSON (Gustavus Adolphus) Role-playing and the Real Thing: Socialization and Standard Speech in Norway
10:40  RENEE LLANUSA-CESTERO (Columbia) Paraguay: Bilingualism or Diglossia?
10:55-  Discussants: BEA MEDICINE (Wisconsin), PIERRETTE THIBAULT (Montreal)
12:00

115  HOW TO FIND AND OBTAIN A JOB WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (Washington Association of Professional Anthropologists)  LAH Buffalo
9:00-  Chair: ROBERT WULFF (Department of Housing and Urban Development) Attendance is by subscription. For information, see staff at the advance registration desk not later than 9pm on Wednesday.

116  PREHISTORY AND HISTORY  HR Regency East
Chair: TBA
9:30  ALICE W PORTNOY (Texas Tech) A Social Interaction Model of Space Applied to American Utopian Planned Settlements
9:45  ANN F RAMENOFSKY (Washington) Discontinuity and Cultural Decay: A New Perspective on the Mound Builders
10:00  RICHARD A GOULD (Brown) The Archaeology of War: Wrecks of the Spanish Armada of 1588 and the Battle of Britain, 1940
10:15  GARY B PALMER (Nevada) Indian Pioneers: Migration to Ni'lokhwalqu (DeSmet)
10:30  Break
10:40  H BARRY HOLT (Bureau of Indian Affairs) Navajo Sacred Areas: Overview and Management
10:55  STEVE R RISKIN (California State-Dominguez Hills) Archaeology of Mind
11:10-  Discussion
11:30

117  POLITICAL ECONOMY: STUDIES IN THE CARIBBEAN  LAH Golden State
Organizer: CAROLINE M CARMODY (Iona)
Chairs: CAROLINE M CARMODY (Iona), LAMBROS COMITAS (Columbia)
9:30  ALLEN S EHRLICH (Eastern Michigan) Ecological Variation and the Development of Peasant and Proletariat Adaptations
9:45  FAYE V HARRISON (Stanford) Urban Networks and the Informal Economic Sector
10:00  LINDA G BASCH (United Nations Institute for Training & Research) Politics and Labor: Problems of Trinidadian Leadership
10:15  CATHERINE MACKLIN (UC-Berkeley) Belize: Once and Future Colony?
10:30  Break
10:40  WILLIE L BABER (Purdue) Production and Exchange in Morne-Vert: Implications for Social Change
10:55  CAROLINE M CARMODY (Iona) The Decline of Egalitarianism in Antiguan Politics
11:10-  Discussants: LAMBROS COMITAS (Columbia), JOHN O STEWART (Illinois), VICTORIA DURANT GONZALES
12:00

118  INVITED SESSION HISPANICS AND HEALTH CARE: ANALYSES FROM FOUR US CITIES (Society for Medical Anthropology)  HR Regency West
Organizers/Chairs: SUSAN C M SCRIMSHAW (UC-Los Angeles), STEVEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut)
9:00  STEVEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut) A Model of Health Resource Use in a Puerto Rican Community
9:15  JEAN J SCHENSUL and IRIS NIEVES (Hispanic Health Council) Crisis Intervention and Service Utilization in the Puerto Rican/Hispanic Community: A Research/Service Model
9:30  JANIS H JENKINS (UC-Los Angeles) The Course of Schizophrenia Among Mexican-Americans
9:45  CARL MAIDA (UC-Los Angeles) Latino Clients and Black Care Networks
10:00  Break
10:10  JANICE HOGLE (Connecticut) Puerto Rican Use of Neighborhood Health Center Services
10:25 ELLEN F IVERSON (UC-Los Angeles) Health Care Decision-making Among Los Angeles Hispanics: The Case of Epilepsy
10:40 JAMES A TROSTLE (Columbia) Barriers to Care: Epilepsy Among Hispanics in New York City
10:55 GWEN STERN (Northwestern) Employment Status and Prenatal Care in El Barrio
11:10 Discussion
12:00

119 SOUTH ASIAN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY LAH St Louis/Foy
Organizer/Chair: CHARLES LESLIE (Delaware)
9:30 MARGARET T EGNOR (Hobart & William Smith) Death and Nurturance in Indian Systems of Healing
9:45 LINDA STONE Hunger and Hierarchy in Brahman-Chetri Healing Rituals
10:00 LORNA R AMARASINGHAM (Maryland) Laughter and Suffering: Sinhalese Interpretations of the Use of Humor in Ritual Curing
10:15 DEBORAH P BHATTACHARYYA (DePauw) Psychiatric Pluralism in Bengal
10:30 Break
10:40 HELEN E SHEEHAN (Pennsylvania) Practitioners of Ayurvedic and Unani Medicine in a Medical Bureaucracy: Sources of Strain and Support
10:55 JUDITH JUSTICE (UC-Berkeley) The Invisible Worker: The Role of the Peon in Nepal’s Health Service
11:15 Discussant: GANANATH OBEYESKERE (Princeton)
12:00

120 AGING AND RETIREMENT: LIFE STYLES AND POLICY ISSUES HR La Plaza East
Chair: ANDREA SANKAR (UC-San Francisco)
10:00 MARIKO FUJITA (Stanford) Meanings of Work in Old Age
10:15 VALERIE FENNEELL (Georgia State) Retirement in Curlew Point
10:30 MARTHA MCFADDEN and LUCILA CARRASCO-SCHOCHE (San Diego State) Sociocultural Dimensions of Retirement Among Minority Elderly
10:45 JAMES D ARMSTRONG (UC-Riverside) Sociocultural Issues and Older Alcoholics
11:00 TERRIE RAPHAEL (Columbia) Old Age and Social Policy: The Case in Israel
11:15 Discussion
11:45

121 ISSUES IN DOING ANTHROPOLOGY LAH Mission
Chair: ELIZABETH M EDDY (Florida)
10:00 DABNEY MILLER (Duke) Professional Intuition: Folk Theories of Protective Services Social Workers
10:15 E L CERRONI-LONG (UC-Los Angeles) Native Anthropology and the Study of Ethnic Minorities
10:30 CHRIS KRUEGER Organizational Anthropology: Finding the Field and the Owners
10:45 EDWARD LIEBOW (Willdan Associates) What You Know and Who You Know: A Network Analysis of Federally Sponsored Contract Social Science Research
11:00 ROBERT A RUBINSTEIN (Illinois-Chicago Medical Center) An Appraisal of Action Anthropology
11:15 Discussion
11:45

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

122 IMPACT OF LOBBYING BY TAX EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS ON THEIR TAX EXEMPTION AND RELATED PROBLEMS LAH Cleveland
12:00- Panel discussion
1:00 Chair: MICHAEL A SCHUCHAT (AAA Counsel)
Participant: WILLIAM H CONNETT (District Director, IRS)
123  CURRENT RESEARCH IN THE PHILIPPINES (United States Association of Philippine Anthropologists)  HR La Plaza West
12:00-1:00  Informal discussion
Chairs: EDWIN ALMIROL (UC-Davis), MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

124  ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH GROUP ON HOMOSEXUALITY  LAH New York
12:00-1:00  Business meeting
Chair: K E READ (Washington)

NEW  ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES TO EVALUATION (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Ethnographic Approaches to Evaluation)  HR 310
12:00-1:00  Informal discussion
Chair: ELAINE SIMON (Temple)

125  WOMEN ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS: NONACADEMIC CAREER ADVANCEMENT (Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology)  LAH Los Angeles
12:00-1:30  Panel discussion on career opportunities for women in nonacademic sectors.
Organizer: DONALD G LINDBERG (UC-Los Angeles)
Chair: CAROLE BROWNER (Wayne State)
Participants: BARBARA J SIBLEY (Dalton, Dalton & Newport), ELEANOR WYNN (Bell Northern Research), JANET FRIEDMAN (USDA), DIANE BROCKMAN (San Diego Zoo), BLANCA ROSA RODRIGUEZ (NIE)

126  JEWISH ETHNOLOGY NETWORK (Jewish Folklore and Ethnology Section of the American Folklore Society)  LAH Detroit
12:00-1:30  Business meeting
Chair: AILON SHILOH (South Florida)

127  COMMITTEE FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BELIZE  HR 311
12:00-1:30  Organizing meeting
Organizer: RICHARD R WILK (Arizona)
Chair: GRANT D JONES (Hamilton)

128  WORK IN PROGRESS ON WOMEN IN SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Women in Schools and Society)  LAH Washington
12:00-1:30  Informal discussion on trends and directions of research related to women in schools and society, with an emphasis on cross-cultural and cross-discipline projects.
Chair: THELMA SHARP COOK (British Columbia)

129  CULTURAL FUTURES RESEARCH PANEL II: THE INFORMATION REVOLUTION (Committee on Cultural Futures Research-SfAA/Committee on Cultural and Educational Futures-CAE)  HR Bunker Hill North
12:00-1:30  Panel discussion on the anthropologist's role in the "information revolution" as worldwide accessing of data bases through computers impacts on the societies anthropologists study, and affects the culture concepts.
Chairs: CHARLES F URBANOWICZ (California State-Chico), ROBERT B TEXTOR (Stanford)
Participants: LINDA PULLIAM (Institute for the Study of Social Interaction), BEA MILLER/ROBERT MILLER (Wisconsin-Madison), B J BLUTH (California State-Northridge), ORLANDO MADRIGAL (California State-Chico), PAUL J BOHANNAN (UC-Santa Barbara), CHARLES F URBANOWICZ (California State-Chico), ROBERT B TEXTOR (Stanford)

130  THE ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY IN SCHOOL SETTINGS (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Educational Technology)  HR Pico
12:00-1:30  Informal discussion to explore what anthropology can contribute to the study of the impact that educational technology is having in formal school settings.
Chair: RICHARD ZIMMER (Sonoma State)
CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE GROUP ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON  HR Olvera
12:00-2:00
Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk not later than 10:00 am on Thursday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 pm will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
Organizer: C THOMAS BROCKMANN (St Xavier)
1—Agribusiness: Short- and Long-Term Trends
PEGGY BARLETT (Emory)
2—Peasants Producing Export Crops
THEODORE DOWNING (Arizona)
3—The Social Effects of Agribusiness
WALTER GOLDSCHMIDT (UC-Los Angeles)
4—Changing Laws of the Sea: Effects on Marine Agrarian Systems
BONNIE MCCAY (Rutgers)
5—The Relationships of Production to Distribution
RICHARD SALISBURY (McGill)

13th ANNUAL MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON  HR Bunker
12:00-2:00
Attendance is by subscription. For more information see staff at advance registration desk not later than 10:00 am on Thursday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 pm will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
Organizer: GRETEL H PELTO (Connecticut)
1—Cost/Benefit Analysis and Alternative American Medical Systems
Coordinator: CLAIRE M CASSIDY (Maryland)
2—Patient-Provider Interactions: Does Healing Occur?
Coordinator: NOEL CHRISMAN (Washington)
3—Barriers to Application in Medical Anthropology
Coordinator: SETHA LOW (Pennsylvania)
4—Culture, Behavior, and Glucose Metabolism
Coordinator: RALPH BOLTON (Pomona)
5—Sociocultural Factors in Chronic Illness
Coordinator: SUE E ESTROFF (Wisconsin-Madison)
6—Countertransference: The Inner World of the Clinical Anthropologist
Coordinator: LORRAINE KAUFMAN (Cedars-Sinai Medical Center)
7—Doing Fieldwork with Women Regarding Reproductive Functions
Coordinator: DANA RAPHAEL (The Human Lactation Center)
8—Primary Care and Anthropology
Coordinator: RHODA H HALPERIN (Cincinnati)
9—Traditional Birth Attendants
Coordinator: ANN KUCKELMAN COBB
10—Sanity and Survival in the Culture of Medicine
Coordinator: THOMAS M JOHNSON (South Florida)

AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  HR 315
1:00
Meeting of the Executive Board

THE SENOI, ABORIGINAL PEOPLES OF MALAYSIA: RETROSPECTS AND PROSPECTS  LAH Cleveland
Organizer/Chair: CLAYTON A ROBARCHEK (UC-Riverside)
1:30
KIRK ENDICOTT (Australian National) The Effects of Slave Raiding on the Aborigines of the Malay Peninsula
1:45
ALAN G FIX (UC-Riverside) Fertility Trends Among the Semai-Senoi
2:00
CAROLE ROBARCHEK (UC-Riverside) Cash Economy and the Evolution of Ambilineal Ramous Among the Semai-Senoi
2:15
CLAYTON A ROBARCHEK (UC-Riverside) Cosmology, Ethnomedicine, and Directed Change: The Semai Case
2:30
BARBARA S NOWAK (SUNY-Buffalo) Implications of Development and Ecological Change for the Hma’ Mrhi of Malaysia
2:45
Discussant: R K DENTAN (SUNY-Buffalo)
3:30
THE EFFECT OF GOVERNMENT POLICY ON RURAL-URBAN LINKAGES (Society for Urban Anthropology) LAH Golden State
Organizers: J DOUGLAS UZZELL (Texas-Dallas), LINDA M WHITEFORD (Southern Methodist)
Chair: LINDA M WHITEFORD (Southern Methodist)
1:30 LAWRENCE B BREITBORDE (Beloit) Urban Ethnic Identity and Center-Periphery Relations
1:45 RICHARD P SCHAEDEL (Texas) Participation in the Regional Pilgrimage: A Reflection of Government-Church Policy on the Socioreligious Linkage
2:00 DAVID R COUNTS (McMaster) New Town on the Horizon: Kimbe and the Rural Kaliai of West New Britain, Papua New Guinea
2:15 J DOUGLAS UZZELL (Texas-Dallas) and SCOTT WHITEFORD (Michigan State) Rural-Urban Linkages in Mexico Since 1940
2:30 HANS BUECHLER (Syracuse) and JUDITH-MARIA BUECHLER (Hobart & William Smith) Government Policies and Small-Scale Firms in Urban Bolivia and Spanish Galicia
2:45- Discussant: MURRAY J LEAF (Texas-Dallas)
3:30

AESTHETIC ANTHROPOLOGY LAH New York
Organizers/Chairs: FLORA KAPLAN (New York), JON MULLER (Southern Illinois)
1:30 JON MULLER (Southern Illinois) Aesthetic Anthropology—A Retrospective View and Program
1:45 FLORA S KAPLAN (New York) History and Structural/Generative Analysis of Art Style
2:00 H MARTIN WOBST (Massachusetts-Amherst) Style and the Origins of Inequality
2:15 ROY R LARICK (SUNY-Binghamton) Stylistic Behavior and Explanation in Archeology
2:30 Break
2:40 JAMES FARIS (Connecticut) An Analysis of Change in Southeast Nuba Personal Art
2:55 DOROTHY K WASHBURN (California Academy of Science) The Structure of Four Corners Anasazi Communities: A Viewpoint from Ceramic Design
3:10- Discussion
4:00

SOCIOCULTURAL APPROACHES TO MENNONITE AGING IN KANSAS AND NEBRASKA LAH Garden East
Organizer: DONALD D STULL (Kansas)
Chair: JOHN M JANZEN (Kansas)
1:30 JERRY A SCHULTZ (Kansas) A Demographic Comparison of Three Mennonite Communities
1:45 RUSSELL G WINN (Arizona State) Construction and Use of a Large-Scale, Multidisciplinary Data Set: The Mennonite Aging Study
2:00 JOHN M JANZEN and JILL QUADAGNO (Kansas) Old Age Security and the Social Reproduction of the Mennonite Family: A Kansas Case
2:15 JEFF LONGHOFER (Kansas) Household Structure and Dependent Elderly Among Kansas Mennonites
2:30 Break
2:40 LINDA J REDFORD and DONALD D STULL (Kansas) Support Systems Among the Elderly: Rural Mennonites and an Urban Population
2:55 DOUGLAS A PENNER (Bethel) Social Psychological Predictors of Self-rated Health
3:10 WILLIAM R BOWERMAN (Kansas) Relationships Between Dimensions of Subjective Competence and Life Satisfaction at Different Ages in a Mennonite Population
3:25- Discussant: JOHN HOSTETLER (Temple)
4:00

ILLNESS MODELS AND CULTURE-BOUND SYNDROMES LAH St Louis/Foy
Chair: TBA
1:30 PHILIP A DENNIS (Texas Tech) Grisi Siknis Among the Miskito
1:45 LIBBET CRANDON CRANKSHAW (Connecticut) An Historico-Ecological Model for Susto
11

2:00 MARLENE D DE RIOS (California State-Fullerton) Saladerra—A Culture-Bound Disorder in the Peruvian Amazon

2:15 CHERYL RITENBAUGH (Arizona) Obesity as a Culture-Bound Syndrome

2:30 Break

2:40 CLAIRE M CASSIDY (Maryland) Protein-Energy Malnutrition as a Culture-Bound Syndrome

2:55 BRUCE E WOYCH (New School) North Pacific Coast Soul Loss Hypothesis

3:10 PAMELA J BRINK (UC-Los Angeles) The Fattening Room Among the Annang of Nigeria

3:25 Discussion

4:15

139 SEMANTICS, ETHNOLINGUISTICS, AND COGNITION  LAH Sierra
Chair: HAROLD C CONKLIN (Yale)

1:30 L McL MCDougall (Oxford) South American Numerical Systems

1:45 JOEL KUIPERS (Yale) The Vocabulary of Taste in Sumbanese

2:00 ROBERT BRIGHTMAN (Wisconsin) Semantic Aspects of Cree Noun Gender: Grammatical and Cultural Categorizations


2:30 Break

2:40 ELIZABETH MERTZ (Duke) Language and Mind: A Whorfian Folk Theory in US Language Law

2:55 NANCY P HICKERSON (Texas Tech) Gladstone’s Ethnolinguistics: An Early Chapter in the Study of the “Language of Experience”

3:10 JOHN A LUCY (Chicago) Cultural Factors in Memory for Color: The Problem of Usage

3:25 WILLIAM J DEMAREST (Stanford) Language and the Right Hand

3:40 Discussion

4:30

140 DIET AND DOMESTIC ORGANIZATION (Committee on Nutritional Anthropology and Institute for the Study of Human Issues) HR La Plaza East
Organizers: KAREN CURTIS (Temple), ANNE SHARMAN (Institute for the Study of Human Issues), JANET THEOPHANO (Pennsylvania)
Chair: KAREN KERNER (Institute for the Study of Human Issues)

1:30 MARY SCRIMSHAW (MIT) and SHEILA COSMINSKY (Rutgers) Decision Making and Food Procurement on a Guatemalan Plantation

1:45 ELLEN MESSER (Yale) Getting Through (Three Meals) a Day: Diet, Domesticity, and Cash Income in a Mexican Community

2:00 CAROL LADERMAN (Yale) Where the Wild Things Are

2:15 MICHAEL MURTAUGH (UC-Irvine) Food Decision Making and Shopping in California Households

2:30 Break

2:40 ANNE SHARMAN (Institute for the Study of Human Issues) Distribution, Sharing, and Independence in Domestic Food Consumption

2:55 NAJMA RIZVI (ICDDR, Bangladesh) Socioeconomic and Cultural Factors of Household Food Distribution in Rural Bangladesh

3:10 JANET THEOPHANO (Pennsylvania) and KAREN CURTIS (Temple) Sisters, Mothers, and Daughters: Food Exchange and Reciprocity in an Italian-American Community

3:25 Break

3:35 GEORGINE S BURKE (Connecticut) The Effect of Household Resources and Nutrition Knowledge on Dietary Choices of Connecticut Families

3:50- Discussants: JUDITH GOODE (Temple), TOM MARCHIONE (Case Western Reserve)

4:30

141 ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH IN THE EDUCATIONAL SETIING (Council on Anthropology and Education) HR La Plaza West
Organizer/Chair: T VIRGINIA COX (Boise State)

1:30 PAUL ZAVITKOVSKY (Harvard) Same Teachers, Different Roles: An Ethnographic Look at Policy Change in an Urban Elementary School System
1:45 C DOUGLAS RIDER (Alaska) Folklore and Educational Administration in Alaska: An Ethnographic Study of Rural School Administration
2:00 SUZANNE B K SCOLLON (Alaska) The Teacher-Student Role in Instructional Telecommunications
2:30 Break
2:40 JACQUELYN MITCHELL (UC-Davis) Educational Practices: An Ethnography of Three Low-Income Black Children Across Three Contexts
2:55 JUDITH PREISSLE GOETZ (Georgia) Assessing the Design and Implementation of Educational Ethnographies
3:25 Break
3:40 ELIZABETH J BRYANT (SUNY-Buffalo) Learning How to Mother: An Ethnographic Investigation of an Urban Breast-feeding Group
3:55- Discussant: HARRY F WOLCOTT (Oregon)
4:30

142 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION CAE Suite
2:00- Business meeting of the Committee on Women in Schools and Society
3:00 Chair: MARGARET LE COMPTE (Houston Independent School District)

143 SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES HR Broadway East
Chair: WILLIAM E MITCHELL (Vermont)
2:15 JEFFREY HALPERN (Rider) Family Structure and Wage Labor: A Rural Irish Example
2:30 JOHN S DICKSON (Duke) Marriage Among the Anlo Ewe: From Parental to Personal Choice
2:45 DEBORAH WINSLow (New Hampshire) The Spatial Patterning of Marriage Networks in Central Sri Lanka
3:00 Break
3:10 MICHAEL A WHYTE (Copenhagen) Illegitimate Birth and the Categories of Culture: A Comparison from East Africa
3:40 FINNEGAN ALFORD and RICHARD ALFORD (Earlham) A Test of the Radcliffe-Brown Theory of Joking Relationships
3:55- Discussion
4:30

144 CROSS-CULTURAL AND THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES IN POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY HR Broadway West
Chair: ARTHUR TUDEN (Pittsburgh)
2:00 GLENN WEBB (Rochester) The Persistence of Igbo Title Society Systems
2:15 KEN MCGUIRE (Paulist Institute) Prophecy as a Covert Mechanism of Power
2:30 ROBERT BATES GRABER (Northeast Missouri State) Schism as a Normal Mode of Conflict Resolution
2:45 KEITH F OTTERBEIN (SUNY-Buffalo) A Cross-Cultural Study of Capital Punishment
3:00 Break
3:10 HENRY ROSENFIELD (Haifa) and SHULAMIT CARMI A Critique of Colonialist Theories: The Political Economy of Palestine-Israel
3:25 JOAN B TOWNSEND (Manitoba) Autonomous Villages and Multilineal Political Evolution
3:40 PATRICIA R GIBSON (UC-Santa Barbara) Cycles of Intervention: Toward a Theory of Local-Level Politics
3:55- Discussion
4:30
145  POLITICAL RITUALS AND SYMBOLISM IN SOCIALIST EASTERN EUROPE  LAH Los Angeles
Organizer/Chair: DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State)
2:00  FRANK A DUBINSKAS (Stanford) Leaders and Followers: Cultural Pattern and Political Symbolism in Yugoslavia
2:15  GAIL KLIGMAN (Chicago) Poetry as Politics in a Transylvanian Village
2:30  DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State) Rites of Rebellion or Rights of Rebellion: Romanian Collective Farm Meetings and Social Change
2:45  ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul) May Day Demonstrations in Prague and Vienna: A Comparison of Political Rituals
3:00  Break
3:10  CHARLOTTE CHASE (Washington-St Louis) Food Shortage as Political Symbolism in Socialist Poland
3:25  OLGA SUPEK (Institute of Folklore Research-Zagreb) The Meaning of Carnival in Croatia
3:40  CAROL SILVERMAN (Oregon) Current Changes in Bulgarian Rituals
3:55- Discussant: ANDREI SIMIC (Southern California)
4:45  
146  INVITED SESSION PREHISTORIC AGRICULTURAL STRATEGIES IN THE SOUTHWEST (Society for American Archaeology)  HR Regency West
Organizers: PAUL R FISH (Arizona), SUZANNE K FISH (Arizona) 
Chair: SUZANNE K FISH (Arizona)
2:00  RITA SHUSTER and ROBERT A BYE, JR (Colorado-Boulder) Developing an Integrated Model for Contemporary and Archeological Subsistence Systems
2:15  R GWINN VIVIAN (Arizona) Agricultural and Social Adjustments to Changing Environments in the Chaco Basin
2:30  PAUL R FISH and SUZANNE K FISH (Arizona) Agricultural Maximization in the Sacred Mountain Basin
2:45  KENT LIGHTFOOT (Arizona State) and FRED PLOG (New Mexico State) Intensification along the Northside of the Mogollon Rim
3:00  Break
3:10  CHARLES DI PESO (Amerind Foundation) The Structure of the 11th Century Casas Grandes Agricultural System
3:25  STEADMAN UPHAM (New Mexico State) Intensification and Exchange: An Ecological and Political Perspective of the Prehistoric Plateau Southwest
3:40  PATRICIA L CROWN (Arizona) Prehistoric Water Control and Conservation in South Central Arizona
3:55  DAVID E BUGE (Occidental) Prehistoric Subsistence Strategies in the Chama Region, Northern New Mexico
4:10- Discussant: GEORGE GUMERMAN (Southern Illinois)
5:00  
147  PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF CHILDREN'S WORK  LAH Garden West
Organizer/Chair: ORNA R JOHNSON (UC-Los Angeles)
2:15  RALPH BOLTON and CHARLENE BOLTON (Pomona) Children at Work in Andean Society: Economic and Psychological Consequences
2:30  ELLEN GREENBERGER and LAURENCE D STEINBERG (UC-Irvine) Working: Implications of Early Work Experience for Adolescent Socialization
2:45  ORNA R JOHNSON (UC-Los Angeles) Socialization for Work and Discipline in Machiguenga Households
3:00  JILL KORBIN (UC-Los Angeles) Sibling Caretaking and Children's Work: The Hawaiian-Polynesian Context
3:15  Break
3:40  ROBERT L MUNROE and RUTH H MUNROE (Pitzer) Children's Work in Four Cultures
148 ANTHROPOLOGY: PROFESSION OR DISCIPLINE: ISSUES IN THEORY AND APPLICATION IN ANTHROPOLOGY

LAH Mission
Organizers: SETHA M LOW (Pennsylvania), RUTH KORNFIELD (Billings, Montana)
Chair: SETHA M LOW (Pennsylvania)

2:15 RUTH KORNFIELD (Billings, Montana) The Great Leap

2:30 GRETEL PELTO (Connecticut) The Anthropologist's Role in Applied Nutrition Research

2:45 B G SCHOEPF (Tuskegee Institute) Medical Anthropology at the Interface: The Responsibility of the Practitioner

3:00 Break

3:10 GERALD M BRITAN (Northwestern/USDA) Linking Evaluation Research with Organizational Theory

3:25 SETHA M LOW (Pennsylvania) Professional Culture: The Boundary Between Theory and Practice in Design

3:40 Discussants: CAROL MACLENNAN (Department of Transportation), DAVID FEINGOLD (Institute for the Study of Human Issues), LUCILE F NEWMAN (Brown)

4:45

149 CULTURAL CHANGE AND ITS IMPACTS AMONG NATIVE AMERICANS

HR Pico
Chair: JOAN RYAN (Calgary)

2:30 NANCY J PAREZO (Smithsonian) The Role of Anthropologists in Culture Change: A Southwest Example

2:45 MARK B MCDONALD (Arizona State) On the Relationship of Camp Types to Income Strategies in the Western Navajo Community of Shonto

3:00 KATHRYN T MOLOHON (Laurentian) Contact and Transition in a Northern "Border" Town

3:15 ROBERT R RATHBURN (Louisiana State) Orthodox-Native Acculturation in Western Alaska

3:30 Break

3:40 JOAN CROFUT WEIBEL (UC-Los Angeles) Urban and Rural Indian Drinking Patterns

3:55 W THOMAS BOYCE and JILL C BOYCE (Arizona) Acculturation and Illness Among Navajo Boarding School Students

4:10 Discussion

4:45

150 KNOWLEDGE AND POWER

HR Bunker Hill South
Organizers/Chairs: ANN P MCCALY (UC-Berkeley), LAMONT C LINDSTROM (Southwestern-Memphis)

3:00 ANN P MCCALY (UC-Berkeley) Knowledge and Social Mobility in the Balinese Caste System

3:15 LAMONT C LINDSTROM (Southwestern-Memphis) Achieving Wisdom: Knowledge and Politics on Tanna (Vanuatu)

3:30 MOSES B POUNDS (UC-Berkeley) Healing Knowledge and the Changing Role of Healers in Rural Bali

3:45 DAVID C SCHAK (Griffith-Brisbane) Leadership in a Taiwanese Beggar Community: A Study of Informal Power

4:00 Discussant: MARGARET MACKENZIE (UC-Berkeley)

4:30

151 PATCH SELECTION AND MODIFICATION IN HUMAN FORAGING ACTIVITIES

HR Bunker Hill Center
Organizer/Chair: STEPHEN BECKERMAN (Pennsylvania State)

3:00 ANTHONY STOCKS (Idaho State) Cocamilla Fishing: Patch Modification and Environmental Buffering in the Amazon Varzea
3:15  DOMINIQUE IRVINE (Stanford) Rain Forest Adaptations: Patch Management Through Succession
3:30  RAYMOND HAMES (Nebraska) Constraints on Ye’kwana and Yanomamo Patch Choice in Hunting
3:45  KRISTEN HAWKES and JAMES F O’CONNELL (Utah) Dropping Reds in the Desert: Patch Choice Among Modern Alyawara Hunters
4:00  STEPHEN BECKERMAN (Pennsylvania State) Fishing Patch Selection and Modification by the Bari of Colombia
4:15- Discussion
5:00

152  XXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES-II: STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF SALISHAN GRAMMAR  HR Bunker Hill North
Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: DAVID L OLMSTED (UC-Davis)
3:00  M DALE KINKADE (British Columbia) and ANTHONY MATTINA (Montana) Toward an Outline of Proto-Interior Salish Inflection Categories
3:15  LAURENCE C THOMPSON and M TERRY THOMPSON (Hawaii) Control Hierarchy in Salish Lexicons
3:30  BARRY F CARLSON (Victoria) Lack of Control Stems in Spokane Salish
3:45  CLAUDINE D POGGI (Hawaii) An Analysis of Auxiliaries in Klallam
4:00  Break
4:10  PHILIP W DAVIS (Rice) and ROSS SAUNDERS (Simon Fraser) Complex Sentences in Bella Coola
4:25  STEVEN E EGESDAL (Hawaii) Discourse Marking in Thompson River Salish Narrative
4:40- Discussion
5:15

153  ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND GERONTOLOGY WINE AND CHEESE ROUNDTABLE  HR Olvera
5:30-  Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm on Thursday. Those places unoccupied at 5:45 pm will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
Organizer: VIRGINIA KERNS (Iowa)
1—Ritual and Performance in the Creation of Community Among the Elderly
Coordinator: BARBARA MYERHOFF (Southern California)
2—Life Course and Life History
Coordinator: DAVID PLATH (Illinois)
3—Anthropological Methods and Aging
Coordinator: CHRISTINE FRY (Loyola)
4—Changing Urban Environments and the Elderly
Coordinator: KEVIN ECKERT (Case Western Reserve)
5—Peer Ties, Age Groups, and Communities
Coordinator: JENNIE KEITH (Swarthmore)
6—Aging and Health
Coordinator: GAY BECKER (UC-San Francisco)
7:00

154  NATIONAL WOMEN’S ANTHROPOLOGY CAUCUS  LAH Washington
5:30-  Business meeting
7:00

155  LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP  HR Bunker Hill South
5:30-  Business meeting
7:00  Chairs: LUISE MARGOLIES (Central de Venezuela), ROBERT V KEMPER (Southern Methodist)

156  WHO SHOULD KNOW WHAT: THE PROBLEM OF ANONYMITY/DISCLOSURE (AAA
5:30- Committee on Ethics  LAH Cleveland
7:00  Chair: JAMES N HILL (UC-Los Angeles)
Participants: BENJAMIN PAUL (Stanford), SUE-ELLEN JACOBS (Washington),
LARISSA LOMNITZ, JUNE MACKLIN (Connecticut), LOUISE M ROBBINS (North
Carolina), JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis)

157  SOUTHWESTERN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION  HR 309
5:30- Meeting of the Executive Committee
7:00

158  WORKING GROUP ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND INFECTIOUS DISEASE  HR 310
5:30- Business meeting and informal discussion for cultural anthropologists, physical
anthropologists, and health workers with common interests in biocultural variables
related to infectious disease.
Chair: PETER J BROWN (Emory)

159  ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIPLOMACY  HR Bunker Hill North
5:30- Annual meeting and Distinguished Lecture
7:00  Chair: MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

160  NORTH AMERICAN COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
5:30- Business meeting followed by lecture: "Dissecting Populations" by G AINSWORTH
HARRISON (Oxford)
7:00  Chair: STEPHEN GUDEMAN (Minnesota)

161  COUNCIL FOR MARXIST ANTHROPOLOGY—SOUTHWEST SECTION CAUCUS  LAH
5:30- New York
7:00  Organizing meeting and informal discussion on organizational activities in the South­
west and related matters.
Chair: EUGENE E RUYLE (California State-Long Beach)

162  EASTERN EUROPEAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP  HR Broadway West
5:30- Informal discussion to share information and build networks among those cultural
anthropologists working, or interested in working, in Eastern Europe. Those recently
returned from the field are invited to give short and informal presentations of their
research. Group reservations will be made for those who wish to continue the discus­
Sion through dinner.
Chairs: WILLIAM G LOCKWOOD (Michigan), MITCHELL S RATNER (Harvard)

163  SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES  HR Broadway East
5:30- Business meeting
7:00  Chair: RICHARD H FURLOW (Broward Community C)

164  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK  HR Pico
5:30- Annual meeting and informal discussion on Society membership and issues of/for
the AWN.
7:00  Chair: THOMAS C GREAVES (Trinity)

165  ALCOHOL AND DRUG STUDY GROUP  LAH Detroit
5:30- Business meeting
7:00  Chair: LINDA BENNETT (George Washington)

166  CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE GROUP  HR La Plaza East
5:30- Business meeting
7:00  Chair: C THOMAS BROCKMANN (St Xavier)

167  COMMITTEE ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY  HR La Plaza West
5:30- Business meeting
7:00  Chair: CHERYL RITENBAUGH (Arizona)
168  AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE  LAH St Louis/  
5:30-  Foy  
7:00  Business meeting of Section H  
Chair: ALAN R BEALS (UC-Riverside)  

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 3  

169  FILM SCREENINGS  HR Regency East  
Organizer: THOMAS D BLAKELEY (Brigham Young)  
6:00  VILLAGE MORNING (National Research Film Center) Steven Schecter  
6:15  EMBARA DAMA: ENCHANTING DEATH (Centre de Recherche et Documentation Ethnographique/DER) Jean Rouch and Germaine Dieterlen, Introduced by STEVEN FELD (Pennsylvania)  
7:35  TO FIND THE BARUYA'S STORY: MAURICE GODELIER'S WORK WITH A NEW GUINEA TRIBE (Cultural and Educational Media) Allison Jablonko, Marek Jablonko, and Stephen Olsen  
8:20-  Discussants: ALLISON JABLONKO, STEPHEN OLSEN  
8:30  

170  ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH GROUP ON HOMOSEXUALITY  LAH Boston  
7:00  No-Host Cash Bar  

171  CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE GROUP AND THE COMMITTEE ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY  HR La Plaza East  
7:00  No-Host Cash Bar  

172  ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIPLOMACY  HR Bunker Hill North  
7:00  No-Host Cash Bar  

173  OPEN RECEPTION  LAH Garden  
9:00-12:00  Cashiered bar and dance  

FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4  

200  PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—OPPORTUNITIES IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  LAH Washington  
8:00-  Leader: HELEN SCHWARTZMAN (Institute for Juvenile Research)  
9:50  Employment opportunities for medical anthropologists will be explored, with particular reference to the mental health field. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Room.  

201  MEDIATION AND SOCIETY  HR Bunker Hill Center  
Organizers: GEORGE D WESTERMARK (Santa Clara), G CARTER BENTLEY (Washington)  
Chair: GEORGE D WESTERMARK (Santa Clara)  
8:00  RICHARD SCAGLION (Pittsburgh) Kundi and Models of Mediation in Abelam Society  
8:15  GEORGE WESTERMARK (Santa Clara) "Old Talk Dies Slowly" Land Mediation in Agarabi  
8:30  G CARTER BENTLEY (Washington) Mediation as a Route to Power  
8:45  M E R NICHOLSON (Nevada-Reno) Modern Mediators, Old Style and New  
9:00  MICHAEL J LOWY (DeAnza) Law School Socialization and the Perversion of Mediation in the United States
9:15- Discussants: RICHARD ABEL (UC-Los Angeles), CATHIE WINTY (UC-San Francisco)

10:00

202 CULTURE, DEVELOPMENT, AND REVENUE ADMINISTRATION IN THE THIRD WORLD  HR Bunker Hill South
Organizer: BARBARA D MILLER (Syracuse)
Chair: GLYNN COCHRANE (Syracuse)
8:00 NICOLAS GAVRIELIDES (SUNY-Cortland) Social and Cultural Aspects of Local Revenue Administration and Development in the Middle East
8:15 JOHN J HOURIHAN (Development Associates/USAID-Manila) and ROBERTO S CORPEN (Riley Systems Corp/USAID-Manila) The City Development Assistance Project and Local Revenue Administration in the Philippines
8:30 BARBARA D MILLER (Syracuse) Taking Nonformal Sources of Revenue into Account: Contributions as a Proxy for Taxation?
8:45 DAVID J ROBINSON (Syracuse) Cultural Dimensions of Local Revenue Administration: A Peruvian Case Study
9:00 DENNIS M WARREN (Iowa State) The Role of Anthropology in Understanding and Changing Local Revenue Policies and Practices in Ghana’s Decentralization Program
9:15- Discussants: FRANCIS LETHEM (World Bank), JOHN VAN DUSEN LEWIS (USAID-Washington), MICHAEL CERNEA (World Bank)

10:00

203 MIGRATION, HEALTH SEQUELAE, AND CLINICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  HR Bunker Hill North
Organizers: PEGGY GOLDE (Illinois), DEMITRI B SHIMKIN (Illinois)
Chair: PEGGY GOLDE (Illinois)
8:00 DEMITRI B SHIMKIN (Illinois) Migration and Health: Some Historical and Comparative Perspectives
8:15 JO C SCHEDER (Wisconsin) Health and Stress Among Mexican-American Migrant Farm Workers
8:30 JOSE B CUellar (San Diego State) Migration and Mental Health of Older Pacific/Asian “Followers of Children”
8:45 MICHAEL RICHARDS (Wisconsin) Seasonal Labor Migration and Physiological Risk in Guatemala
9:00- Discussant: HAZEL WEIDMANN (Miami)

10:00

204 CURRENT RESEARCH ON IDENTITY, MEANING, AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR  LAH Cleveland
Chair: LINDA COOL (Santa Clara)
8:00 M A MARCUS (New York) Urbanity, Inequality, and Social Change in a Moroccan Town
8:10 S SAUGESTAD LARSEN (Tromsø) The Emergence of Regional Identities
8:20 MARIA E MATÉSANZ (Columbia) Making History in Andalusia
8:30 PHYLLIS EASLAND (UC-Santa Barbara) Continuity and Change in a Yugoslav Carnival Masquerade
8:40 DEBORAH OATES ERWIN (Southern Methodist) Getting Older, Getting Closer
8:50 JOHN VAN WILLIGEN (Kentucky) Age Differences in Personal Networks Among Rural Kentucky Elderly
9:00 PATRICIA PHELAN (Stanford) The Process of Incest: Natural Father and Stepfather Families
9:10- Discussion

10:00

205 NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION  HR La Plaza West
Organizer/Chair: SHIRLEY BRICE HEATH (Stanford)
8:00 SHIRLEY BRICE HEATH (Stanford) Teasing Talk: Strategies for Language Learning
8:15 ELLY PARDO (Stanford) Acquisition of Temporal Reference
8:30 ANN R EISENBERG (UC-Berkeley) Family and Early Language Experiences
8:45 ALONZO ANDERSON (Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition) The Organization of Literate Practice
9:00  Break
9:10  ELINOR OCHS (Southern California) Talking to Children in Western Samoa
9:25  SUSAN ERVIN-TRIPP and AMY STRAGE (UC-Berkeley) Social and Linguistic Knowledge in Pragmatic Interpretation
9:40  BARBARA SAYERS (Sydney) “Your Rectangle Has Fallen Off the Veranda” Learning Connections
9:55- Discussion
10:30

206  METHODS AND SITES: CURRENT RESEARCH IN ARCHEOLOGY  LAH New York
Chair: KAREN O BRUHNS (San Francisco State)
8:00  GIFFORD S NICKERSON (North Carolina State) Preservation with Modernization in Japan
8:10  RICHARD P WATSON (Texas-Austin) and SOLVEIG TURPIN (Texas Archeological Survey) Recent Advances in the Stereophotogrammetric Documentation of Archeological Features
8:20  LAURIE V SLAWSON (Arizona State) Faunal Analysis and Interpretation: A Subsistence Model
8:30  WILLIAM M RINGLE (Tulane) and THOMAS C SMITH-STARK (Chicago) Mayan Glyphic Corpus Computerization Project
8:40  BENETT KOZLOFF (Southern Methodist) An Ethnoarcheological Study of Pastoralism in Sinai
8:50  GARY M BROWN (Arizona State) Specialized Production and Trade in the American Southwest
9:00  Discussion
9:20  WILLIAM S AYRES (Oregon) Ponape Archeology
9:30  DOUGLAS V ARMSTRONG (UC-Los Angeles) The Drax Hall Plantation Slave Settlement
9:40  CAROL J MACKAY (California State-Northridge) and A M U KLYMYSHYN (UC-Santa Barbara) Political Integration in the Chimu Empire
10:00- Discussion
10:30

207  OF LEARNERS AND TEACHERS: TOPICS IN EDUCATION AND ANTHROPOLOGY  HR Pico
Chair: MARION LUNDY DOBBERT (Minnesota-Minneapolis)
8:00  GEORGE M GUILMET (Puget Sound) The Effects of Traditional Patterns of Learning and Thinking on the Acceptance or Rejection of Technological Innovation: An Eskimo Example
8:15  BARBARA HARRISON (Oregon) “Learning Style” Among Yup’ik Eskimos
8:30  KATHRYN ANDERSON-LEVITT (Stanford), ALMA HERTWECK and HUGH MEHAN (UC-San Diego) Accounts of Problem Behavior: A Cross-Cultural Comparison
8:45  JOYCE CANAAN (Chicago) The Transformation of “Clique” Structure of American Students over the Middle School and High School Years
9:00  Break
9:10  ANDREW W MIRACLE, JR and DAVID N SUGGS (Texas Christian) Studying Friendship Among Elementary School Students: A Comparison of Three Approaches
9:25  MARIE WILSON NELSON (George Mason) Role Conflict in Writers Who Teach: An Ethnographic Investigation
9:40  CORENE K BAKKEN and HELEN H SCHUSTER (Iowa State) The Global Connection: Needs Assessment for Cross-Cultural Understanding
10:10- Discussion
10:45
FOLK THEORIES IN EVERYDAY COGNITION (Society for Psychological Anthropology) LAH Sierra
Organizers/Chairs: DOROTHY HOLLAND (North Carolina-Chapel Hill), NAOMI QUINN (Duke)

8:00 RICHARD D ASHMORE, MARGARET K BACON, and FRANCES K DEL BOCA (Rutgers) American Parents’ Implicit Theories of Children’s Personalities
8:15 RICHARD A SHWEDER (Chicago) Culture and Morality
8:30 CATHERINE LUTZ (SUNY-Binghamton) Goals, Events, and Understanding: Toward a Formal Model of Ifaluk Emotion Theory
8:45 GEOFFREY M WHITE (East-West Center) Folk Theories of Problem Solving: Proverbial Knowledge in Two Cultures
9:00 Break
9:10 CLAUDIA BRUGMAN (UC-Berkeley) Folk Theories in Accounts of Polysemy
9:40 EDWIN HUTCHINS (UC-San Diego) Myth and Experience in the Trobriand Islands
9:55 DOROTHY HOLLAND (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) American Folk Theories of the Person and Reasoning About Insults
10:10 Break
10:20 GEORGE LAKOFF (UC-Berkeley) Why Things Happen in Life
10:35 LAURIE PRICE-MCGOUGH (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Stress and Coping in a Marginal Barrio
10:50 Discussion

WOMEN AND MEN: STUDIES OF GENDER, IDENTITY AND SOCIAL POSITION LAH St Louis/Foy
Chair: MAXINE MARGOLIS (Florida)

8:30 NICOLE L SAULT (UC-Los Angeles) The Godmother: The Role of Zapotec Women in Ritual Kinship
8:45 JAMES M TAGGART (Franklin and Marshall) Class and Sex in Spanish and Mexican Oral Tradition
9:00 SONIA E PATTEN (Minnesota) Personal and Legal Autonomy of Anlo Ewe Women
9:15 MELVIN L PERLMAN (Brock) Resource Theory, Norms, and Marital Power: An Example from the Toro of Uganda
9:30 Break
9:40 HAROLD SKOGSEID (Oslo) Men and Women: Tradition and Change in a Middle Eastern Society
9:55 SHARIF KANAANA (Najah) Changes in the Position of Palestinian Women in the West Bank
10:10 MARIA-BARBARA WATSON-FRANKE (San Diego State) “I Am Somebody!”—A Study of Self-Awareness in Women in the GDR
10:25 Discussion

NEW MODELS FOR THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PRE-COLUMBIAN POLITIES-I (Latin American Anthropology Group) LAH Golden State
Organizers: DAVID FREIDEL (Southern Methodist), PATRICIA NETHERLY (Massachusetts-Amherst)
Chair: DAVID FREIDEL (Southern Methodist)

8:30 ROBERT S SANTLEY (New Mexico) The Teotihuacan Settlement System: A Locational Model
8:45 RICHARD BLANTON (Purdue) A Model for Early Chiefdom Development in Oaxaca, Mexico
9:00 DON S RICE and ANNE F CUNNINGHAM (Chicago) State Formation and the Modeling of Classic Maya Political Economy
9:15 ELIAS MUJICA (Cornell) Emerging Complexity in the Lake Titicaca Basin, Peru
9:30 Break
9:40 PATRICIA J NETHERLY (Massachusetts-Amherst) Rulers and Catastrophes: The Functions of Power on the North Coast of Peru
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>JORGE G MARCOS (Museo Banco Central, Ecuador)</td>
<td>Evidence of Long Distance and Regional Trade in the Northern Andean Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ADAPTATIONS HR Broadway East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>BERNARD NIETSCHEIMANN (UC-Berkeley)</td>
<td>Chair: BERNARD NIETSCHEIMANN (UC-Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>NANCY A BERTE (Northwestern)</td>
<td>K'Ekchi' Labor Investment Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>MICHAEL R DOVE (Rockefeller Foundation)</td>
<td>A Tribal Pork-Taboo in Functional and Historical Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>TERRY L WEST (New School)</td>
<td>Severing Ties that Bind: A Case of Intergenerational Fragmentation in an Aymara Community in the Bolivian Highlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>STEPHANILE FINS (Columbia)</td>
<td>Household Economy and Cooperative Organization in a Machiguenga Village (Lowland Peru)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>JAMES BROW (Texas-Austin)</td>
<td>Aspects of Ideological Practice Among the Anuradhapura Veddas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:55</td>
<td>THOMAS M WILSON (CUNY Graduate Center)</td>
<td>The Neglected Irish Countryman: The Large Farmers of the East Leinster Cattle Complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>JOHN R BORT (East Austin)</td>
<td>Guaymi Adaptations to the Marine Environmental Context of Bocas del Toro, Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>CAROL-CARMEN BURCH (Hawaii)</td>
<td>Shifting Sands in the Tropical Rain Forest: Indonesian Swiddeners' Response to Environmental Instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Discount</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>INVITED SESSION MICROLEVEL-MACROLEVEL LINKAGES IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY AND METHOD-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>JOHN BENNETT (Washington-St Louis)</td>
<td>The Local-External Nexus: Dimensions, Participation, Power, Ideology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>SUSAN SCRIMSHAW (UC-Los Angeles)</td>
<td>Bringing the Period Down: Government and Squatter Settlement Confront Induced Abortion in Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>MARVIN HARRIS (Florida)</td>
<td>The Macrodynamics of US Culture Since World War II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>THE INTERFACE OF SCHOOLS, COMMUNITIES, AND THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH PROGRAMS LAH Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>JOSEPH CONSTANTINE (Hartford Public Schools)</td>
<td>Issues and Problems in the Development of a Comprehensive School Health Program in a Public School System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>MERRILL NAIMAN (Connecticut)</td>
<td>Adolescent Pregnancy and the Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>OTTO VON MERING (Florida) and ELIZABETH RANDALL-DAVID (TAR Associates)</td>
<td>Health Expert Learning Resource Network and Basic Science Curriculum Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>SARAH MCGRAW (Brown)</td>
<td>Prevention of Chronic Adult Health Problems Through School-Based Health Screening &amp; Education: The Pawtucket Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>LISA ALLEN and SUSAN FRAMPTON (Connecticut)</td>
<td>The Epidemiology of Otitis Media and Its Relationship to Hearing Impairment and Learning Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>JOEL TEITELBAUM (USDA)</td>
<td>Nutrition Intervention Programs and the Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>Discussants: JUDITH GREENWOOD (West Virginia Department of Health), SUSAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>MESWICK (Connecticut), MARIA GONZALEZ (Hispanic Health Council)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEGITIMACY, "CREDENTIALING," IDEOLOGY, AND THE STATE  HR La Plaza East
Organizer/Chair: JUDITH TOLAND (Northwestern)
9:00 HENRI J M CLAESSEN (Leiden) Changing Legitimacy—Problems of Legitimation in Emergent States
9:15 NORMAN YOFFEE (Arizona) Legal Contexts in Early Mesopotamian Political Systems
9:30 SALLY FALK MOORE (UC-Los Angeles) Legitimation Through Government Extension of Employment
9:45 JUDITH TOLAND (Northwestern) The Role of Iconography in Political Legitimation
10:00 Break
10:10 RONALD COHEN (Northwestern) Legitimacy and Origin Myths: The Pabir Case
10:25 DALE F EICKELMAN (New York) Oman: Authority and Popular Legitimacy in a Gulf State
10:40 GEORG BERKEMER (Heidelberg) Dichotomy Versus Continuum: State and Chiefdom in Orissa
10:55-11:45 Discussants: RONALD COHEN (Northwestern), RICHARD N ADAMS (Texas-Austin)

XXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES-III: MAYAN LANGUAGES, DISCOURSE AND STRUCTURE  HR Broadway West
Organizers: JOHN W DUBOIS (UC-Santa Barbara), ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: JUDITH M MAXWELL (Chicago)
9:00 NORA C ENGLAND (Iowa) The Discourse Function of -ee in Mam (Mayan)
9:15 JILL BRODY (Alabama) Cleft in Tojolabal Maya—Structure and Discourse
9:30 JOHN W DUBOIS (UC-Santa Barbara) Ergativity and Preferred Argument Structure in Sacapultec Discourse
9:45 JUDITH AISSEN (Yale) Agreement in Tzotzil
10:00 Break
10:10 THOMAS W LARSEN (UC-Berkeley) Deictic and Nondeictic Directionals in Aguacatec
10:25 BARBARA EDMONSON (Tulane) The Huastec Benefactive
10:40 WILLIAM M NORMAN (Tulane) Semantic Representation of Transitive Verbs in Quiche
10:55 SUSAN M KNOWLES (Tulane) Pronouns in Chontal-Maya
11:10-12:00 Discussion

WORKSHOP ON THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE AND COGNITION: COMBINING ETHNOGRAPHIC AND MICROETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES  (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Cognition and Linguistic Studies) LAH Detroit
Workshop examines issues of theory and method in the study of language and cognition in ethnographic and microethnographic perspective.
Chairs: SUSAN FLORIO (Michigan State), JEFFREY SHULTZ (Cincinnati)
Participants: KATHRYN HU PEI AU (Kamehameha Early Education Program), DONALD DOOR-BREMMES (UC-Los Angeles), SUSAN FLORIO (Michigan State), SHIRLEY BRICE HEATH (Stanford), JEFFREY SHULTZ (Cincinnati), JANET THEOPHANO (Pennsylvania), WENDY ROSEN (Alaska), DAVID THORNTON MOORE (Washington)

ADVANCED SEMINAR ON SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT  (AAA Committee on Anthropology as a Profession) LAH Buffalo
Facilitators: MICHAEL K ORBACH (UC-Santa Cruz), RICHARD STOFFLE (Wisconsin)
Attendance is by subscription. For information, see staff at the advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm on Thursday.

CURRENT CARIBBEAN RESEARCH: PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH AND NUTRITION  LAH Mission
Organizer: M FAITH MITCHELL (Health Policy Program)
Chair: VERA RUBIN (Research Institute for the Study of Man)
9:30 M FAITH MITCHELL (Health Policy Program) Class and Therapeutic Dyads in Jamaica
9:45 LENORE D RALSTON (UC-Berkeley) Is the Glass Half Full or Half Empty? The Role of Beverage Alcohol in the Commonwealth Caribbean
10:00 MELANIE C DREHER (Columbia) Childhood Cannabis Consumption in Jamaica
10:15  J O PALACIO (UC-Berkeley) Food Roles and Garifuna Household Organization
10:30  Break
10:40  ROBERT A MYERS (Davidson) Toward Demythologizing Island Carib Cannibalism
10:55  WILLIAM W DRESSLER (Alabama) Hypertension and Perceived Stress: A St Lucian Example
11:10- Discussants: WILLIAM W DRESSLER (Alabama), VERA RUBIN (Research Institute for the Study of Man)
12:00  ANTROPOLOGISTS AT WORK ON POLITICAL AND LEGAL PROBLEMS-I  LAH Garden East
Chair: CAROLE E HILL (Georgia State)
9:30  DIANE K LEWIS (UC-Santa Cruz) The Black Female Offender: Issues of Race and Sex Inequality
9:45  STEPHEN SCHACTER (David and Company) The Musqueum Indian Tribe's Case of Fraud Against the Canadian Government: The Lawyer's View
10:00  MADELINE LANDAU (UC-Berkeley) Neglected Issues in Legal and Administrative Reform in Complex Societies: Cyclic Policies and Political Effects in the United States
10:15  MIRIAM LEE KAPROW (Mt Sinai School of Medicine-CUNY) Deregulation and the Manufacture of Danger
10:30  MYRDENE ANDERSON (Purdue) Broker Boundaries: Axles of Information and Energy Management in a Fourth World Crisis
10:45- Discussion

220  THIRD WORLD AGRARIAN LABOR HISTORY: PROBLEMS OF METHOD AND THEORY
LAH Garden West
Organizers: LOUISE LENNIHAN (Columbia), ANN STOLER (Columbia)
Chair: JAY O'BRIEN (Connecticut)
9:30  JEFFERSON C BOYER (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Peasant and Proletarian Praxis in Southern Honduras
9:45  JASON W CLAY (Cultural Survival) Agricultural Labor in Garanhuns, Brazil: 1845-1978
10:00  LOUISE LENNIHAN (Columbia) From Slavery to Wage-Slavery: Agrarian Labor Transformation in Northern Nigeria, 1900-37
10:15  ANN STOLER (Columbia) The Politics of Labor Control in Sumatran Plantation Agriculture
10:30  Break
10:40  JAMES W WESSMAN (New Mexico) Rural Social Struggles in Central Jalisco, Mexico: 1850-1920
10:55  WILLIAM W STEIN (SUNY-Buffalo) The Role of Nonpeasants in a Peasant Revolt: Mestizos and Indians in 19th-Century Peru
11:10- Discussants: WILLIAM ROSEBERRY (New School), TEMMA KAPLAN (UC-Los Angeles)
12:00  UNITED STATES ASSOCIATION OF PHILIPPINE ANTHROPOLOGISTS  HR 311
10:00  Meeting of the Executive Board

222  PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—ANTHROPOLOGICAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECTOR  LAH Washington
10:00-  Leaders: ERVE CHAMBERS (Maryland), JOE HARDING (Southern Regional Education Board), SUSAN WILSON (Texas Area Health Systems Agency)
Anthropological applications in local governments and regional agencies will be discussed, including the nature of positions in this sector for which anthropologists might be suited, strategies for obtaining information about position openings, and skills required to compete successfully in this market. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Room.

223  INVITED SESSION EXPERIENTIAL ASPECTS OF SHAMANISM (Society for Psychological Anthropology)  HR Regency West
Organizers: DOUGLASS PRICE-WILLIAMS (UC-Los Angeles), LARRY G PETERS (UC-Los Angeles)
Chair: DOUGLASS PRICE-WILLIAMS (UC-Los Angeles)

10:00 RAYMOND PRINCE (McGill) The Shaman's Trip: A Way Out of the Classificatory Dilemma
10:15 RICHARD KATZ (Harvard) The Experience of Transformation in Healing: Data from the !Kung and Fijian People
10:30 JOAN D KOSS (New Mexico) The Experience of Spirits: Toward an Understanding of the Meaning of Mediumistic Work
10:45 LARRY G PETERS (UC-Los Angeles) Ecstasy and Psychotherapy in the Shamanism of the Tamang of Nepal

11:00 Discussants: BARBARA MYERHOFF (Southern California-Los Angeles), DOUGLASS PRICE-WILLIAMS (UC-Los Angeles)
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224 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION HR 309
12:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors

225 WORKSHOP ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND CAPITOL HILL (AAA Congressional Fellowship Program) LAH Cleveland
12:00-1:00 A presentation of views by anthropologists with professional experience on Capitol Hill.
Chair: DONALD BILLSLNGSLEY (Office of US Senator Donald W Riegle)

226 COUNCIL FOR MARXIST ANTHROPOLOGY LAH St Louis/Foy
12:00-1:00 Business meeting
Chair: DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY-Utica)

227 RURAL HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP HR Bunker Hill North
12:00-1:00 Informal discussion on research and policy relating to basic health and human needs in rural areas.
Chair: JOE HARDING (Southern Regional Education Board)

228 MINORITY EDUCATION IN A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Transnational Issues in Education) HR La Plaza East
12:00-1:00 Informal discussion to identify issues through case study reviews and to explore policy alternatives for addressing these issues.
Chair: HOWARD STEVISON (AID)
Participants: JOHN OGBU (UC-Berkeley), WILLIAM RIDEOUT (Southern California), SIDEKI TAKAI (Southern California), JOHN HAWKINS (UC-Los Angeles)

12:00-1:00 Informal discussion
Chair: HESTER DAVIS (Arkansas Archeological Survey)

231 AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY HR La Plaza West
12:00-1:00 Business meeting
Chair: DAVID MAYBURY-LEWIS (Harvard)

232 COUNCIL ON NURSING AND ANTHROPOLOGY HR Pico
12:00-1:00 Business meeting
Chair: PAM BRINK (UC-Los Angeles)
233  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  LAH Detroit
12:00-  Business meeting of the Committee on Cognition and Linguistic Studies
1:30   Chair: SUSAN FLORIO (Michigan State), JEFFREY SHULTZ (Cincinnati)

234  MEETING OF HUNGARIANISTS  HR 315
12:00-  Informal discussion
1:30   Chair: MOLLY SCHUCHAT (Behavior Service Consultants, Inc)

235  EDUCATIONAL VOUCHERS AND EQUITY  (Council on Anthropology and Education
Committee on Anthropological Studies of School and Culture)  HR Bunker Hill Center
12:00-  Informal discussion
1:30   Chair: JUDITH T GUSKIN (Wisconsin-Parkside)
       Participants: TOM WALTERS (California State Board of Directors), PETER ROOS
       (Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund), JIM CATTERALL (Stanford)

236  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HR 310
12:00-  Business meeting of the Committee on Blacks in Education
1:30   Chair: ANNIE S BARNES (Norfolk State)

237  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  CAE Suite
12:00-  Business meeting of the Committee on Materials and Methods for Teaching Anthro-
1:30   pology
       Chair: RUTH O SELIG (Smithsonian)

238  PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—OPPORTUNITIES IN DEVELOP-
MENT ANTHROPOLOGY—THE FEDERAL PERSPECTIVE  LAH Washington
12:00-  Leader: BARBARA L K PILLSBURY (AID)
1:50   Federal policy in international economic development will be discussed, along with
       the role of, and employment opportunities for, anthropologists within development
       organizations. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at
       the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.

239  LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON  HR Olvera
12:00-  Attendance is by subscription. For more information see staff at advance registration
desk not later than 10:00 am Friday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 pm will be con-
idered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
       Organizers: LUISE MARGOLIES (Central de Venezuela), ROBERT V KEMPER (Southern
Methodist)
1:00   1—Field Research Problems in the Caribbean
       Coordinator: LAMBROS COMITAS (Columbia)
2—Field Research Problems in Belize
       Coordinator: GRANT T JONES (Hamilton)
3—Field Research Problems in Mexico
       Coordinator: ROBERT V KEMPER (Southern Methodist)
4—Field Research Problems in Venezuela
       Coordinator: LUISE MARGOLIES (Central de Venezuela)
5—Field Research Problems in Peru and Bolivia
       Coordinator: BENJAMIN ORLOVE (UC·Davis)
6—Field Research Problems in Mexico
       Coordinator: ART RUBEL (Michigan State)
7—Field Research Problems in Argentina
       Coordinator: SCOTT WHITEFORD (Michigan State)
8—Field Research Problems in Ecuador
       Coordinator: NORMAN WHITTEN (Illinois-Urbana)

240  FINANCE COMMITTEE  LAH Hartford
1:00   Executive session
WOMEN AND WORK IN SOUTHEAST ASIA  HR Bunker Hill South
Organizers/Chairs: PENNY VAN ESTERIK (Cornell), BARBARA S WRIGHT (Daemen)
1:30  JILL B R CHERNEFF (New School) The Savvy Savage: Female Roles in Bontoc, Philippines
1:45  BARBARA S WRIGHT (Daemen) The Dilemma of Divorce: Work and Marriage Among Kelantan Malay Women
2:00  PENNY VAN ESTERIK (Cornell) Combining Work and Motherhood: Survival Strategies in Urban Southeast Asia
2:15  MICHAEL G PELETZ (Michigan) Women's Work, Matriliny, and Gender Identity Among Negeri Sembilan Malay
2:30  CRISTINA M BLANC SZANTON (Columbia) Women's Careers in Post-World War II Thailand
2:45- Discussion
3:15

THE PRESENT AND FUTURE ROLES OF AFRO-AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS  LAH Garden East
Organizer: ANNIE S BARNES (Norfolk State)
Chair: CHARLES P WARREN (Illinois-Chicago Circle)
1:30  STEFAN GOODWIN (Morgan State) Afro-American Anthropologists as Scientists: A Moment in Time
1:45  DAVID JULIAN HODGES (Hunter) Black Perspectives in Anthropology: Is There a Future for the Past?
2:00  ELEANOR MASON RAMSEY (UC-Berkeley) The Anthropologist as Entrepreneur
2:15- Discussants: MELVIN 0 WILLIAMS (Purdue), JAMES LOWELL GIBBS, JR (Stanford),
3:15  JOHNETTA B COLE (Massachusetts-Amherst), CHARLES E COUNTEE (Ferguson, Bryan & Associates)

CURRENT RESEARCH ON POLITICS, ECONOMY, AND SOCIAL CHANGE  HR Bunker Hill Center
Chair: TBA
1:30  PER MATHIESEN (Tromso) The Sami People Are Marching
1:40  SETENEY K SHAMI (UC-Berkeley) Ethnicity and Political Action in Jordan
1:50  EVELYN J CABALLERO (Hawaii) Gold Exploitation: An Alternative Subsistence Strategy Among the Philippine Kankanay
2:00  RICHARD H MOORE (Southwest Texas State) Farmers' Strategies to Deal with the Vertical and Horizontal Capitalist Integration of Japanese Agriculture
2:10  CLIFFORD A BEHRENS (UC-Los Angeles) Shipibo Ecology and Economy
2:20  Break
2:30  JAMES F HOPGOOD (Northern Kentucky) Internal Differentiation and External Connections: Squatters in Monterrey, Mexico
2:40  DON E DUMOND (Oregon) Yucatecan Caste War Rebels After 1865
2:50  MARILYN M WELLS (Middle Tennessee State) Priest-Healers as Political Activists
3:00- Discussion
3:30

POLITICAL MOBILIZATION IN CONTEMPORARY NORTH AMERICA  HR Bunker Hill North
Chair: LUTHER P GERLACH (Minnesota)
1:30  KATHLEEN KERWIN FUDA (Boston) Political Symbolism and Resource Mobilization: Controversy over a Massachusetts Energy Facility
1:45  CAROL LYNN WOLFE (Boston) Resource Mobilization and Political Conflict: Parent Participation in Boston School Desegregation
2:00  GAYLORD NEELY (Stanford) Faction and Movement: Cooperative Politics in Rural Louisiana
2:15  PHILIP HANDBRICK (Michigan State) Continuity and Discontinuity in Political Images
2:30  Break
2:40  DAVID H FRENCH (Reed) and THOMAS S ABLER (Waterloo) Claims of Legitimacy and Charges of Illegitimacy: Symptoms of Contested Authority
RONA S MAZER (North Florida) The Dynamic Nature of "Tribes": The Mashpee Indians, a Case Study
3:10- Discussion
3:45

THE SHAPING AND SHAPES OF SOCIAL LIFE AND SOCIAL INTERACTION LAH St Louis/Foy
Chair: HENRY A SELBY (Texas)
1:30 WALTER H SANGREE (Rochester) The Concept of the "Hero" (šua), and the Achievement of Social Acclaim in Irigwe, Nigeria
1:45 JANE NADEL (Clarkson) Stigma and Separation: Fisherfolk in Scotland
2:00 ELLEN C K JOHNSON (Illinois) Social Relationships in Spatial Context: A Model from Thai Culture
2:15 THEODORE C BESTOR (Stanford) Neighborhood Associations, Networks, and Urban Social Organization in Japan
2:30 Break
2:40 JULIANNAA FLINN (Stanford) Interisland Ties and Migration from Pulap, Caroline Islands
2:55 JOHN MOCK (Michigan State) Mizu Shobai: Entertainers of the “Water Trades” as an Urban Subculture
3:10 J LINDENFIELD (California State-Northridge) Social Interaction at French Marketplaces
3:25- Discussion
4:00

XXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES-IV: TYPOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS HR La Plaza East
Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: WICK R MILLER (Utah)
1:30 ANTHONY C WOODBURY (Texas-Austin) Symbolic Processes in Central Yup’ik Phonology
1:45 C F VOEGELIN and F M VOEGELIN (Indiana) Number in the Grammar and Lexicon of Hopi
2:00 KENNETH L MINER (Kansas) Algonquian Medials as Incorporated Nominals: The Evidence and Some Implications
2:15 STANLEY ALFONSE MERSOL (UC-Irvine) The Phonology of the Mescalero Apache Language
2:30 Break
2:40 KAREN J LUPARDUS (Kansas) Passives in Alabama
2:55 LYNN GORDON (California State-Fullerton) Chickasaw Relative Clauses
3:10- Discussant: WILLIAM F SHIPLEY (UC-Santa Cruz)
4:00

COMMUNITY, SCHOOL, AND HOME STUDIES IN LATINO SETTINGS: IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION (Council on Anthropology and Education) LAH Sierra
Organizers/Chairs: LUIS C MOLL (UC-San Diego), ROBERT L CARRASCO (Arizona State)
1:30 ARLENE SCANLON and JUDITH GREEN (Delaware) Theoretical Frameworks, Methodological Issues, and Ethical Implications of Research on Home, Community, and School in Hispanic Settings
1:45 ADBIL A MALDONADO-GUZMAN (Harvard) Teachers’ and Students’ Mutual Adaptability in Bilingual Classrooms with Chicano Teachers and Children, and with Anglo Teachers and Chicano Children: A Comparative Ethnographic Study with Pedagogical Implications
2:00 RAY CHESTERFIELD (Juarez & Associates, Inc) Participatory Strategies Among Non-talkers in Bilingual Preschool Classrooms
2:15 Break
2:25 LUIS C MOLL (UC-San Diego) Communication and Learning: An Experiment under Natural Conditions
2:40 RICHARD DURAN (Educational Testing Service) Oral Reading in a Home Setting
2:55 LUCIA ELIAS-OLIVARES and FLORES RODRIGUEZ-BROWN (Illinois-Chicago Circle)
Community Language—Its Influence on the Child’s Communicative Competence
3:10 Discussant: HENRY TRUEBA (San Diego State)
4:00

248 HERBALISM IN LATIN AMERICA: MULTIDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES HR La Plaza West
Organizers: MICHAEL H LOGAN (Tennessee), JOSEPH BASTIEN (Texas)
Chair: MICHAEL H LOGAN (Tennessee)
1:30 ELOY RODRIGUEZ (UC-Irvine) The Use of Hallucinogens in Amazonia: The Ethnopharmacological Perspective
1:45 JOSEPH BASTIEN (Texas-Arlington) Analysis of Herbs Used by Qollahuaya Andeans
2:00 JUDITH R DAVIDSON (UC-Los Angeles) Women in Transition: Changing Modes of Herbal Medical Lore
2:15 BERNARD R ORTIZ-DE-MONTELLANO (Wayne) Herbs of the Aztec Rain God
2:30 Break
2:40 MARGARITA KAY (Arizona) Poisoning By Gordolobo: Why Was the Wrong Herb Collected?
2:55 ROBERT BYE (Colorado) and WILLIAM MERRILL (National Museum of Natural History) Medicinal Plants of the Sierra Madre Occidental—A Comparative Study of Tarahumara and Mexican Native Herbs
3:10 ROBERT F TROTTIER II (Pan American) An Ethnopharmacological Model for Eliciting Community Morbidity Patterns
3:25 Discussion
4:15

249 PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: THEORETICAL DISCUSSIONS HR Pico
Chair: WILLIAM A STINI (Arizona)
1:30 CHRISTOPHER BOEHM (Northern Kentucky) Does Political Egalitarianism Have a Biological Basis?
1:45 ELIZABETH H PETERS (Florida State) Fictive Kinship as a Sociobiological Concept
2:00 MARGARET E HAMILTON (Delaware) An Alternative to Adaptive Stories About Human Female Evolution
2:15 MARCIA J THOMPSON and D W HARSHA (Tulane) The Tropical Origins of the Human Daily Activity Cycle
2:30 DANIEL SEACHORD (Washington State) Stimulus Modulation and Human Culture
2:45 Break
2:55 GLORIA MOY PETERSEN (UC-Los Angeles) Hidden Heterogeneity of Serum Transferrin Variation in African Cercopithecines
3:10 S L WASHBURN (UC-Berkeley) Explaining Evolution
3:25 RICHARD E WARD (Franklin & Marshall) The Physical Anthropologist in the World of Biomedical Research
3:40 Discussion
4:30

250 ETHNOGRAPHY OF LANGUAGE IN FOCUSED INTERACTIONS LAH Mission
Chair: DELL H HYMES (Pennsylvania)
1:30 HY VAN LUONG (Hamilton) Rules, Structural Contradictions, and the Meanings of Vietnamese Kinship Terms
1:45 KATHERINE S FRENCH (Reed) The Uses of First Names
2:00 DEBORAH TANNEN (Georgetown) and CYNTHIA WALLAT (National Institute of Education) Medical Professionals and Parents: A Linguistic Analysis of Communication Across Contexts
2:15 SUE CAROLE FISHER (Tennessee) Doctor Talk, Patient Talk: The Strategic Use of Language to Accomplish Medical Decision Making
2:30 Break
2:40 LISABETH RYDER (UC-Los Angeles) Error Correction and Modes of Social Control Among Clients at a Sheltered Workshop
2:55  NIRA REISS (Haifa) The Structure of Requests
3:10  ALESSANDRO DURANTI (Rome) Temporal and Spatial Boundaries of a Speech Event: The Samoan *Fono*
3:25  Break
3:50  ELIZABETH A WARREN (Arizona) The Ethnography of Literacy
4:05- Discussion
5:00  

251  PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—OPPORTUNITIES IN DEVELOPMENT ANTHROPOLOGY—THE PRIVATE SECTOR PERSPECTIVE  LAH Washington
2:00- Leaders: MARY ELMENDORF (Consultant) and PETER B HAMMOND (Consultant)
3:50  Topics include patterns of development consulting (eg, finding a role for the development anthropologist, the organization of team/mission work, and the variety of consulting assignments), the nature of client agencies and firms, necessary skills for short-term fieldwork, the creation of networks in the development community, and the benefits and disadvantages of development consulting. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.

252  NEW MODELS FOR THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PRE-COLUMBIAN POLITIES—II  (Latin American Anthropology Group)  LAH Golden State
Organizers:  PATRICIA J NETHERLY (Massachusetts-Amherst), DAVID FREIDEL (Southern Methodist)
Chair: PATRICIA J NETHERLY (Massachusetts-Amherst)
2:00  DAVID FREIDEL (Southern Methodist) and PAYSON D SHEETS (Colorado) Obsidian Money? The Lowland Maya Case
2:15  TOM D DILLEHAY (Kentucky) Procurement of Ritual Paraphernalia by Mapuche Shamans
2:30  RICHARD M LEVENTHAL (Peabody Museum) The Economics of Copan: Internal and External
2:45  J SCOTT RAYMOND (Calgary) A Consideration of the Economic Importance of the Montana to the Huari Empire
3:00  Break
3:10  ELIZABETH M BRUMFIEL (Albion) The Economics of Power: Tribute Distribution and the Aztec State
3:25  PRESLEY NORTON (Programa de Antropologia para el Ecuador) The Chiefdom of Calangone and the League of Merchants: Regional Social Hierarchy Along the North Andean Coast
3:40- Discussion
4:30  

253  INVITED SESSION COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH ON SCIENTIFIC METHOD (Society for Applied Anthropology)  HR Regency West
Organizers:  JEAN J SCHENSUL (Hispanic Health Council), STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut), PETER KONG-MING NEW (Toronto), WILLIAM PARTRIDGE (Georgia State)
Chair: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Hispanic Health Council)
2:00  STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut) Systems Paradigms and Applied Social Science
2:15  PETER KONG-MING NEW (Toronto and RICHARD M HESSLER (Columbia-Missouri) Collaborative Research and Utilization
2:30- Discussion
5:00  WILLIAM PARTRIDGE (Georgia State), FREDERICK ERICKSON (Michigan State), ELLEN HERDA (San Francisco), JOSEPH CONSTANTINE (Hartford Board of Education), PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut), FREDDIE RICHARDSON (Virginia), HELEN SCHWARTZMAN (Institute for Juvenile Research), DOROTHY THEODORATUS (Sacramento State), KENNETH BARGER (UIPUI, Indiana), MARIA GONZALEZ (Hispanic Health Council)
INVITED SESSION MICROLEVEL-MACROLEVEL LINKAGES IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY AND METHOD—II (1981 Program Editorial Board) HR Regency East
Organizers: BILLIE R DEWALT (Kentucky), PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut)
Chair: PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut)
2:00 CAROL A SMITH (Duke) World-System Models for Small Regions
2:30 FRANK CANCIAN (UC-Irvine) The Boundaries of Rural Stratification Systems
3:00 RICHARD N ADAMS (Texas) Regulation and Energy in Human Hierarchies
3:30 Break
3:40 BILLIE R DEWALT (Kentucky) and PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut) Methodological Approaches to Microlevel-Macrolevel Linkages
4:10- Discussion
5:00

SOCIETY AND INDIVIDUAL: STUDIES IN PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY HR Broadway East
Chair: SUSAN ABBOTT (Kentucky)
2:00 RICHARD BASHAM (Sydney) Merit and Power in Thailand: A Reappraisal
2:15 ALLEN R FRANZ (Ventura) Who’s to Bless and Who’s to Blame: Social Process and Psychological Predisposition
2:30 STEVEN NACHMAN (Michigan State) Shame and Moral Aggression
2:45 BARBARA HERR (UC-Los Angeles) Trouble and Institutionalized Rule Breaking in the Lau Islands of Fiji
3:00 MARK S FLEISHER (Washington State) The Psychosocial Dynamics of Prison Inmate Families
3:15 Break
3:25 LAURIS A MCKEE (Cornell) Socializing the Macho
3:40 PAUL C ROSENBLATT (Minnesota) Ethnosemantic Analysis and Depression: Cabin Fever in Minnesota
3:55 THOMAS GREGOR (Vanderbilt) Mehinaku Metaphors of Food and Sex
4:10 THEODORA M ABEL (New Mexico) and RHODA METRAUX (AMNH) Emerging World Culture and Personal Identity: A Cross-Cultural Exploration
4:25- Discussion
5:00

ANTHROPOLOGISTS AT WORK ON POLITICAL AND LEGAL PROBLEMS—II LAH Garden West
Chair: ERVE J CHAMBERS (Maryland)
2:30 DAVID A CLEVELAND, NANCY FERGUSON, and THOMAS ORUM (Arizona) Energy Efficient Urban Gardening in the Desert: Technical, Social, and Cultural Parameters
2:45 LYNN D MASON (California State-Northridge) Solar Energy: Fuel for Rural Revitalization?
3:00 JOSEPH NALVEN (Community Research-San Diego) Employers of Undocumented Workers
3:15 PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh) The Anthropologist as Interpreter of Current Events: The Iranian Crisis
3:30- Discussion
4:00

THE END OF THE LIFE CYCLE: COPING WITH DEATH AND DYING LAH New York
Chair: SUE P TAYLOR (Wayne State)
3:15 JACK M KUGELMASS (Max Weinreich Center) The Intervalle Jewish Center: Continuity and Death
3:30 BARBARA W CURRAN (St Mary’s Hospice-Tucson) Hospice: New Wrinkle in the Health Care Fabric
3:45 ANTHONY P GLASCOCK and ROBERT BRADEN (Wyoming) Transitions of Being: Death and Dying in Cross-Cultural Perspective
4:00 KYUNG-SOO CHUN (Minnesota) Death and Dying: Contrasts Between Traditional Korean and American Views
4:15 ROBERT J MAXWELL (City of Bakersfield) and PHILIP SILVERMAN (California State-Bakersfield) Gerontoride
4:30- Discussion
5:00

258 METHODS, APPLICATIONS, AND EXPERIENCES: CURRENT RESEARCH IN CULTURAL AND APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY  LAH Cleveland
Chair: CHRISTINE L FRY (Loyola)
3:15 PAULA F LEVIN (Virginia Commonwealth) The Cultural Context of Curriculum Development
3:25 THOMAS F JOHNSTON (Alaska) Applied Ethnomusicology: Feeding Back Traditional Music and Dance in the Eskimo Classroom Via Instructional Videotape and Bilingual Songbook
3:35 LAURA F KLEIN and GREGORY GULDIN (Pacific Lutheran) The Anthropological Study Tour: Exoticism in Safety
3:45 COBURN L CURRIER (Olivet) Undergraduates in the Field: Encounters of a Close Kind
3:55 R F HAFER (Papago Tribe) In and Out of the Proverbial Basket: The Case of Anthropology and Planning for the Papago Tribe, Arizona
4:05 GREGG SMITH REYNOLDS (UC-San Francisco) Industrially Injured Workers and Workers’ Compensation: Institutionalized Socioeconomic Stasis
4:15 JAY C FIRES (Michigan) Data Verification in Huichol Shamanism
4:25- Discussion
5:00

259 ISSUES IN ETHNICITY AND IDENTITY  LAH Los Angeles
Chair: SAM BECK (Barnard)
3:30 CYNTHIA A GUY (Chicago) An Analysis of Unique Expressions of Ethnic Identity Among Indian Immigrants in Yerucham, Israel
3:45 LAWRENCE A PALINKAS (UC-San Diego) Ethnicity and Identity in an Immigrant Chinese Church
4:00 VERNE A DUSENBERY (Chicago) Convert, Immigrant, Ethnic: Religion and Ethnicity in North American Culture
4:15 M JOCELYN ARMSTRONG (Hawaii) On Defining Ethnicity in Health-Related Research: Insights from Malaysian Studies
4:30 T MICHAEL CLARKE (Cornell) Development Paradigms and the New Ethnicity: the Swiss Case
4:45- Discussion
5:00

260 SEX ROLES IN THE UNITED STATES  HR Broadway West
Chair: LOUISE LAMHERE (Brown)
3:30 MARGARET A EISENHART (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) Pathways to Adulthood and Womanhood in American Society
3:45 FLORENCE GOULD (Houston Baptist) and JUNE S HOLLY (Houston Center for the Humanities) Study of Mortar Board Graduates (High-Achievers Among College Women)
4:00 MELFORD S WEISS (California State-Sacramento) What Happens as Little Gymnasts Grow Up: Sex-Roles and Competitive Athletes
4:15 JUDITH A BURGESS (Columbia) Women’s Work, Migration, and Mobility: Caribbean Nurses in New York City
4:30- Discussion
5:00

261 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FROM THE FEDERAL PERSPECTIVE  LAH Washington
4:00- Leader: RICHARD LERNER (US Army Corps of Engineers)
The responsibilities of cultural resource managers in the federal government will be examined in this workshop, as well as training requirements for careers in CRM and agencies where CRM positions are available. Attendance is by registration only. For further information, see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.
5:50
COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY  LAH Cleveland
5:30- Informal discussion. An opportunity to discuss women’s issues with the members of COSWA.
7:00 Organizer: DONALD G LINDBURG (UC-Los Angeles)
Chair: MARY ELIZABETH KING (Pennsylvania)

MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY WINE AND CHEESE ROUNDTABLE  HR Bunker Hill
5:30- Center
7:00 Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm Thursday. Those places unoccupied at 5:45 pm will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
Organizer: GRETEL H PELTO (Connecticut)
1—Ethnography in Medical Settings
   Coordinator: MICHAEL AGAR (Houston)
2—Health Survival Strategies of the Young and the Old in Rural Communities
   Coordinator: TYSON GIBBS
3—Translating Anthropological Concepts into Medical Education: Curriculum Models
   Coordinators: NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (North Carolina-Chapel Hill), MARGARET LOCK (McGill)
4—Natural Fertility: How Does Choice Affect Reproductive Performance in the Absence of Modern Contraceptive and Abortion Techniques?
   Coordinator: PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt)
5—Ethnomedical Practices Concerning Children
   Coordinator: CAROL JENKINS (Illinois State- Normal)
6—Sex, Drugs, and Fertility: Issues in Women’s Reproductive Experience
   Coordinator: ELLEN LEWIN (UC-San Francisco), CAROLE BROWNER (Wayne State)
7—Infant Feeding Practices
   Coordinator: LINDA S ADAIR (Rice)
8—Teaching Medical Anthropology in Developing Countries
   Coordinator: KERRY J PATAKI-SCHWEIZER (Papua New Guinea)
9—Anthropological Perspectives on Herbal Medicine
   Coordinator: JUDITH R DAVIDSON (UC-Los Angeles)
10—Utilization of Qualitative Research Data in Maternal-Child Health/Family Planning Program Development and Evaluation
   Coordinator: MICHELE G SHEDLIN (Columbia)
11—The Role of Anthropology in International Nutrition
   Coordinator: MARY SCRAMSHAW (MIT)
12—Bones, Joints, and Backaches: Anthropological Perspectives
   Coordinator: ROBERT T ANDERSON (Mills)
13—Adaptations of Mentally Retarded Adults to Urban Settings
   Coordinator: ROBERT EDGERTON (Neuropsychiatric Institute-Los Angeles)
14—Ethnicity and Health Care
   Coordinator: PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut)
15—Hypertension and Health Care: Anthropological Perspectives
   Coordinators: WILLIAM DRESSLER (Alabama), LINDA VALLEROY (Pennsylvania)

COMMITTEE OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING  HR La Plaza East
5:30- Planning and networking session for anthropologists who work with environmental planning, cultural resources management, social impact assessment, and community planning in both nonacademic and academic settings.
7:00 Chair: BARBARA J SIBLEY (Dalton, Dalton, Newport)

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH GROUP ON HOMOSEXUALITY  LAH Detroit
5:30- Informal discussion on research planning, strategy, and information exchange.
7:00 Chair: K E READ (Washington)
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HR 311
5:30- Business meeting of the Committee on Ethnographic Approaches to Evaluation
7:00  Chairs: ELAINE SIMON (Temple), STEVEN SHERLOCK (Dakota County)

WORK IN PROGRESS ON WOMEN IN SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY  (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Women in Schools and Society)  LAH St Louis/Foy
5:30-  Informal discussion
7:00  Chair: THELMA SHARP COOK (British Columbia)

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN REFUGEE RESettlement AND ADAPTATION  (Indochina Refugee Action Center)  HR Bunker Hill
5:30-  Chairs: ROGER HARMON (Indochina Refugee Action Center), MARJORIE MUECKE (Washington)
7:00  Informal discussion

CENTRAL AMERICA: FIRE IN THE LAKE, PART 2?  (Anthropology Resource Center/Guatemala Scholars Network)  LAH Los Angeles
5:30-  Panel discussion on the current crisis in Central America and the role of anthropologists in politically troubled areas.
7:00  Organizers: TRACY BACHRACH EHLERS (Guatemala Scholars Network), PAUL SHANKMAN (Colorado-Boulder)
      Chair: SHELTON H DAVIS (Anthropology Resource Center)
      Participants: MARTIN DISKIN (MIT), TED MCDONALD (Cultural Survival Inc), NORMA CHINCHILLA (California-Irvine), MARGARITA B MELVILLE (Houston), LEONEL GOMEZ (Agrarian Reform Institute), LARRY SIMON (Oxfam America)

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION  HR Olvera
5:30-  Business meeting
7:00  Chair: CARROLL WILLIAMS (Anthropology Film Center)

ANTICIPATORY ANTHROPOLOGY: PATHS TOWARD ALTERNATIVE FUTURES  (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Educational Futures)  LAH Garden West
5:30-  Panel discussion on the applications of anticipatory anthropology (a combination of Futures' research techniques with anthropological concepts and methods) in education, industry, government, and anthropology.
7:00  Chair: ROBERT J MILLER (Wisconsin-Madison)
      Participants: J B FOWLES (Houston), ROBERT B TEXTOR (Stanford), MARION DOB-BERT (Minnesota), MORTON KLASS (Barnard), BEATRICE D MILLER (Qualitative Systems Analysts)

COMMITTEE FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BELIZE  HR Pico
5:30-  Informal discussion on the successes and failures of anthropology in addressing the problems of development in Belize; future directions and proposed solutions to communications problems between anthropologists and managers of the development process.
7:00  Organizer: RICHARD R WILK (Arizona)
      Chair: GRANT D JONES (Hamilton)

ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND GERONTOLOGY  LAH Boston
5:30-  Business Meeting
7:00  Chairs: CHRISTINE FRY (Loyola), JAY SOKOLOVSKY (Maryland)

SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  HR Broadway West
5:30-  Business meeting and selection of nominations for Society offices.
7:00  Chair: STAN WILK (Lycoming)
275 MIDDLE EAST RESEARCH GROUP IN ANTHROPOLOGY  HR La Plaza West
5:30- Sixth annual meeting; agenda includes discussion of publication plans for Forum.
7:00  Chair: ROGER JOSEPH (California State-Fullerton)

276 ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS  HR Broadway East
5:30- Annual reception and presentation of awards.
7:00  Organizer: CLAUDIA MITCHELL KERNAN (UC-Los Angeles)
      Chair: JOHN STEWART (Illinois)

277 KOREAN STUDIES  LAH Buffalo
5:30- Informal discussion for American anthropologists who have done their work in Korea, and for Korean-born anthropologists who are interested in Korea, to foster a joint venture in studying Korean culture between anthropologists of Western origin and Korean-born anthropologists.
7:00  Chair: CHOONG SOON KIM (Tennessee-Martin)

278 THE AYMARA FOUNDATION  LAH Mission
5:30- Business meeting
7:00  Organizer: ANDREW W MIRACLE, JR (Texas Christian)
      Chair: LUCY T BRIGGS (Hanover)

FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 4

279 FILM SCREENINGS  HR Regency East
Organizer: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young)
Films and discussions, presented in cooperation with Cultural Survival, Inc, focus on the plight of indigenous peoples who face oppression and significant violations of their human rights.
6:00  THE LAST TASMANIAN (CRM/McGraw-Hill) Tom Heydon and Rhys Jones
7:10  Discussant: DAVID H P MAYBURY-LEWIS (Harvard)
8:25- Discussant: ROBERT J GORDON (Vermont)
     8:30

280 RECEPTION FOR NEW MEMBERS  LAH Garden East
6:00- Present and past officers of the Association welcome new members and members attending their first annual meeting.
7:00

281 UNITED STATES ASSOCIATION OF PHILIPPINE ANTHROPOLOGISTS  LAH New York
7:00  No-Host Cash Bar

282 COUNCIL OF THE ASSOCIATION  LAH Pacific
9:00  Annual business meeting
      Chair: WILLIAM C STURTEVANT (Smithsonian)

SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 5

8:00 FORUM OF PRESIDENTS  LAH Boston
      Breakfast meeting

300 BRIEF REPORTS ON RECENT RESEARCH  LAH Detroit
      Chair: DANIEL D WHITNEY (San Diego State)
9:00 LANCE A WILLIAMS (Drew Medical School) and CARL A MAIDA (Drew Medical School) Alcoholism Demonstration Project: An Ethnographic Assessment of the Effectiveness of Service Delivery of Three Alcoholism Treatment Settings

9:05 ROBERT J STAHL (Northern State C) Drinking and Cirrhosis Among the Sioux

9:10 PAIGE TALLEY (San Diego State) Gaining Tribal Status for a Non-Recognized Indian Group: The Federal Acknowledgment Program


9:20 Discussion

9:25 GEORGE H WEIGHTMAN (Lehman C) The Philippine Chinese: From Asians to Cultural Minority


9:35 PAMELA A R BLAKELY (Brigham Young) The Prominence of Funerals in Hembra Social Life (Zaire)

9:40 BARRY S. HEWLETT (Shasta C) Exploration Range of Aka Pygmies of the Central African Republic

9:45 MARIA LEPOWSKY (UC-Berkeley) Cultural Ecology of Child Malnutrition in the Louisiade Archipelago of Papua, New Guinea

9:50 Discussion/Break

10:10 ALBERT B ROBILLARD (Hawaii) Emergent Structures and Culture in Doctor-Patient Interaction: Physician Questions and Hawaiian talk-story responses

10:15 GRETCHEN CHESLEY LANG (North Dakota) Management of Diabetes Among a Contemporary Sioux Population: Cultural and Situational Factors

10:20 STAN WILK (Lycoming C) Culture Theory as Moral Discourse

10:25 A K B PILLAI (Ramapo C) Scientific Field Study

10:30 ELLA-MARIE K LOEB (CSU-Hayward) Landsat Over Western Southern Africa — Anthropological Remote Sensing

10:35 FRED E BUDINGER, JR (Calico Early Man Site) 200,000 – 20,000 Year Date Determined for Calico Site, San Bernardino County, California

301 POPULATION DYNAMICS AND SOCIAL CHANGE LAH New York

8:00 JANE SCHNEIDER (CUNY-New York) and PETER SCHNEIDER (Fordham) Fertility and Class Formation in Sicily

8:15 PAUL ALEXANDER (Sydney) Labor Demands and Javanese Population Growth

8:30 JANET KESTENBERG-AMIGHI (Missouri) The Social Effects of Population Decline Among the Zoroastrians of Kerman, Iran

8:45 LAUREL L CORNELL (Johns Hopkins) Household Fission and Household Size in Japanese Peasant Households

9:00 Discussion

9:30

302 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—OPPORTUNITIES IN EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY LAH Washington

8:00- Leader: JEANNE FULGINITI (West Hartford Public Schools)

9:50 Employment opportunities for anthropologists in public and private education and educational administration will be discussed, including the nature of administrative positions, the types of skills required to secure and succeed in those positions, and strategies for seeking employment in this sector. Attendance is by registration only. For further information, see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.

303 CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES IN THE EDUCATION OF MULTIETHNIC CLASSROOMS—WORKSHOP I (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Blacks in Education and Committee on Spanish-Speaking Concerns) HR Olvera Workshop to explore the use of anthropological concepts such as cultural pluralism and ethnicity by teachers and school administrators to facilitate the integration of
cultural differences and similarities into traditional school curricula.
Organizers: YOLANDA MOSES (California Polytechnic), GINGER COLLIER (George Mason)
Chairs: YOLANDA T MOSES (California Polytechnic), ANTONIO SEYVAYEGA (STRDE)

304 INNOVATIVE TEACHING IN ANTHROPOLOGY: NEW APPROACHES FOR NEW STUDENTS (Council on Anthropology and Education) LAH St Louis/Foy
Organizer/Chair: PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh)
8:15 PETER B TIRRELL (Oklahoma) Archeology for Elementary and Secondary Students
8:30 DELORES REED-SANDERS (Pan American), SYLVIA H FLORES, and PATRICIA BACOT (Mercedes Independent School District) Methods of Incorporating Anthro­pology at Elementary and Secondary Levels
8:45 SUZANNE SPINA (Smithtown High School) and ALBIN J COFONE (Suffolk Community C) The Smithtown High School Ethnography Project
9:00 DIANNE KAGAN (Santa Rosa Junior C) Pith Helmets for Plain Folks: The Anthro­pological Experience for the Nonmajor Student
9:15-10:00 Discussants: CAROL MUKHOPADHYAY (California State-Chico), COURTNEY CAZDEN (Harvard)

305 CHOICE MAKING IN HEALTH CARE LAH Garden East
Chair: JANET M SCHREIBER (Texas-Houston)
8:00 RUTHBETH FINERMAN (UC-Los Angeles) My Mother, My Healer: Competition, Conflict, and Change in the Introduction of Western Medical Care in an Andean Commu­nity
8:15 ROBERT L WELSch (Washington) Traditional and Western Medical Options Among the Ningerum of Papua New Guinea
8:30 ANNE L WRIGHT (Arizona) Concepts of Illness, and Doctor-Patient Interactions
8:45 NOEL CHRISMAN (Washington) Adherence with Popular and Medical Regimens
9:00 Break
9:10 PHILIP SINGER (Oakland) Jews Do and Arabs Don’t—A Cultural Analysis of Phenylketonuria (PKU) Dietary Compliance in Israel
9:40 Break
10:15 Discussion

306 MESOAMERICAN PREHISTORY: RECENT PERSPECTIVES LAH Cleveland
Chair: NORMAN HAMMOND (Rutgers)
8:00 DAVID C GROVE (Illinois) Chalcatzingo’s Portrait Figurines and the Cult of the Ruler
8:15 SUSAN D GILLESPIE (Illinois) The Rolling Head and the Mesoamerican Ball Game
8:30 MICHAEL E SMITH (Illinois) Postclassic Cultural Development in the Tlalhuica Zone of Central Mexico: The Archeological and Ethnohistorical Records
8:45 LOUANA M LACKEY (American) Thin Orange Wares: Some New Suggestions
9:00 Break
9:10 RUTH ROTSMAN (Kansas) The Sacredness of the Number 4 in Ancient Maya World View
9:25 ERIC C GIBSON (Texas-San Antonio) Investigations of a Late Classic Mayan Household Cluster at Colha, Belize
9:40-10:15 Discussion

307 ETHNICITY IN URBAN SOCIETY (Society for Urban Anthropology) HR La Plaza East
Organizers/Chairs: GEORGE L HICKS (Brown), PHILIP E LEIS (Brown)
8:00 STEVEN V LUTES (Kansas) Migration, Urbanization, and Ethnic Diversity in an Admin­istered Community: Guam, Marianas Islands
8:15 MIRIAM J WELLS (UC-Davis) Political Brokerage and Ethnic Dependency
8:30 KERRY D FELDMAN (Alaska) Squatter Settlement Mate Selection and the Homogenization of Social Identity: A Comparison Between Turkish Gecekondu and Davao City, Philippines
8:45  STUART PLATTNER (Missouri) Ethnic Cooperation and Competition in an Urban Public Market or Why You Can't Buy an Orange from a German

9:00  Break

9:10  KENNETH E MOORE (Notre Dame) Ethnic Groups and Cross-Cultural Regularities: Jews and Asians

9:25  DEIRDRE PARKER ARNTZ (San Francisco State) Tongans or Pacific Islanders: The Creation of an Ethnic Identity

9:40  Discussants: EDWARD M BRUNER (Illinois), PETER B HAMMOND

10:30  STUDIES IN RITUAL, MYTH, AND EXPRESSIVE FORMS  HR La Plaza West

Chair: JAMES L PEACOCK (North Carolina)

8:00  ALLEN BATTEAU (Michigan) The Sacrifice of Nature in the Making of Appalachia

8:15  LAURENCE D LOEB (Utah) Time Frames of Symbolic Interaction: Yemenite and Persian Jews Compared

8:30  SEYMOUR PARKER and VALERIE FLORANCE (Utah) The Couvade Reexamined

8:45  JOEL SAVISHINSKY (Ithaca) Pet Ideas: The Domestication of Animals, Human Behavior, and Human Emotions

9:00  MARI WOMACK (UC-Los Angeles) Risk and Ritual in Professional Sports

9:15  Break

9:25  JOHN E KAEMMER (DePauw), Music, Religion, and Adaptation

9:40  NORMA MCLEOD (Ottawa) Music as Anticulture: Four Cases

9:55  E N ANDERSON, JR (UC-Riverside) The Worldwide Spread of a Poetic Form

10:10  JACK G HUNNICUTT, JR (Duke) Analysis of a Liturgical Climax: A Brief Moment in a Complex Scottish Ceremony

10:25  Discussion

11:15

308  XXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES—V: COMPARATIVE AND HISTORICAL PROBLEMS  HR Pico

Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)

Chair: HARRIET E M KLEIN (Montclair State)

8:00  PATRICIA A SHAW (British Columbia) Stress Shift in Siouan: Evidence from Assiniboin

8:15  ROBERT RANKIN (Kansas) Tutelo Phonology Revisited: The Sapir Transcriptions

8:30  KAREN DAKIN (UNAM) Proto-Aztecan Vowels and Pochute: An Alternative Analysis

8:45  M J HARDMAN (Florida) Short Vowel in Jaqaru Versus Long Vowel in Aymara: Implications for the Reconstruction of Proto-Jaqi in the Andes

9:00  Break

9:10  CATHERINE A CALLAGHAN (Ohio State) The Imperative in Proto Utian

9:25  MARIANNE MITHUN (SUNY-Albany) Levels of Linguistic Structure and Diachronic Volatility

9:40  MARGARET LANGDON (UC-San Diego) Seri and Yuman

9:55  PAMELA MUNRO (UC-Los Angeles) Variation Within Western Muskogean

10:10  Break

10:20  KATHRYN JOSSERAND (CIESAS) Lexical Variation in Mixtec

10:35  Discussant: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)

11:30

310  HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES IN VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY—I: FILMS  LAH Golden State

Organizer/Chair: JAY RUBY (Temple)

8:00  JAY RUBY (Temple) The Kwakiuatl of British Columbia (film)/Franz Boas and the Origins of Visual Anthropology

8:30  GEORGE I QUIMBY (Burke Museum) The Image Maker and the Indians: Edward Curtis and His 1914 Kwakiuatl Movie (film)/Edward S Curtis and Visual Anthropology

9:20  STEVE FELD (Pennsylvania) Les Tambours D'Avant (film)/Themes in the Cinema of Jean Rouch

9:50  Break
10:00- ROBERT AIBEL (Drexel) Farrebique on Les Quatre Saisons (film)/George Rouquier and Ethnographic Fiction

311 RELIGION, IDENTITY, AND RITUAL   LAH Mission
Chair: TBA
8:30 LAURENCE MARSHALL CARUCCI (South Carolina) Jekero: A Metaphor of Male Initiation in the Marshall Islands
8:45 MELINDA BOLLAR WAGNER (Radford) Identity and Metaphor in American "Metaphysics": "I am God"
9:00 JUNJI KOIZUMI (Alberta) The Fate to Suffer: On Mam Notion of Self
9:15 J DAVID SAPIR (Virginia) Five Fundamental Spirits in Kujamaat Diola Thought
9:30 R DANIEL SHAW (Summer Institute of Linguistics) Narcotics, Vitality, and Honor: The Use of Narcotic Drink Among the Samo of Papua New Guinea
9:45- Discussion
10:15

312 THE DIAGNOSTIC ENDEAVOR: ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS TO THE PSYCHIATRIC INTERVIEW   LAH Los Angeles
Organizers: RICHARD W MORRIS (University City Science Center), EDWARD F FOULKS (Pennsylvania)
Chair: RICHARD W MORRIS (University City Science Center)
8:30 NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Cultural Influences on Presenting Symptoms of Irish and Irish-American Psychiatric Patients
8:45 SPERO M MANSON, JAMES H SHORE, and RHONDA CHAMEMA (Oregon) Relationship Between Ethnopsychiatric Data and Research Diagnostic Criteria in the Identification of Depression Among American Indians
9:00 EDWARD F FOULKS (Pennsylvania) Suicide and Depression in Native Americans: Cross-Cultural Comparisons and DSM III
9:15 JOAN D KOSS (New Mexico) A Systematic Comparison of Ethnopsychological and Modern Psychological Approaches to an Adolescent Psychotic Episode
9:30 Break
9:40 G S HURD, E M PATTISON (Georgia), and R LLAMAS (UC-Irvine) Social Network Contributions to Psychiatric Diagnosis
9:55 SANDRA SHAMIS (UC-Berkeley) Language Pathology and Psychiatric Diagnosis
10:10 MARSHALL DURBIN (Washington-St Louis), RONALD MARTIN (Kansas), and CHARLES A HOFLING (Washington-St Louis) Features of Discourse in Manic Speech
10:25 SOLOMON H KATZ (Pennsylvania) Food, Nutrition, and Psychiatric Disorders
10:40 Break
10:50 RICHARD W MORRIS (University City Science Center) Ethnographically Informed Diagnosis: The Case of Some Mexican Migrants
11:05- Discussant: ARTHUR KLEINMAN (Washington)
12:00

313 MODELS, METHODS, AND THEORIES IN CULTURAL ECOLOGY   HR Broadway East
Chair: EUGENE E RUYLE (California State)
8:45 CATHERINE HODGE MASERANG (Central Missouri State) Density-Dependence Cross-Nationally
9:00 MIKE BURTON, DOUGLAS WHITE (UC-Irvine), and MALCOLM M DOW (Northwestern) Causes and Consequences of the Sexual Division of Labor in Subsistence Production: Interregional Comparisons
9:15 PETER M GARDNER (Missouri-Columbia) Cyclical Adaptations on Variable Cultural Frontiers
9:30 Break
9:55 DAVID GUILLET (Missouri-Kansas City) The Cultural Ecology of Mountains
10:10 PAUL F BROWN (Mankato State) and TED C LEWELLEN (Richmond) Models of Change in Peasant Society: Toward a New Synthesis
10:25 Break
10:35  TRACY J ANDREWS (Arizona) Ecology and Ethnology: Elements of Social Change in Canyon de Chelly and Canyon del Muerto, Two Navajo Agricultural Communities
10:50  JACK BARNES (Indiana East) Indiana Farming: Historical-Ecological Perspectives
11:05- Discussion
12:00

314  DISEASE, NUTRITION, AND GROWTH: PERSPECTIVES FROM PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  HR Broadway West
Chair: M E MORBECK (Arizona)
8:30  H LEON ABRAMS, JR (ECJC-Georgia; Price-Pottenger Nutrition Foundation) Dr Price's Search for Health (film)
9:15  JAMES MACMURRAY (Loma Linda VA Hospital) Ecological Adaptation and Immune Function
9:30  JAMES P BARKER (Loma Linda VA Hospital) Infant Leukemia, Adaptation, and Immunity
9:45  Break
9:55  L G MOORE (Colorado-Denver) Maternal Response to Pregnancy at High Altitude: A Bottleneck for Adaptation?
10:10  S A QUANDT (Pennsylvania) Trends in Breast-feeding and Their Impact on Infant Growth
10:25  JANIS HUTCHINSON (Kansas) Factors Influencing Blood Pressure Variability Among the Black Caribs of St Vincent Island
10:40  Break
10:50  LINDA A VALLEROY (Pennsylvania) An Ethnohistorical Survey of the Sodium Intake of Black Americans: Implications for Population Variation in Blood Pressure
11:05  LINDA COLLIER JACKSON (UC-Berkeley) The Interaction of Dietary Cassava (Manihot esculenta, Crantz) Hemoglobin S, and Falciparum Malaria
11:20- Discussion
12:00

315  “BUT A WOMAN’S WORK IS NEVER DONE”: WOMEN’S FORMAL AND INFORMAL LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION  LAH Sierra
Chair: JUNE C NASH (CUNY-City)
8:30  T BACHRACH EHLERS (Colorado-Boulder) JANICE L DEMAREST (Ben Gurion) Women and Cottage Industry: A Colorado Case Study
8:45  SUSAN BUCK SUTTON (Indiana; Purdue-Indianapolis) The Historical Involvement of Greek Urban Women in Productive Work
9:00  JENNY MASUR (Chicago) Women’s Work in Rural Andalusia
9:15  JANICE E STOCKARD (Stanford) The Economics of Marriage Resistance in the Canton Delta: 1850–1930
9:30  Break
9:40  MARGALIT BERLIN (Columbia) Colombian Female Workers in the Venezuelan Garment Industry: A Participant-Observation Study
10:10  AISHA KHAN (San Francisco State) Garifuna Women Working: Street Vending in La Ceiba
10:25  Break
10:35  AMY BURCE (Stanford) The Disguising of Plantation Communities in Papua New Guinea
10:50  DOLORES KOENIG (American) Female Access to Agricultural Labor in the Region of Kita, Mali
11:05- Discussion
12:00

316  NONTRADITIONAL, NONACADEMIC ANTHROPOLOGY: SCIENCE, POLITICS, AND ETHICS  HR Bunker Hill North
Organizers/Chairs: CAROLE S VANCE (Columbia), RAYNA RAPP (New School)
8:45 Introductory Remarks
8:50 RAYNA RAPP (New School) Focusing on Nontraditional, Nonacademic Anthropology: Science, Politics, and Ethics
9:05 IDA SUSSER (Case Western Reserve) and JOHN KRENSKE (Columbia) The Role of Participant-Observer in Occupational Health Research
9:20 KIM HOPPER and ELLEN BAXTER (Community Service Society) Sheltering the Homeless: The Contingencies of Modern Mercy
9:35 Break
9:45 ARTHUR S KEENE (Massachusetts-Amherst) and WILLIAM K MACDONALD (Ohio University) A Study of Contemporary Archeology: The Political Economy of Preservation
10:00 JAGNA WOJCICKA SHARFF (CUNY-City C) The Merits of Academic Sponsorship
10:15 CAROLE S VANCE (Columbia) Shrinking Heads and Job Markets: The Rise of the Clinical Psychologist and the Fall of the Nonacademic Anthropologist
10:30 Discussants: CAROL MACLENNON (National Highway Safety Administration), LARIS-SA LOMNITZ (Universidad Autonomia de Mexico)

317 SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY HR 316
9:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

318 COMMITTEE ON ETHICS HR 310
9:00 Executive session

319 SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ARCHEOLOGISTS HR 309
9:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors

320 INVITED SESSION EXPLOITATION IN AGRICULTURE (Society for Applied Anthropology) HR Regency West
Organizers/Chairs: JOHN A YOUNG (Oregon State), HARLAND PADFIELD (Oregon State)
9:00 JOHN A YOUNG (Oregon State) The Rationalization of Exploitation
9:15 LUIS A SERRON (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Contradictions of Modern Agriculture in Third World Development
9:30 THEODORE F DOWNING (Arizona) Determining the Rate of Exploitation in Export Agricultural Production by Peasant Producers
9:45 STEPHEN B BRUSH (National Science Foundation) The Patrimony of the Exploited
10:00 Break
10:10 WILLIAM FRIEDLAND (UC-Santa Cruz) The Institutional Development of Labor in Agricultural Exploitation: Science and Knowledge Production
10:25 HARLAND PADFIELD (Oregon State) Christian Symbolism and the American Concept of World Hunger
10:40 WALTER GOLDSCHMIDT (UC-Los Angeles) Social Inequality and Agricultural Development
10:55-11:45 Discussant: FRANK CANCIAN (UC-Irvine)

321 COMMUNICATIONS ACROSS GROUPS LAH Garden West
Chair: DORICE M PENTCHOFF (Oregon State)
9:00 MONICA HELLER (UC-Berkeley) Language Shift in Montreal: Verbal Strategies in the Workplace
9:15 ELLEN RAFFERTY (Wisconsin-Madison) Dynamics of Variation in Hybrid Language of the Chinese of Java
9:30 STEVEN L MCNABB (Social Research Institute) Achieving Logical Misunderstandings: Cross-Cultural Communication in North Alaska
9:45 REGNA DARNELL (Alberta) Indirect Speech Conspiracies in Slavic Etiquette
10:00 Break
10:10 KATHRYN A WOOLARD (UC-Berkeley) The Politics of Language and Ethnicity in Barcelona, Spain
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>DONNA G L YBRAND-HORTON (Southern Methodist) Language and Sex Roles in Southern Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>CAROL M EASTMAN (Washington) Language Planning Evaluation: Success on a Contextual Continuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>322 ADVANCED WORKSHOP ON LIVING MUSEUMS—UNIFIED CULTURAL RESOURCES (AAA Committee on Anthropology as a Profession) \ LAH Buffalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:25</td>
<td>Facilitators: ELIOT D CHAPPLE (Rockland Research Institute), WILTON S DILLON (Smithsonian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at the advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm on Friday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>323 APPLICATIONS OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN EVALUATION RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING \ HR Bunker Hill Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>PATRICIA K TOWNSEND (IASER) Evaluating Family Health Services in Papua New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>D DORR-BREMMIE (UC-Los Angeles) and CHRISTINE FINNAN (SRI International) Ethnography and Educational Evaluation: The “Goodness of Fit”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>DAVID M FETTERMAN (RMC Research; Stanford) Hazards of Contract Research in the Study of Implementation: Ethical Dilemmas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>SUSAN FLORIO and JAMES LYNN BUSCHMAN (Michigan State) Ethnographic Research and the Professional Development of Educational Practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>DIANE ZIOR WILHELM (Middlesex) Anthropology Goes to the Marketplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>324 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—ANTHROPOLOGICAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE FEDERAL SECTOR \ LAH Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:50</td>
<td>Leader: ROBERT WULFF (Department of Housing and Urban Development) The nature of the job search for positions in the federal government: How to find information about federal job openings, dealing with the Office of Personnel Management, and the various opportunities for anthropologists in the executive branch will be addressed. Attendance is by registration only. For further information, see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>325 ANTHROPOLOGICAL SELF-REFLECTION: EXAMINATIONS OF THEME AND THEORY IN PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY \ HR Bunker Hill South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>JOHN C MESSENGER (Ohio State) When the “Natives” Read and Respond: A New Projective Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>NATHANIEL WANDER (Columbia) You Always Haunt the One You Love: Ghost Possession in a West Bengal Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>LOUIS MARANO (Florida) Windigo Psychosis: The Anatomy of a Mistake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>ROGER KEESING (Australian National) Mana, Tapu, and Ethnographic Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>ANDREW P LYONS and HARRIET D LYONS (Wilfrid Laurier) The History of Sexuality Is the History of Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>326 INVITED SESSION NEW LIGHT ON THE CLASSIC MAYA (Society for American Archaeology) \ HR Regency East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Organizer/Chair: T R HESTER (Texas-San Antonio) The Archeology of Colha, Belize: An Overview After Three Seasons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:15 HARRY SHAFER (Texas A & M) Maya Lithic Craft Specialization in Northern Belize
10:30 JACK D EATON (Texas-San Antonio) Architecture and Settlement at Colha, Belize
10:45 PETER HARRISON (New Mexico) and R E W ADAMS (Texas-San Antonio) Prehistoric Maya Intensive Agriculture: New Perspectives
11:00 DAVID FREIDEL (Southern Methodist) Cerros: Implications for the Origins of Maya Civilization
11:15- Discussants: DAVID PENDERGAST (Royal Ontario Museum), NORMAN HAMMOND (Rutgers)
12:00

327 CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES IN THE EDUCATION OF MULTIETHNIC CLASSROOMS WORKSHOP II (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Blacks in Education and Committee on Spanish-Speaking Concerns) HR Olvera
Workshop focusing on choosing materials to facilitate the use of anthropological perspectives in the classroom. Materials appropriate to the maturity level of students, oral language, and bilingual materials will be presented and discussed.
Organizers: YOLANDA T MOSES (California Polytechnic), GINGER COLLIER (George Mason)
Chairs: RICHARD JACOBS (California Polytechnic), VALESTA JENKINS (UC-Berkeley)

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 5

328 COUNCIL ON MARXIST ANTHROPOLOGY LAH St Louis/Foy
12:00- Informal discussion: "What Is Marxist Anthropology?"
1:00 Chair: DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY-Utica)

329 ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE MASS MEDIA—SOME EXAMPLES (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Education and Mass Media) HR Bunker Hill North
Informal discussion on the application of anthropology to the mass media; examples include producing films for TV stations and consulting for the A C Neilsen Co.
Chair: WOODROW W CLARK, JR (Clark Communications, Inc)

330 SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY COMMITTEE ON CULTURAL FUTURES RESEARCH AND COUNCIL ON EDUCATION AND ANTHROPOLOGY COMMITTEE ON CULTURAL AND EDUCATION FUTURES HR La Plaza West
Business meeting
Chair: CHARLES F URBANOWICZ (California State-Chico)

331 ANTHROPOLOGY AND REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES HR La Plaza East
12:00- Information discussion
1:00 Chair: DAVID R HOWELL (DHSS)

NEW ANTHROPOLOGICAL FILM RESEARCH INSTITUTE HR 314
12:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors
NEW INFORMAL FILM SCREENINGS LAH BOSTON
Organizer: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young)
12:00 CULTURAL HERITAGE SPOT (Southwest Foundation for Audiovisual Resources) Seth Roffman
Coalition Against Hunger (Coalition Against Hunger) Eduard Diaz and Beverly Sanchez-Padilla "TRY MY WAY" (CERF Cine) Scott Andrews
Discussant: JOAN SWAYZE WILLIAMS (Anthropology Film Center)
12:40 HER NAME CAME ON ARROWS: MAURICE GODELIER CONDUCTS A KINSHIP INTERVIEW (Cultural and Educational Media) Allison Jablonko, Marek Jablonko, and Stephen Olsen
1:30- THE RITUAL CYCLE: A VISUAL SUMMARY OF "PIGS FOR THE ANCESTORS" (Radio Audiovisioni Italiane/CEM) Allison Jablonko and Marek Jablonko
Discussants: ALLISON JABLONKO and STEPHEN OLSEN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthrological Diplomacy: Range and Relevance</td>
<td>12:00-</td>
<td>LAH Garden East</td>
<td>Informal discussion focused on US-Third World relations. Chair: MARIO D ZAMORA (William &amp; Mary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Urban Anthropology</td>
<td>12:00-</td>
<td>HR Pico</td>
<td>Business meeting Chair: LEONARD PLOTNICOV (Pittsburgh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee on Public Archeology</td>
<td>12:00-</td>
<td>LAH Cleveland</td>
<td>Semi-annual meeting to discuss current business and directions, and federal/state archeological activities. Chair: RUTHANN KNUDSON (Woodward-Clyde Consultants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement Service Employment Workshop—Cultural Resource Management</td>
<td>12:00-</td>
<td>LAH Washington</td>
<td>Leader: MICHAEL J MORATTO (INFOTECH, Inc) Topics to be discussed include the nature of CRM work, the future of CRM, strategies for identifying potential employers, and the range of skills required by private sector employers in this field. Attendance is by registration only. For further information, see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Cultural Perspectives in the Education of Multiethnic Classrooms</td>
<td>12:00-</td>
<td>HR Olvera</td>
<td>Workshop centered on the initiation of interdisciplinary cross-cultural programs and bilingual programs in a variety of academic areas. Organizers: YOLANDA T MOSES (California Polytechnic), GINGER COLLIER (George Mason) Chairs: CARLOS CORTES (UC-Riverside), JOBONITA PEREZ (LAUSD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Talk</td>
<td>12:00-</td>
<td>LAH New York</td>
<td>Established anthropologists are hosts and hostesses at tables of eight. Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk not later than 10:00 am on Saturday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 pm will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Society for Psychological Anthropology</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>LAH Hartford</td>
<td>Meeting of the Board of Directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical and Critical Perspectives in Visual Anthropology II:</td>
<td>1:30-</td>
<td>LAH Golden State</td>
<td>Organizer/Chair: JAY RUBY (Temple) Discussant: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
339 WOMEN IN CHANGE AND CONTINUITY: THE NAVAJO EXAMPLE  HR Bunker Hill North
Organizer/Chair: JOYCE GRIFFEN (Northern Arizona)
1:30 CHARLOTTE J FRISBIE (Southern Illinois) Traditional Navajo Women: Ethnographic and Life History Portrayals
1:45 DOROTHEA C LEIGHTON (UC-San Francisco) Traditional Navajo Womanhood
2:00 JOYCE GRIFFEN (Northern Arizona) Life Is Harder Here: Navajo Women Employed in Flagstaff
2:15 ANN METCALF (Institute for Scientific Analysis) Navajo Women in the City: Changes over a Quarter-Century of Relocation
2:30 JENNIE R JOE (Institute for Scientific Analysis) Cultural Influences on Navajo Mothers of Disabled Children
2:45- Discussion
3:30

340 HEALTH RELATED ISSUES IN THE BORDERLANDS: MEXICANS AND MEXICAN-AMERICANS IN TEXAS, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, CHIHUAHUA, AND BAJA CALIFORNIA (Centro Familiar de Santa Barbara) HR Bunker Hill Center
Organizer/Chair: M JEAN GILBERT (Centro Familiar de Santa Barbara)
1:30 LEO CHAVEZ (UC-San Diego) Health Problems and Health Service Utilization Patterns Among Mexican Immigrants in San Diego County
1:45 PAUL C FRIEDMAN, MICHAEL P STERN, and SHARON P GASKILL (Texas-San Antonio) Health and Acculturation in a Mexican-American Population
2:00 EVIE MCCLINTOCK (Family Care Center-Santa Barbara) Prenatal Health Need Perceptions: Mexican-American and Anglo-American Comparisons
2:15 M JEAN GILBERT (Centro Familiar de Santa Barbara) Mexican-American Parents' Perceptions of Folk Childhood Disease: Little Evidence of a Strong Folk Medical Tradition
2:30 KATHLEEN LOGAN (Alabama) The Role of Pharmacists in the Health Care System of the Urban Poor
2:45- Discussant: ANTHONY M ALCOCER (California State-Northridge)
3:30

341 DEVELOPMENT, UNDERDEVELOPMENT, AND ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATIONS HR Bunker Hill South
Chair: MICHAEL KEARNEY (UC-Riverside)
1:30 JOHN J SWETNAM (Nevada) Coercive Labor Recruitment, Community Response, and Reverse Development in Guatemala—Anatomy of an Export Trap
1:45 FLORENCE KALM (CUNY-Medger Evers) Refined Oil: Crude Politics
2:00 BARBARA E GRANDIN (International Livestock Center for Africa) Development and Inequality in Maasailand
2:15 SHELDON SMITH (Wisconsin-La Crosse) The Involution of Agricultural Dynamics in the Americas
2:30 Break
2:40 AIHWA ONG (Columbia) Global Industry, Rural Households, and Class in Village Selangor, Weset Malaysia
2:55 ERIC J ARNOULD (Arizona-Tucson) Marketing Systems and Modes of Production in Zinder Province, Niger Republic
3:10 FLORENCE E BABB (Colgate) Economic Crisis and the Assault on Marketers in Peru
3:25- Discussion
4:00

342 PERSPECTIVES ON KINSHIP AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION LEH Cleveland
Chair: MARTHA C KNACK (Nevada)
1:30 BARBARA J MICHAEL (Kansas) The Segmentary Lineage as an Explanatory Model for Social Organization in Present-Day Libya
1:45 BAHRAM TAVAKOLIAN (Denison) Segmentary Lineage Theory and Sheikhanzai Practice
2:00 JAMES G FLANAGAN (Pennsylvania) Siblingship or Partnership: Relations of Equality among the Wovan, Papua New Guinea

2:15 ARVE SORUM (Oslo) Kindreds and Group Formation in West Toraja

2:30 Break

2:40 JAY NORICKS (Pennsylvania) Cognatic Descent and the Concept of Corporateness: A Polynesian Case

2:55 RUSSELL W COBERLY (Colorado State) Propinquity and Marriage Choice in a Mexican Town

3:10 INGRID P O'GRADY (Arizona State) Variance in American Kinship: the Armenian American Example

3:25 CAROLYN HENNING BROWN (Washington) Substance and Structure Among the Maithil Brahmans

3:40- Discussion

4:30

343 XXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES—VI: CULTURAL PROCESS IN LANGUAGE AND DOCUMENTATION LAH Mission

Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: MARTHA B KENDALL (Indiana)

1:30 WILLIAM COWAN (Carleton) The Grammar of 17th-Century Montagnais

1:45 IVES GODDARD (Smithsonian) Massachusett as Written by Native Speakers (1663-1789)

2:00 KENNETH W WHISTLER (Smithsonian) On Doing Linguistic Archaeology in California

2:15 NICHOLAS A HOPKINS (Universidad Autonomia de Mexico-Iztapalapa) Cholan as Western Mayan with a Yucatecan Substratum

2:30 Break

2:40 DAVID L SHAUL (UC-Berkeley) Ergativity in Zuni

2:55 ALLAN R TAYLOR (Colorado) Diglossia in the Atnsia Language

3:10 PAMELA A BUNTE (New Mexico State) Language Attitudes and Use in a San Juan Paiute Community

3:25 WILLIAM L LEAP (American) Patterns of Indian Language Fluency in America

3:40- Discussion

4:30

344 METHODS OF AND FOR APPLIED RESEARCH LAH St Louis/Foy

Chair: JANET R MOONE (Colorado)

1:30 SUSAN GUYETTE (UC-Los Angeles) and DAVID A CHURCHMAN (California State-Dominguez Hills) Two Models for Ethnographic Summative Evaluation

1:45 AARON PODOLEFSKY (West Virginia) Topical Sorting: A Technique for Computer Assisted Analysis of Qualitative Data

2:00 SCOTT C RUSSELL (Arizona State) The Accuracy of Informant Economic Data: A Navajo Example

2:15 JAMES C YOUNG (East Carolina) A Comparison of Two Techniques for the Elicitation of Illness Belief Data

2:30 Break

2:40 MARK SCHOEPFLE (DBA Research Institute) and KENNETH Y BEGISHE (New Mexico) Navajo Pastoralists in a Planned Economy: Unified Ethnographic and Survey Approach to an Understanding of Their Future

2:55 GLADIS KAUFMAN (Western Michigan) and BARBARA BILGE (Wayne State) Impact of the Need for Legalistic Informed Consent Documentation upon Ethnographic Research: A Case Study

3:10 NANCY J OWENS (Montana Department of Natural Resources) State of the Art Social Impact Assessment

3:25- Discussion

4:15

345 INVITED SESSION PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY: KEY ISSUES AND PROBLEMS (1981 Program Editorial Board) LAH Sierra

Organizer: CAROLE E HILL (Georgia State)
Chair: JOHN H PETERSON, JR (Mississippi State)
1:30  ERVE CHAMBERS (Maryland) What Makes Knowledge Useful?
2:00  ANTOINETTE BROWN, WILLIAM PARTRIDGE (Georgia State), and FERNANDO CAMARA (Instituto Nacional de Antropologia y Historia) A Model for Applied Research, Training, and Community Action
2:30  BEA HACKETT (D C Community Humanities Council) Status Issues for the Practitioner
3:00  MICHAEL K ORBACH (Center for Coastal Marine Studies) The Ethics and the Ethic of Practicing Anthropology
3:30  Break
3:40  BARBARA PILLSBURY (AID) Anthropologists in the Policy Process
4:10  JOHN VAN WILLIGAN (Kentucky) On Effectiveness or Truth: A Discussion of the False Perception of Divergence Between the Theoretical and Applied Aspects of Sociocultural Anthropology
4:40-  Discussants: MIKE AGAR (Houston), JACQUETIA HILL (Illinois)

346  COURTSHIP AND WEDDINGS  HR Broadway West
2:00  SUSAN B MILLER (Cornell) Weddings as Rituals of Social Location in Bugis Society
2:15  R GRIFFIN COLEMAN (Columbia) Pakpak Batak Marriage as a Cultural Performance
2:30  AUDREY SHALINSKY (Wyoming) The Battle for the Bride—The Wedding as Rite of Passage in Northern Afghanistan
2:45  KATHLEEN KILLORIN (New Mexico) Spanish Courtship: New Uses of Ambiguity
3:00  ENYA P FLORES-MEISER (Ball State) Wedding Types: A System of Folk Classification Among Tagalogs
3:15-  Discussion
3:45

347  PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—OPPORTUNITIES IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  LAH Washington
2:00-  Leader: DONNA REGENSTREIF (Rochester Area Hospital Corporation)
3:50  Employment opportunities for medical anthropologists will be discussed, with particular reference to the administration of health facilities. Attendance is by registration only. For further information, see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.

348  CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES IN THE EDUCATION OF MULTIETHNIC CLASS-ROOMS WORKSHOP IV  (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Blacks in Education and Committee on Spanish-Speaking Concerns)  HR Olvera
2:00-  Workshop using audiovisual materials to demonstrate techniques and strategies for the effective use of media in teaching cross-cultural perspectives in the classroom.
4:00  Organizers: YOLANDA T MOSES (California Polytechnic), GINGER COLLIER (George Mason)
4:00  Chairs: EUGENE WHITE (LAUSD), CARLOS CORTES (UC-Riverside)

349  ANTHROPOLOGY AND FERTILITY RESEARCH  HR Broadway East
2:00  Organizer/Chair: MICHELE G SHEDLIN (Columbia)
2:00  LUCILE NEWMAN (Brown) Anthropological Contributions to Fertility Research
2:15  LINDA M WHITEFORD (Southern Methodist) To Whom You Speak: Natality Planning and Communication
2:30  EILEEN BASKER (Joint Distribution Committee) Coping with Fertility in Israel: A Case Study of Culture Clash
2:45  JANET C EDMONDSON (Columbia) Fertility Transition in Bali: Traditional and Modern Strategies of Birth Control
3:00  Break
3:10  JANET F WANG (West Virginia) Induced Abortion: A Birth Control Method in Taiwan
3:25-  Discussants: SUSAN SCRIMSHAW (UC-Los Angeles), DUFF GILLESPIE (AID), CONRAD ARENSBERG (Columbia)
350  A DAY WITH THE PIONEERS: ANCESTORS, ELDERS, AND PIONEERS  LAH Garden West
Organizer/Chair: IRA E HARRISON (Tennessee)
2:00 YOLANDA T MOSES (California State Polytechnic-Pomona) Laurence Foster: Black-American Indian Relations: Lost, Stolen, or Strayed?
2:15 DAVID L CLOSSON (Florida) Zora Neale Hurston: The Spy Glass of Anthropology
2:30 IRA E HARRISON (Tennessee) Dr Louis E King: Afro-American Pioneer, the Anthropologist Who Never Was
2:45 GEORGE C BOND (Columbia) Allison Davis: An Intellectual Portrait
3:00 Break
3:10 A LYNN BOLLES (Bowdoin) Irene Diggs: Coming of Age in Atlanta, Havana, and Baltimore
3:25 GLENN JORDAN (Illinois) Critical Reflections on the Life and Work of St Clair Drake
3:50- Discussant: JOHN STANFIELD (Yale)
4:30

351  MARKET AND TRIBUTE IN PREHISPANIC MESOAMERICA: ETHNOHISTORICAL APPROACHES  HR Regency East
Organizer/Chair: FREDERIC HICKS (Louisville)
2:00 H R HARVEY (Wisconsin-Madison) Tribute at the Local Level: Tepetlaoztoc in the 16th Century
2:15 S L CLINE (Harvard) Inheritance and Sales of Houses in 16th-Century Culhuacan, Mexico
2:30 PATRICIA ANAWALT (UC-Los Angeles Museum) Textile Production and Distribution in the Aztec Empire
2:45 HILDEBERTO MARTINEZ (CIESAS, Mexico) Niveles de Organización Social del Señoría de Tepeaca
3:00 Discussion
3:25 Break
3:35 ROSS HASSIG (Vanderbilt) Trade, Tribute, and Transportation: Tlamemes in Pre-Columbian Central Mexico
3:50 FREDERIC HICKS (Louisville) Merchant Barrios and the Balance of Trade in Prehispanic Mesoamerica
4:05 FRANCES F BERDAN (California State-San Bernardino) Trade, Tribute and Market in Aztec Imperial Expansion
4:20- Discussion
4:45

352  INVITED SESSION CONFLICT AND SOCIAL COHESIVENESS IN COMMUNITY AND EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS  (Council on Anthropology and Education) HR Regency West
Organizers: STEVEN F ARVIZU (California State-Sacramento), GEORGE SPINDLER (Stanford)
Chair: GEORGE SPINDLER (Stanford)
2:00 STEVEN F ARVIZU (California State-Sacramento) Conflict, Cooperation, and Change in Bilingual Settings
2:15 ROBERT R ALVAREZ (Cross-Cultural Resource Center) The Relevance of School Segregation in the 1930s to Current Socioeconomic Issues: A Mexican-American Case Study
2:30 TONY BAEZ (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Ethnic Minorities and School Conflict: The Milwaukee Experience
2:45 MARGARET A GIBSON (California State-Sacramento) Punjabi Immigrants in a US School System
3:00 Break
3:10 DENI LEONARD (Deni Leonard & Associates) Conflict, Cooperation, and Community Development: A Comparison Between American Indian Reservations and Micronesia
3:25 NGUYEN DANG LIEM (Hawaii-Manoa) Vietnamese-American Cross-Cultural Relations
3:55 Discussion
4:45

353 ART, ARTISTS, AND ARTISANS HR La Plaza East
Chair: NELSON H H GRABURN (UC-Berkeley)
2:15 KAREN L FIELD (Washburn) I Wouldn’t Do Anything Else: Art, Artists, and Worker Satisfaction
2:30 HENDRICK SERRIE (Eckerd) The Emerging Artist in a Society of Craftsmen
2:45 ELIZABETH A BAUCH (Columbia) Rural Artisans and the National Economy in Peru
3:00 MICHELE FRANKLIN SA FA (UC-Los Angeles) Nritta: Form and Meaning in an Indian Classical Dance
3:15 DONALD H RUBINSTEIN (Hawaii) The Social Fabric: Woven Designs as Embodiment of Sociospatial Order in Micronesia
3:30 Discussion
4:00

354 TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY: INNOVATIVE APPROACHES IN THE CLASSROOM AND FIELD LAH Garden East
Chair: TBA
2:15 FREDERICK W LANGE (Illinois State-Normal) and MICHAEL B WHITEFORD (Iowa State-Ames) So You Want to Be an Anthropologist: An Assessment of Undergraduate Field Schools as Teaching Devices and Educational Tools
2:30 VIVIAN J ROHRL (San Diego State) Effective Teaching of Anthropology: The Feature Film as an Alternative to the Lecture Format
2:45 WARREN N DEUTSCH (Georgian Court) Use of Small-Scale Artificial Archeological Sites in the Teaching of Archeology
3:00 MARIO O ZAMORA (William and Mary) How to Bore Students and Get Away with It: The Creative Experiment in Anthropological Teaching at William and Mary: Phase II
3:15 Break
3:25 STEPHEN CLAPHAM (Broward Community C) Preaching Anthropology: The Evangelistic Model as Teaching Strategy
3:40 ROBIN RIDINGTON (British Columbia) Producing Ethnographic Documentary Radio
3:55 Discussion
4:45

355 CURRENT PERSPECTIVES ON VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for the Anthropology of Visual Communication) LAH Golden State
Chair: THOMAS D BLAKEY (Brigham Young)
2:15 ROBERT G FISHMAN (Georgia State) Candler Park: A Neighborhood in Transition (film)
3:00 TIMOTHY ASCH (Australia National) and LINDA CONNOR (Sydney) A Balinese Trance Seance and The Medium’s Response to Seeing Herself in “A Balinese Trance Seance” (films)
3:50 TIMOTHY ASCH (Australia National) Developing a Methodology for the Use of Audiovisual Media in Anthropological Research
4:05 RICHARD CHALFEN (Temple) Navajo Filmmaking Revisited: A Critique of Reviews, 1972–80
4:20 Discussants: CARROLL WARNER WILLIAMS (Anthropology Film Center), GERALD L DAVIS (Rutgers/Antropology Film Center)
5:00

356 PHYSICIANS OF WESTERN MEDICINE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO THEORY AND PRACTICE LAH Los Angeles
Organizers/Chairs: ROBERT HAHN (Washington), ATWOOD GAINES (Duke)
2:30 ROBERT HAHN (Washington) “Treat the Patient, Not the Lab”, Concepts of Person in American Internal Medicine
2:45 BYRON J GOOD and HENRY HERRERA (UC-Davis) American Psychiatry: Professional and Folk Therapists
3:00 MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD (UC-Davis) Old Docs, New Docs: Community Conflict and Medical Change in Rural California
3:15 Break
3:25 MARGARET LOCK (McGill) The Menopausal Syndrome: Gynecological, Family Practice, and Popular Medical Belief Systems
3:40 THOMAS MARETZKI (Hawaii) Healer Centered Research: Including the Physician
3:55 MARIANNE A PAGET Your Son Is Cured Now; You Can Take Him Home
4:10 Discussants: ARTHUR KLEINMAN (Washington), RENEE FOX (Pennsylvania)
5:00

357 ARCHEOLOGICAL THEORY: INNOVATIVE APPROACHES HR Pico
Chair: DENA DINCAUZE (Massachusetts-Amherst)
2:30 DOLORES ROOT (Massachusetts-Amherst) Ritual and the Arrangement of Information Flows in Egalitarian Systems
2:45 MARK N COHEN (SUNY-Plattsburgh) Population Growth, "Social Pathology," and Sociocultural Evolution
3:00 JONATHAN HAAS (Denver) Must the Chief Precede the King?
3:30 Break
3:40 E LOHSE (Utah) A Structural Analysis of Northwestern Great Basin Prehistory
3:55 BRYAN FEUER (UC-Los Angeles) Edge City: Archeological Borders as Transition/Interaction Zones
4:10 PHILIP L F DE BARROS (UC-Los Angeles) A Second Look at the Structural Evolution and Decay Patterns of Mud-Wall Houses in a African Village
4:25 Discussion
5:00

358 LAW, FAMILY, AND SOCIAL CHANGE HR La Plaza West
Chair: CAROLYN M CLARK (UC-Santa Cruz)
3:30 ROBIN GELLER (Columbia) Women and Property in Senegal: Some Relationships Between the Codification of Family Law and Processes of Marriage, Residence, and Divorce
3:45 RAINER L BAUER (Stanford) Inheritance and the Parent-Child Relationship in the Sierra de Caurel (Spain)
4:00 ROBERT NESPOR (Oklahoma) Partible Inheritance and the Southern Cheyennes
4:15 SUSAN RODGERS (Ohio) Rethinking Indonesian Adat: The Angkola Batak Case
4:30 Discussion
5:00

359 SYMBOLIC SYSTEMS IN THEIR SOCIOCULTURAL CONTEXTS LAH New York
Chair: TBA
3:00 BRUCE MANNHEIM (Arizona) Andean Dreams (1631–1981)
3:15 VALERIE WHEELER and PETER ESAINKO (California State-Sacramento) It's Not Easy Being Mean: Uncertainty, Power, and Cannibal Metaphors
3:30 EMIKO OHNUKI-TIERNEY (Wisconsin-Madison) Cultural Germs in Urban Japan
3:45 ROBERT GARY MINNICH (Bergen) The Symbolic Dimension of West Haloze Peasant Technology
4:00 Break
4:10 PETER STROMBERG (UC-San Diego) Gender-Based Variation in Religious Language: A Swedish Example
4:25 HOWARD C HIGGINS (New Mexico) The Tahltan Feast for the Dead
4:40 Discussion
5:15
PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—JOB HUNTING STRATEGIES
4:00- LAH Washington
5:50 Leader: DAVID G POST (AAA)
The nature of the nonacademic workplace and strategies for competing on the
nonacademic market will be considered in this workshop, including job research and
identification, network development, resume writing, and interviewing. Ways of phras­
ing anthropological skills and perspectives in terms meaningful to nonacademic
employers will also be explored. Attendance is by registration only. For further infor­
mentation, see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.

ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE MULTIDISCIPLINE DEPARTMENT HR Pico
5:30- Panel discussion to address the problems endemic to anthropology’s role in the multi­
7:00 discipline department.
Organizer: CHOONG SOON KIM (Tennessee-Martin)
Chair: KENDALL BLANCHARD (Middle Tennessee)
Participants: PETER J BERTOCCI (Oakland), ANDREW W MIRACLE, JR (Texas Chris­
tian), THOMAS W HILL (Northern Iowa), WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth)

SOCIETY FOR THE NATIVE LANGUAGES OF THE AMERICAS HR Bunker Hill South
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: ERIC HAMP (Chicago)

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY LAH Los Angeles
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: CHARLES HUGHES (Utah Medical Center)

CONFERENCE OF DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES LAH Mission
5:30- Chair: M MARGARET CLARK (UC-San Francisco)
7:00

NATIONAL WOMEN’S ANTHROPOLOGY CAUCUS HR Olvera
5:30- Informal discussion on “Fettered females: male views of females in hominid evo­
7:00 lution”

XIIth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL
SCIENCES HR Broadway West
5:30- Informal discussion to provide information on the Congress to potential delegates and
7:00 session organizers, and to consider US participation in the Congress.
Organizer: RICHARD F SALISBURY (McGill)
Chair: CYRIL S BELSHAW (British Columbia)
Participants: GEORGE M FOSTER (UC-Berkeley), RICHARD F SALISBURY (McGill)

BORNEO RESEARCH COUNCIL LAH Detroit
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: VINSON H SUTLIVE, JR (William & Mary)

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Advisory Panel on Anthropology and
Community Colleges LAH Cleveland
5:30- Informal discussion to share ideas and problems concerning community college an­
7:00thropology and to develop a network of anthropologists interested in community col­
lege anthropology.
Chair: RICHARD H FURLOW (Broward Community C)

SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY LAH St Louis/Foy
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: ROBERT LEVINE (Harvard)
ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON SOCIALIST SOCIETIES  HR La Plaza West
5:30 Informal discussion
7:00 Chairs: DANIEL ROSENBERG (Wisconsin-Green Bay), DAVID KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut)

SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY  HR La Plaza East
5:30 Informal discussion on the SEA Newsletter and 1981 symposium
7:00 Chair: STUART PLATTNER (Missouri-St Louis)

ASSOCIATION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGISTS  LAH New York
5:30 Annual meeting and Distinguished Lecture
7:00 Chairs: STEFAN GOODWIN (Morgan State), MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HR Bunker Hill North
5:30 Business meeting and Presidential Address by STEPHEN F ARVIZU (California State-Sacramento)
7:00 Chair: COURTNEY B CAZDEN (Harvard)

SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 5

FILM SCREENINGS  HR Regency East
Organizer: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young)
6:00 SHEREA: DISPUTE SETTLEMENT AT THE COURT OF THE PARAMOUNT CHIEF IN N'ZARA, NORTH TOGO (Stichting Film en Wetenschap/PSU) Emile van Nieuwaal and Els van Nieuwaal, Introduced by JAMES L GIBBS, JR (Stanford)
6:30 SONS OF HAJI OMAR (National Film Board of Canada/PSU) Timothy Asch, J Boyko, and Asen Balikci Discussion with ASEN BALIKCI
7:35 SEMANA SANTA EN NANACATLAN (Archivo Etnografico Audiovisual) Jaime Riestra (AEA) and Jose Antonio Guzman (AEA)
8:20 Discussant: JOAN SWAYZE WILLIAMS (Anthropology Film Center)
8:30

SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  LAH St Louis/Foy
7:00 No-Host Cash Bar

ASSOCIATION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGISTS  LAH New York
7:00 No-Host Cash Bar

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  CAE Suite
7:00 No-Host Cash Bar

PLENARY SESSION  LAH Pacific
9:00 Chair: M MARGARET CLARK (UC-San Francisco)

1981 DISTINGUISHED LECTURE
The Golden Marshalltown: A Parable for the Archeology of the 1980s
KENT V FLANNERY (Michigan-Ann Arbor)

SUNDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 6

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  HR 315
8:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HR 310
8:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors
CASE STUDIES OF DEVELOPMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

HR La Plaza East

Chair: JOHN VAN DUSEN LEWIS (USAID)

8:00 DUNCAN EARLE (SUNY-Albany) Community Development: Its Failure and Success with the Rural Highland Maya

8:15 JAMES A MORRISSEY (Trinity) Cooptation in Change: Leadership, Dominance, and Tragedy in a Guatemalan Agrarian Reform Project

8:30 DEWIGHT R MIDDLETON (SUNY-Oswego) Tourism, Development, and Social Class on an Ecuadorian Beach

8:45 RICHARD P LANDO (Thammasat, Bangkok) Tobacco, Patron-Clientage, and the Response to New Agricultural Technology in North Thailand

9:00 Break

9:10 NAMIKAI RABY (UC-San Diego) The Administrator and the Politician: Rivals or Associates in Development in Sri Lanka?

9:25 POLLY HARRISON (USAID) and KJELL ENGE (Baylor) Environmental Sanitation: A Study of Attitudes and Practices

Discussion

MEDICAL PRACTICE AND MEDICAL SYSTEMS IN THE US

HR La Plaza West

Chair: LOUDELL F SNOW (Michigan State)

8:00 DOUG FELDMAN (Marymount Manhattan) Consumer Satisfaction in a VD Clinic

8:15 GALE LOOF (UC-Los Angeles) Paradigmatic Profession in Health Care

8:30 STEVEN S FOLDES (Foundation for Health Care Evaluation) "Competition" in the Health Services Industry: The Alteration of Physician Behavior in HMOs

8:45 WILLIAM RITTENBERG (Michigan State) Patients as Emergent Symbols on a Pediatrics Ward

9:00 SITI A A SUPRAPTO (Georgetown) A Sociolinguistic Analysis of an Indonesian Doctor's Interaction with His Patients

9:15 Break

9:25 IRWIN PRESS (Notre Dame) Deemphasizing the Exotic in the Clinic: Strategies for Enhancing the Utility of Clinical Anthropology

9:40 BARBARA A KOENIG (UC-San Francisco) The Cultural Meaning of Discovery: An Ethnography of Innovation in Clinical Medicine

9:55 ALLAN D AINSWORTH (Utah) Resource Development and the Local Health Care System: A Conflict of Interests

10:10 JOHN HILMER JOHNSEN (Utica) Planning for Monopoly Health Care: The Central New York Health Systems Agency

10:25 Discussion

11:00

MESOAmerican EthnoHistory: Cultural Continuity

LAH Golden State

Organizer/Chair: ROBERT HILL (Texas-San Antonio)

8:00 JAMES LOCKHART (UC-Los Angeles) A Language Transition in 18th-Century Mexico

8:15 SUSAN KELLOGG (Houston) Aztec Inheritance: Colonial Patterns, Prehispanic Influences

8:30 JUAN LOPEZ-MAGAÑA (UC-Los Angeles) The Nahuatl Heritage of Juan Bautista de Pomar

8:45 ROBERT J COFFMAN (Pennsylvania) Militarism in Post-Classic and Classic Mesoamerica

9:00 Break

9:10 CHARLES F WARD (Pennsylvania) The Nim Haa and Late Post-Classic Quiché Political Organization

9:25 ROBERT HILL (Texas-San Antonio) Continuity of Preconquest Cultural Principles: The Chimañitales of Sacapulas, El Quiche, Guatemala

9:40 TERESA ROJAS (CIESAS, Mexico) El Cambio Agricola en la Región de Xochimilco

9:55 H B NICHOLSON (UC-Los Angeles) Problems in the Utilization of Ethnohistorical Sources to Reconstruct Prehispanic Mesoamerican Religions
10:10-11:00 Discussion

406 HEALTH, HEALTH CARE, AND NUTRITION: CURRENT RESEARCH LAH Cleveland
Chair: MARIA-LUISA URDANETA (Texas-San Antonio)
8:00 WENDA R TREVATHAN (North Carolina-Charlotte) and LYNN L UDICK (Colorado) A Biocultural Approach to Human Birth Practices
8:10 KENYON R STEBBINS (Michigan State) Health Care Alternatives and Treatment Strategies in a Highland Oaxaca Village
8:20 THOMAS M JOHNSON (South Florida) Prevalence of Behavioral Science Topics as Treatment Issues in Clinical Medicine: Implications for Anthropological Training
8:30 EVANGELINE C GRONSETH (Minnesota) Changing Perspectives on the Female Menopause
8:40 MARGARET A PERKINSON (UC-San Francisco) Posthospital Supports of Elderly Urban Blacks
8:50 Discussion
9:00 Break
9:10 SAMUEL COOPER (Bar-Ilan, Israel) Degradation and Performance in a Closed Ward
9:20 WALTER RANDOLPH ADAMS (Pennsylvania) The Dietary Role of Coffee Among the Rural Laborers of Guatemala
9:30 J L CHODKIEWICZ (Manitoba) Wayana Health and Nutrition
9:40 MARSHALL G HURLICH (Washington) Processes and Consequences of Dietary Change Among the Hmong: Refugees from Northern Laos in Washington State
9:50 RONALD G MUNGER (Washington) Sudden Unexplained Deaths in Hmong Refugees from Northern Laos
10:00 Discussion
10:10 Break
10:20 SARAH SAMUELS (UC-Berkeley) Obstacles to Breast-feeding in an American Community
10:30 SUSAN C WELLER and C I DUNGY (UC-Irvine Medical Center) A Comparative Study of Anglo and Hispanic Infant-Feeding Preferences
10:40 KERRY JOSEF PATAKI-SCHWEIZER (Papua New Guinea) The Introduction of Alcohol Among the Wonenara Anga
10:50 DAVID V MCQUEEN and DAVID D CELENTANO (Johns Hopkins) Sociocultural Factors in Female Drinking Patterns
11:00 Discussion
11:15 Break

407 SIGNS IN THE FIELD: SEMIOTIC PERSPECTIVES ON ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH (Research Center for Language and Semiotic Studies) LAH St Louis/Foy
Organizer/Chair: MICHAEL HERZFELD (Indiana)
8:00 MICHAEL HERZFELD (Indiana) Looking Both Ways: The Ethnographer as Reader, Sign, and Text
8:15 CHARLES L BRIGGS (Vassar) Our Interactional Strategies, Their Meaning? On Communicative Hegemony in Fieldwork
8:30 F ALLAN HANSON (Kansas) Verification Procedures in Semiotic Analysis
8:45 LEE DRUMMOND (McGill) Jonestown: An Ethnographic Semiotic
9:00 Break
9:10 ROGER JOSEPH (California State-Fullerton) The Semiotics of Reciprocity: A Moroccan Interpretation
9:25 MARGARET ANN HARDIN (Maine; Zuni Archaeology Program) Applying Linguistic Models to the Decorative Arts: A Consideration of the Limits of Analogy
9:40 RUBY W MORRIS (Washington) Earthwork, Contemporary Visual Art, as Sign: A Peircian Semiotic Approach
9:55 Break
10:05 JUDITH LYNNE HANNA (Maryland) Communicating Emotion: Symbiosis and Short-Circuit in the Dance Performer-Audience Connection
10:20 THOMAS D BLAKEYL (Brigham Young) Settings Made for Gaze: Proxemic Aspects of Hemba Visual Communication (Zaire)
10:35- Discussant: JAMES W FERNANDEZ (Princeton)

11:30

408 INVITED SESSION POLITICAL PROCESS AND CHANGE: PERSPECTIVES FROM ECUADOR (Latin American Anthropology Group) HR Regency East
Organizers: JEFFREY EHRENREICH (Northern Iowa), LOUISA STARK (Wisconsin)
Chair: JEFFREY EHRENREICH (Northern Iowa)
8:00 E JEAN LANGDON (Cedar Crest) Siona Political Process: Adaptation to External Control
8:15 JOHN HUDELSON (Rutgers) The Formation, Development, and Expansion of the Lowland Quichua Culture as a Response to External Political Forces
8:30 JUDITH KEMPF (SUNY-Albany) The Politics of Curing Among the Coaquer Indians
8:45 PITA KELEKNA (New Mexico) Political Aspects of Jivaroan Achuara Trade
9:00 Break
9:10 THEODORE MACDONALD (Cultural Survival) Considering the Arrogance of Intervention
9:25 FRANK SALOMON (Illinois) Shamanism and Politics in Late-Colonial Ecuador
9:40 BERNHARD GELLNER (Wisconsin) The Politics of Colta Entrepreneurship: Highland Indians on an Amazon Frontier
9:55 LEO R CHAVEZ (Stanford) The Entrepreneurial Ethic of Commercial Weavers: Sociopolitical and Economic Change in Otavalo
10:10 Break
10:20 L K CARPENTER (Jatari Foundation) Indigenous Social Stratification and Bilingual Education
10:35 RICHARD B MCGOUGH (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Popular Theater in a Marginal Barrio
10:50- Discussants: JOHN H BODLEY (Washington State), DAVID MAYBURY-LEWIS (Harvard), LOUISA STARK (Wisconsin)

409 HUNTING GROUPS: ECOLOGY AND ECONOMICS HR Bunker Hill South
Chair: MARCO G BICCHIERI (Central Washington)
8:30 HARVEY A FEIT (McMaster) Decision Making and Conservation of Wildlife Resources: A Cultural Ecology of Cree Hunters
8:45 J G E SMITH (Museum of the American Indian) Adaptive Strategies in the Central Canadian Subarctic
9:00 ALLAN RICHARDSON (Whatcom) The Control of Productive Resources on the Northwest Coast
9:15 J S SOLWAY and R B LEE (Toronto) The Kalahari Fur Trade: San Articulation with the World System
9:30- Discussion
10:15

410 CHICANO PARTICIPATION IN AMERICAN CULTURE: COOPTATION OR "CONSTRUCTIVE MARGINALITY" (Council on Anthropology and Education) LAH New York
Organizers: RICHARD A NAVARRO (Stanford), JUAN C GARCIA (Stanford)
Chair: RICHARD A NAVARRO (Stanford)
8:30 JUAN CASTANON GARCIA (Stanford) Constructive Marginality and Liminality: Chicano Adaptations in a State Mental Institution
8:45 JAMES DIEGO VIGIL (Chaffey) The Psychodynamic Functions of Chicano Youth Groups: Gangs or Barrios?
9:00 MARIA EUGENIA MATUTE-BIANCHI (UC-Santa Cruz) Chicano School Failure and Reform: An Emerging Synthesis
9:15 ROBERT L CARRASCO (Arizona State) Cultural Differences in Bilingual Instructional Situations: A Contrastive Analysis
9:30 HENRY T TRUEBA (San Diego State) Rethinking Ethnographic Research in Research on Ethnolinguistic and Social Minority Students
9:45 RICHARD A NAVARRO (Stanford) Ethnic Identity in a Complex Society: A Sociocultural Analysis of Chicano Political Brokers
10:00- Discussants: GEORGE D SPINDLER (Stanford), STEVEN F ARVIZU (California State-Sacramento)
411  GRAY LANGUR BEHAVIOR AND ITS DEVELOPMENT  HR Bunker Hill Center
Organizers: P DOLHINOW (UC-Berkeley), R CURTIN (Rutgers)
Chair: R CURTIN (Rutgers)
8:30  PATRICIA A SCOLLAY (San Diego State) The Effects of Environment on a Captive Group of Hanuman Langurs (Presbytis entellus)
8:45  DIAHAN HARLEY (UC-Berkeley) Sexual Behavior in the Indian Langur Monkey (Presbytis entellus)
9:00  PHYLLIS DOLHINOW (UC-Berkeley) The Role of Infant Choice in Transfer of Langur Monkey Attachment
9:15  RICHARD A CURTIN (Rutgers) Play, Practice, and Predictability in Gray Langur Monkeys
9:30  Break
9:40  JIM MOORE (Harvard) Aging in Langur (Presbytis entellus) Male Bands
9:55  KATHLEEN A MOORHOUSE (UC-Berkeley) Development of Male-Male Conflict In a Group of Captive Langurs
10:10  PAUL E SIMONDS (Oregon) Primate Dominance: A Nonaggressive Factor for Social Stability
10:25  Discussants: D G LINDBURG (UC-Los Angeles; San Diego Zoo), J MCKENNA (Pomona)
11:15

412  CULTURE AND SUBCULTURES IN THE URBAN UNITED STATES  HR Bunker Hill North
Chair: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport)
8:30  J MCIVER WEATHERFORD Stalking Congressional Culture
8:45  PATRICIA REMMINGTON (Bowling Green State) Police Solidarity: Nonregulation Activities and the Code of Secrecy
9:00  MERCER L SULLIVAN (Vera Institute of Justice) Getting Over: Economy, Culture, and Street Crime in the Inner City
9:30  Break
9:40  GINI GRAHAM SCOTT (Creative Communications & Research) The World of Dominant Women and Submissive Men: An Urban Subculture
9:55  J JEROME SMITH and ALVIN W WOLFE (South Florida) Men and Women in CB Neighborhoods: A Network Analysis
10:25  Break
10:35  BOB HOGNER (Florida International) Ideology and Ownership: A Belief System Study
10:50  RICHARD E ADAMS (Lewis & Clark) and JANICE HAAKEN (Portland State) Anticultural Culture: The Influences of Humanistic Psychology on American Conceptions of Culture
11:05  PAUL ESPINOSA (Stanford) “We Can’t Do That!”: Production Constraints in a Hollywood Story Conference
11:20  Discussion
12:00

413  IDEOLOGICAL AND SYMBOLIC STUDIES OF WOMEN’S LIVES  LAH Los Angeles
Chair: KAREN L FIELD (Washburn)
8:30  JILL DUBISCH (North Carolina-Charlotte) Culture Enters Through the Kitchen: Women, House, and Food in Greece
8:45  SUSAN REYNOLDS WHYTE (Copenhagen) The Ideology of Pollution and the Praxis of Gender Relations
9:00  JULIA A HECHT (Hawaii) Female Celibacy and the Symbolism of Polynesian Chieftainship
9:15  STEVEN BORISH (Stanford) The Problem of the Services on an Israeli Kibbutz
9:30  Break
9:40  HOLLY F MATHEWS (Duke) An Investigation of Sex Differences in Prestige Activities in a Peasant Village
10:10  LEIGH MINTURN (Colorado) Ritual Sisterhood Among Rajput Women of Khalapur
10:25  MICHELE DOMINY (Bard/Cornell) Privatization of Knowledge in New Zealand Women’s Networks
10:40- Discussion
11:30

414  SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY  HR 316
9:00  Meeting of the Executive Committee

415  ANTHROPOLOGICAL GIVE AND TAKE WITH OTHER DISCIPLINES  HR Pico
Chair: BARBARA G HORNUM (Drexel)
9:00  JOHN V COLAMOSCA (Drexel) The Cross-Cultural Perspective in Social Psychology
9:15  THOMAS H HAY (Missouri-St Louis) An Attempt to Clarify Bateson’s Idea of Deutero-Learning
9:30  FINN HORNUM (La Salle) The Influence of Anthropological Perspectives on the Formulation and Application of Sociological Theories of Deviance
9:45  ROLF HUSMANN (Göttingen) International and Interdisciplinary Cooperation in Anthropology: Problems and Possible Solutions
10:00  ELIZABETH A BRANDT and MORRIS OKUN (Arizona State) Flounder or Flourish: Overcoming Tokenism in Interdisciplinary Research
10:15- Discussion
10:45

416  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK: THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL QUESTIONS (Society for the Anthropology of Work)  LAH Sierra
Organizer/Chair: HERBERT APPLEBAUM (SUNY-Buffalo)
9:00  HELEN I SAFA (Florida) Female Employment and Family Structure in Puerto Rico and New Jersey
9:15  VALERIE ESTES (UC-Berkeley) Women as Wage Earners: A Study of Urban Bolivian Factory Workers
9:30  MARC L MILLER (Washington) Captain-Crew Differences in Commitment to Commercial Fishing
9:45  ELAINE SIMON (Temple) Employers as Gatekeepers: The Social Consequences of Decision Making in Hiring Practices
10:00  RANDY B REITER (District of Columbia) The Social and Cultural Organization of Occupational Stress
10:15- Break
10:25  NINA GLICK SCHILLER What if Management Worked?
10:40  JIM WEIL (SUNY-Stony Brook) Comparative Study of the Organization of Work: Productive Time in Three Societies
10:55  EUGENE COOPER (Southern California) Mode of Production and the Anthropology of Work
11:10- Discussant: THOMAS C GREAVES (Trinity)
12:00

417  HIDDEN CURRICULA: SOCIAL AND CULTURAL MESSAGES IN SCHOOLING  LAH Garden West
Chair: TBA
9:15  NORRIS BROCK JOHNSON (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Environmental Socialization: A Proxemic Analysis of Public School Classroom Spatial Patterns
9:30  ARLENE J ANANG and PERRY E LANIER (Michigan State) Where Is the Subject Matter? How the Social Organization of the Classroom Affects Teaching
9:45  RON SCOLLON (Alaska-Fairbanks) The Organization of Institutional “Gates” in a Public University
10:00- Break
10:10  SHERRIE AKINSANYA (Lagos) Social, Ethnic, and Sex-Role Awareness of Yoruba and Igbo Children
PEARL KATZ (Levindale Geriatric Research Center) Acculturation in a Hebrew Language Class: From Immigrants to Citizens

JAMES P YOUNG (Stanford) Learning to Become Migrants: A Hidden Curriculum in a Philippine Rural School

LINLEY M SAMUEL (Macquarie) Schooling for a Separate Identity: Education Among Tibetan Refugees in India

Discussion

TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN TEMPERATE EUROPE: ARCHEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES LAH Garden East
Organizer/Chair: PETER S WELLS (Harvard)

ANTONIO GILMAN (California State-Northridge) Agricultural Technology and Social Change in Later Prehistoric Southeast Spain

JANET E LEVY (North Carolina-Charlotte) Craft Specialization in Danish Bronze Age Metallurgy

PETER S WELLS (Harvard) Metal Technology and Social Change in Early Iron Age Europe

FREDERICK A WINTER (CUNY-Brooklyn) Change and Stability in Serbia During the Later First Millennium BC

CAROLE L CRUMLEY and PAUL R GREEN (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Geopolitical and Sociopolitical Factors in the Evolution of Clientelism

Discussion

PRACTICUM ON ETHNOGRAPHIC FUTURES RESEARCH (Council on Anthropology and Education) LAH Washington
Trainer: ROBERT B TEXTOR (Stanford)
Attendance is by subscription. For information, see staff at the advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm on Saturday.

BIOCULTURAL STRATEGIES IN HEALTH CARE (Council on Nursing and Anthropology) HR Broadway East
Organizers: CHARLOTTE WEAVER (UC-San Francisco), T TRIPP-REIMER (Iowa)
Chair: CHARLOTTE WEAVER (UC-San Francisco)

MARGARET MACKENZIE (UC-Berkeley) Blame the Victim or Blame the Mother: Fatness as a Case of Cultural Oblivion in Medical Treatment

J S KAYSER-JONES (UC-San Francisco) The Incidence of Institutionalization of the Elderly

JASON STANLEY (Sonoma State) Relationship of Childhood and Family Functioning to Adult Obesity: Why Dieting Does not Work for the Obese

Discussants: PETER KUNSTADTER (East-West Center), PAMELA J BRINK (UC-Los Angeles)
421 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PERSONAL LIFE  LAH Mission
Organizers: MICHAEL J HIGGINS (Northern Colorado), MURIEL DIMEN (CUNY-Lehman)
Chair: MICHAEL J HIGGINS (Northern Colorado)
9:30 BARBARA ZAHM (New School) Feminist Families: Gender Rearrangements as Praxis Toward Social Transformation
9:45 ELLEN LEWIN (UC-San Francisco) Intentional Single Motherhood in Urban America: The Meaning of Motherhood and Rebellion Against Traditional Sex Roles
10:00 MARIANNA ADLER (Texas-Austin) Women, Class, and Patriarchy: The Reproduction of an Ideology in Everyday Life
10:15- Discussants: MURIEL DIMEN (CUNY-Lehman), RAYNA RAPP (New School)
11:00

422 URBAN COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL INEQUALITY-I HR Regency West
Organizers: DOUGLAS R CAMPBELL (UC-Berkeley), CHERYL SEABROOK (UC-Berkeley)
Chair: JOHN J GUMPERZ (UC-Berkeley)
9:30 Introductory Remarks
9:40 JENNY COOK-GUMPERZ (UC-Berkeley) Communication, Language, and Social Inequality in Urban Life
9:55 CATHERINE O'CONNOR (UC-Berkeley) The Analysis of Prosodic Signaling of Discourse Structure
10:10 CHERYL SEABROOK (UC-Berkeley) Stylistic Variations in Code-Switching
10:25 STEPHEN O MURRAY (UC-Berkeley) The Role of Variations from Standard English in Screening Management Job Applications
10:40 DOUGLAS R CAMPBELL (UC-Berkeley) Linguistic Bases and Social Consequences of Filipino/American Communication Problems
10:55- Discussants: FREDERICK ERICKSON (Michigan State), RON SCOLLAN (Alaska-Fairbanks)
11:30

423 BEYOND THE UNIVERSE OF SQUATTERS: CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STUDY OF GLOBAL URBANIZATION Society for Urban Anthropology HR Broadway West
Organizer/Chair: KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Minnesota)
9:30 FRANK KEHL (CUNY-Special Programs) John Stuart Mill's Other Island: Squatters, Real Estate, and Hong Kong Government Policy
9:45 KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Minnesota) From Site-and-Service Through Squatting to Legal Upgrading of Mtendere Township, Lusaka, Zambia: Is There a Difference?
10:00 EDWIN S SEGAL (Louisville) Spontaneous and Planned Housing in Dar es Salaam
10:15 SUSAN LOBO (UC-Berkeley) Patterns in the Urban Settlement Process: Peru
10:30 Break
10:40 SAMUEL SHERMAN (Columbia) The Political Economy of House Construction in a Caracas Barrio
10:55 M A LUDWIG (California State-Fresno) State, Church, and Rural Development in the Republic of Ireland
11:10- Discussants: KERRY DEAN FELDMAN (Alaska-Anchorage), KATHLEEN LOGAN (Alabama)
12:00

424 EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION LAH Hartford
9:00 Executive session

425 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—JOB HUNTING STRATEGIES LAH Detroit
Leader: DAVID G POST (AAA)
The nature of the nonacademic workplace and strategies for competing on the nonacademic market will be considered in this workshop, including job research and identification, network development, resume writing, and interviewing. Ways of phrasing anthropological skills and perspectives in terms meaningful to nonacademic employers will also be explored. Attendance is by registration only. For further information, see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Assembly Hall.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 6

427  STATUS AND DIRECTION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY: PLANNING FOR A WORLD CONGRESS (Association of Third World Anthropologists)  LAH Cleveland
12:00-1:00
Informal discussion on recent research on Third World anthropology and plans for the IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences and participation of ATWA.
Chairs: STEFAN GOODWIN (Morgan State), MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

428  ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS  HR La Plaza East
12:00-1:30
Business meeting
Chairs: JOHN STEWART (Illinois)

NEW  INFORMAL FILM SCREENINGS  LAH Boston
12:00-1:00
Organizer: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young)
EPISODE 4: CONTEMPORARY YUCATEC MAYA SERIES Hubert L Smith
1:15
Discussant: HUBERT L SMITH
Work-in-progress YIDDISHKEIT IN AMERICA: THE TRANSMISSION OF AN ENDANGERED TRADITION (Center for Visual Anthropology) Barbara Myerhoff  Discussion with BARBARA MYERHOFF (Southern California)
1:45-2:00
Presentation of other works-in-progress of the Center for Visual Anthropology by G ALEXANDER MOORE (Southern California), DENISE L LAWRENCE (Southern California), and JOSE ANTONIO JAUREGUI (Southern California)

NEW  SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  LAH Hartford
1:00
Meeting of the Board of Directors

429  RESEARCH ON PREHISTORIC COMPLEX SOCIETIES: EUROPE, NEAR EAST, AND SOUTH AMERICA  HR Bunker Hill North
Chair: CLAUDE A VAUCHER (Reed)
1:30
JOAN M GERO (Massachusetts-Amherst) Formative and Early Intermediate Site Settlement in the Callejon de Huaylas, Peru: A Lithics Perspective
1:45
KATHLEEN F GALVIN (UC-Los Angeles) State Economy in Ancient Syria: Specialization and Livestock Production
2:00
CHARLES M HASTINGS (Michigan) Territorial Verticality in the Eastern Andes of Central Peru
2:15
TIMOTHY KAISER and BARBARA VOYTEK (UC-Berkeley) Neolithic Economic Intensification as a Consequence of Sedentism in Southeast Europe
2:30-3:00
Discussion

430  DEMOGRAPHY: BIOLOGICALLY ORIENTED STUDIES  HR Bunker Hill Center
Chair: B J WILLIAMS (UC-Los Angeles)
1:30
PETER J MAYER (Brookdale Center on Aging) A Three-Stage Theory for the Biocultural Evolution of Human Longevity
1:45
W PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt State) The First Demographic Transition
2:00
P T ELLISON (Harvard) The Demographic Transition and the Secular Trend
2:15
PAMELA J BYARD (Kansas) Effective Population Size and Founder Effect on St Lawrence Island, Alaska
2:30-3:00
Discussion

431  FESTIVAL, PERFORMANCE, AND MESSAGE  HR Bunker Hill South
Chair: JULIE TAYLOR (Rice)
1:30
CAROLE COUNIHAN (Franklin & Marshall) Carnival as Social Process
1:45
FRANK E MANNING (Western Ontario) Festival as Commentary: The Metalanguage of Caribbean Politics
2:00 MARJORIE R ESMAN (Louisiana State) Festivals and Ethnic Assertion: The Cajuns of Louisiana
2:15 KAVEH SAFA (Chicago) The Conversion of Rostam: Bricolage and Cultural Syncretism
2:30 DEBRA CONNELLY KIRCH (Hawaii) Tourism and Social Drama in the Kingdom of Tonga
2:45-3:30 Discussion

432 INFANT-FEEDING PATTERNS: PERSPECTIVES ON MIXED FEEDING AND MANAGEMENT OF FOOD RESOURCES HR La Plaza East
Organizer/Chair: JUDITH GUSSLER (Ross Laboratories)
1:30 MICHELE FORMAN, HOWARD HOFFMAN, ERNEST HARLEY (NICHD, NIH), J CROSS (Yale), and P BENNETT (NIAMDD, NIH) The Pima Infant-Feeding Study: The Role of Socioeconomic and Attitudinal Factors in the Trend in Breast- and Bottle-feeding
1:45 FRANKLIN C BAER, WILLIAM BERTRAND (Tulane), and ROBERT FRANKLIN (Tulane) Breast- and Bottle-feeding Practices in Rural Haiti
2:00 JANICE M MORSE (Utah) Neonatal Feeding Patterns: Facilitators and Inhibitors to Breast-feeding in the Fiji-Indian
2:15 JULIE BURNS (Goddard) Social Patterning of Infant-Feeding Practices in Guatemala
2:30 JUDITH GUSSLER (Ross Laboratories) Women’s Lives, Women’s Work, and Mixed Feeding in St Kitts-Nevis
2:45-3:30 Discussant: GRETEL PELTO (Connecticut)

433 ANTHROPOLOGY AND DISEASE CONTROL LAH Sierra
Organizer/Chair: PETER J BROWN (Emory)
1:30 JUDITH E BROWN Low Immunization Coverage in Yaounde, Cameroon: Finding the Problems
1:45 E MICHAEL GORMAN (UC-San Francisco) The Anthropologist as Epidemiologist and Health Educator: The Case of Amebiasis in San Francisco
2:00 STEVEN K AULT (UC-Davis) Anthropological Aspects of Malaria Control Planning in Sri Lanka
2:15 STANLEY O FOSTER (Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta) Smallpox Isolation in Somali Nomadic Encampments
2:30 Break
2:40 ELLEN GRUENBAUM (Connecticut) Struggling with the Mosquito: Malaria Policy, Economic Development, and Irrigated Agriculture in Sudan
2:55 PETER J BROWN (Emory) Socioeconomic and Demographic Effects of Malaria Eradication: A Comparison of Sardinia and Sri Lanka
3:10 JUDITH FITZPATRICK-NIETSCHMANN (UC-San Francisco) Colonialism, Health Programs, and Diabetes
3:25-4:00 Discussant: BENJAMIN D PAUL (Stanford)

434 “SEXUAL ANTAGONISM” AND GENDER IN MELANESIA: NEW PERSPECTIVES AND SOCIAL CHANGE LAH Garden East
Organizers/Chairs: FITZ JOHN PORTER POOLE (Rochester), GILBERT H HERDT (Stanford)
1:30 GILBERT H HERDT (Stanford) and FITZ JOHN PORTER POOLE (Rochester) “Sexual Antagonism”: The Intellectual History of a Concept in the Anthropology of Melanesia
1:45 DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst) The Division of Labor Among the Chambri
2:00 NANCY LUTKEHAUS (Columbia) Ambivalence, Ambiguity, and the Reproduction of Gender Hierarchy in Manam Society
2:15 RENA LEDERMAN (Princeton) Mendi Sex Antagonism: A Paradoxical Case
2:30 Break
2:40 ANNETTE B WEINER (New York) Transformations in Gender Constructs
2:55 PAULA G RUBEL (Barnard) Women’s Exchange Roles in Matrilineal and Patrilineal Societies in Papua New Guinea
3:10-4:00 Discussants: LEWIS L LANGNESS (UC-Los Angeles), MERVYN J MEGGITT (CUNY-Queens)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chair/Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>ETHNOHISTORICAL STUDIES IN NORTH AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN</td>
<td>Broadway West</td>
<td>WILLIAM C STURTEVANT (Smithsonian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JEROME S HANDLER and ROBERT S CORRUCCINI (Southern Illinois) Dental Mutilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHARLOTTE NEELY (Northern Kentucky) The Politics of Persistence: An Ethno-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>historical View of the Eastern Cherokees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KENDELL BLANCHARD (Middle Tennessee) Life Histories and the Study of Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHEPARD KRECH III (George Mason) Arctic Drainage Lowlands Athapaskans in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19th Century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>URBAN COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL INEQUALITY II</td>
<td>Regency West</td>
<td>DOUGLAS R CAMPBELL (UC-Berkeley), CHERYL SEABROOK (UC-Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JOHN J GUMPERZ (UC-Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LINDA WAI LING YOUNG (UC-Berkeley) Chinese Discretions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KENNETH LIBERMAN (UC-San Diego) The Comprehensibility of Intercultural Conversa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SARAH MICHAELS (UC-Berkeley) and LEAH KEDAR (Maryland; Georgetown) Prosody in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JAMES COLLINS (UC-Berkeley) Discourse Style, Classroom Interaction, and Differen-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F NIYI AKINNASO (UC-Berkeley) Research on Minority Languages and Educational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussants: FREDERICK ERICKSON (Michigan State), RON SCOLLON (Alaska-Fairbanks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>POLITICAL ECONOMY AND POLITICAL IDEOLOGY: INTERFACE AND INTERACTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G WILLIAM SKINNER (Stanford)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DANIEL BRADBURD (Virginia Polytechnic) The Political Economy of Honor and Shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CANDELARIO SÆNZ (Columbia) Mummers of the Sahara: Ritual Protest Among Castelike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HELEN F FIU (Williams) Rural Leadership and Socialist Transformations in the Peo-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHIEN CHIAO (Chinese U, Hong Kong) The Art of Labeling: Principles and Tactics of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>437 INVITED SESSION CULTURAL FACTORS, HEALTH, AND MENTAL HEALTH AMONG NEW IMMIGR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUCY M COHEN (Catholic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JOHN MARTIN VANDEUSEN (Georgetown) Health/Mental Health Studies of Indo-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MARIA PATRICIA FERNANDEZ-KELLY (UC-Berkeley) Women's Industrial Employment, Undocumented Migration, and Health Status Along the US-Mexican Border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BRYAN O WALSH (Catholic Service Bureau, Miami) Cultural Identity and Mental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BETTY E BRODSKY (American Jewish Committee) Natural Support Systems for Men-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


tal Health Problems in the Soviet Jewish Emigre Community

PHILLIP HAWKES (DHHS Office of Refugee Resettlement) Anthropology and Research Needs Among Refugees: A Policymaker's Perspective

Discussion

439  PROCESSES OF SOCIOECONOMIC CHANGE  HR Broadway East
Chair: STEPHEN P REYNA (New Hampshire)
2:00 D L DONHAM (Stanford) An Archaeology of Work Among the Malle of Southwest Ethiopia
2:15 BRIAN SIEGAL (Wisconsin-Madison) Old Lamba Farmers: Notes Toward an Agrarian History of the Zambian Copperbelt
2:30 JOANN GLITZENBERG (Colorado) Machismo: A Socioeconomic Explanatory Model
2:45 NANCY WALLICK (UC-Davis) Modernization, Monetarization, and the Financial Squeeze on Male-Female Relationships in Southwest Province, Cameroon
3:00 Break
3:10 ØRNULF GULBRANDSEN (Bergen) Labor Migration, Economic Marginalization, and Maintenance of Reproductive Capacity Among the Bangwaketse of Botswana
3:25 JOHN M DONAHUE (Trinity) Migrant Social Organization—A Comparative Perspective
3:40- Discussion
4:15

440  ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE CLASSROOM AND SCHOOL  HR Pico
Chair: TOM W COLLINS (Memphis State)
2:00 LINDA K WATTS (Arizona State) "Literacy Development" from a Macro-Micro View of Participant Structures in Community College Classrooms
2:15 RAY BARNHARDT (Alaska-Fairbanks) Real Time and Structure in Macro-Microethnography
2:30 PENEOLOPE DENTON (Arizona State) The Principal Effect: The Dialectic Between Macro- and Microethnography
2:45 JANE J WHITE (Maryland) Toward Developing an Ecological Model of the Construction of Classroom Lessons
3:00 Break
3:10 MARTHA HEMWALL (Brown) Hearing-Impaired Students in the Mainstream: Notions of Success and Normality
3:25 ELISSA WARANTZ (UC-Berkeley) Oral Competence and Written Performance in the Bilingual Classroom
3:40- Discussion
4:15

441  THE URBAN SYSTEM: THE WHOLE AND ITS PARTS  (Society for Urban Anthropology)
LAH Golden State
Organizers/Chairs: WILLIAM B SCHWAB (Temple), ALEXANDER MOORE (Southern California)
2:00 ANDREI SIMIC (Southern California) Ethnicity as a Resource: The Institutional Basis of Immigrant Culture in an American City
2:15 SHIRLEY J FISKE (Southern California) Territorial Conflict in a Metropolitan Community
2:30 BARBARA MYERHOFF and STEPHEN MONGULLA (Southern California) Parade, Festival, Pilgrimage: The Los Angeles Jews "Walk for Solidarity"
2:45 DENISE LAWRENCE (Southern California) Parade Ritual and Competing Urban Images: Doo Dah and Roses
3:00 Break
3:10 ALEXANDER MOORE (Southern California) Metropolitan Shopping Malls and Archaic Marketplaces Compared as Regional Systems
3:25 WILLIAM B SCHWAB (Temple) Urbanism, Kinship, and Personality Development
3:40- Discussant: ALVIN WOLFE (South Florida)
4:30
SHAMANS, DIVINERS, AND MAGICIANS: THE ACTIONS AND ROLES OF HEALERS
LAH Cleveland
Chair: JUDY PUGH (British Columbia)
2:00 RICHARD F GRANT (Arizona State) The Therapeutic Event: Symbols and Meanings
2:15 YOUNGSOOK KIN HARVEY (Chaminade) Symbolic Communication Between Korean
Shaman and Client: The Use of Proverbs in the Counseling Process
2:30 FAITH K BOUCHER (UC-Davis) The Cadences of Healing: Successful Treatment in
Spiritual Healing
2:45 JAMES DOW (Oakland) The Process of Magical Healing Among the Otomi of the
Northern Sierra de Puebla, Mexico
3:00 Break
3:10 GERI-ANN GALANTI (Whittier) Psi and Psychosis: An Emic Perspective
3:25 RUDOLPH BLIER (Northwestern) The Double Agent: Tamberma Diviners as Communi-
ty Healers
3:40 KAREN MAJCHER ART (Chicago) Prayerstick Sacrifice in Navajo Holyway Rituals:
Restoration of Health Through Restoration of Relationships
3:55 LOUIS GOLOMB (George Mason) Rivalry and Diversity Among Thai Curer-Magicians
4:10 Discussion
4:50

HEALTH RELATED APPLICATIONS OF FAMILY RESEARCH
LAH Garden West
Organizer/Chair: JOAN ABLON (UC-San Francisco)
2:00 VIRGINIA ANN GUESS (UC-San Francisco) The Seventh Month: The Beginning of a
Career for Families with Premature Infants
2:15 JOAN ABLON (UC-San Francisco) Family Response to a Dwarf Child
2:30 LEMYRA DE BRUYN (UC-Berkeley) Helping the Children: Tewa Pueblo Family
Response to Chronic Seizure Problems in the Young
2:45 MARYLYN SHIELDS (UC-Berkeley) Diarrhea and Infant Death: A Family Health Focus in
the Developing World
3:00 Break
3:10 RICHARD S GOLDBERG and GWENDOLYN HARWOOD (California State-Northridge)
Borderline Personalities, Family Patterns, and Culture Change
3:25 GENEVIEVE M AMES (UC-San Francisco) Family Dynamics and Alcoholism: A
Cultural Model
3:40 LINDA BENNETT (George Washington) Direct and Indirect Application of Alcoholic
Family Research
3:55 Discussant: LORRAINE KAUFMAN (Cedars-Sinai Medical Center)
4:45

CHALLENGES AND REFORMULATIONS: SOCIOCULTURAL THEORY
LAH Mission
Chair: JEROME KIRK (UC-Irvine)
2:15 GEOFFREY SAMUEL (Newcastle, Australia) The Symbolic Economy of Knowledge in
Tibet: Toward the Rethinking of Anthropological Theory
2:30 MICHAEL AGAR (Houston) and JERRY HOBBS (SRI International) Toward a Language
for Ethnographic Description
2:45 TULLIO MARANHÃO (Harvard) The Hermeneutics of Participant Observation
3:00 ELISABETH TOOKER (Temple) Lewis H Morgan’s Ethnographic Studies of the Iroquois
3:15 Break
3:25 ABRAHAM ROSMAN (Barnard) Structure, Transformations, and Evolution: A Com-
parison of Melanesia and Northwest Coast-Athapaskan Cases
3:40 ERIC B ROSS (Michigan) Typology and Process: A Critique of the Concept of Culture
3:55 TERENCE S TURNER (Chicago) Totemism, Fetishism, and the Naturalization of
Culture
4:10 Discussion
4:50

ETHNICITY, CLASS, AND RESOURCE CONTROL
LAH New York
Chair: EWA HAUSER (Hollins)
2:30 J ERIC REYNOLDS (Washington) Ethnicity and Stratification: Thoughts on Ideology and Interest in Rural Kenya
2:45 WENDY ORENT (Michigan) Personal Strategies and Ethnic Mobilization: Georgian-Jewish Political Entrepreneurship in Israel
3:00 MIC AELA DILEONARDO (American) Economy, Kinship, and Ethnic Identity
3:15 G ALFRED HESS (Northwestern) Renegotiating a Multicultural Society: Popular Participation in Desegregation Planning in Chicago
3:30 Break
3:40 RICHARD C FIDLER (Rhode Island) The Strategic Manipulation of Ethnic Identity in Resource Competition
3:55 JOHN U OGBU (UC-Berkeley) Strategies of Social Mobility in Multistratified Societies
4:10- Discussion
5:00

446 MICRONETWORKS OF THE ELDERLY, AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO URBAN SOCIAL SUPPORT RESEARCH (Association for Anthropology and Gerontology) LAH St Louis/Foy
Organizers: CORINNE N NYDEGGER (UC-San Francisco), COLLEEN L JOHNSON (UC-San Francisco)
Chair: CORINNE N NYDEGGER (US-San Francisco)
2:30 CORINNE N NYDEGGER (UC-San Francisco) Class and Continuity in Paternal Salience
2:45 COLLEEN L JOHNSON (UC-San Francisco) Friendship Versus Kinship: The Changing Basis for Intimate Relationships with Illness in Old Age
3:00 HARRY F TODD (UC-San Francisco) Networks and Dispute Resolution in an Urban American Neighborhood
3:15 J KEVIN ECKERT (Case Western) Impact of Environmental Change on the Social Networks of Marginally Subsistent Elderly
3:30 Break
3:40 CATHY J WINTY (UC-San Francisco) Urban Support Networks Among Homeless Aged Women
3:55 DORIS FRANCIS (Cleveland Institute of Art) Elderly "Girls" and Mothers: A Comparison of Never-Married and Widowed Jewish Women
4:10- Discussants: PAUL BOHANNAN (UC-Santa Barbara), JAY SOKOLOVSKY (Maryland)
5:00

447 CULTURAL STUDIES AT WARM SPRINGS DAM—7 YEARS: $2,000,000 LAH Los Angeles
Organizer/Chair: RICHARD N LERNER (Corps of Engineers, San Francisco)
3:00 DAVID A FREDRICKSON (Sonoma State) Administration of the Warm Springs Cultural Resources Study
3:15 MARTIN A BAUMHOFF (UC-Davis) Warm Springs Prehistory
3:30 ROBERTA S GREENWOOD (Greenwood and Associates) Historical Archeology Up the Creek
3:45 DOROTHEA J THEODORATUS (California State-Sacramento) Dilemmas in Data Integration
4:00 DAVID W PERI (Sonoma State) Plants, Indians, Anthropologists, and the Corps of Engineers
4:15- Discussants: EDMUND J LADD (National Park Service-Hawaii), LAURA THOMPSON
5:00
# TOPICAL, ETHNIC, AND GEOGRAPHIC INDEX OF SESSIONS

The following is an index of scientific sessions by general topic, by ethnic group, and by geographical region. It is not an index of individual papers. All sessions for which abstracts were submitted are included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic/Group</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>103, 120, 137, 204, 257, 420, 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture/Agrarian</td>
<td>146, 211, 220, 313, 315, 320, 326, 341, 403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol/Alcoholism</td>
<td>120, 149, 218, 406, 443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andean region</td>
<td>210, 248, 252, 305, 309, 313, 359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropologists</td>
<td>148, 219, 242, 253, 256, 258, 304, 310, 316, 323, 345, 350, 354, 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabs/Arabic societies</td>
<td>See Middle East; Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art/Aesthetic anthropology</td>
<td>136, 308, 353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian-Americans</td>
<td>259, 352, 404, 406, 422, 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aztec</td>
<td>248, 309, 351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief/Religious systems</td>
<td>257, 325, See also Symbolic anthropology; Folk theory; Ideology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingualism/Bilingual education</td>
<td>114, 247, 352, 410, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biocultural anthropology</td>
<td>314, 406, 420, 433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological anthropology</td>
<td>103, 249, 314, 411, 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Americans</td>
<td>See Afro-Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>112, 135, 138, 211, 309, 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada/Canadians</td>
<td>114, 149, 244, 321, 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalism</td>
<td>102, 117, 220, 243, 315, 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>117, 143, 211, 218, 314, 315, 432, 435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicano. See Hispanic; Mexican-Americans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childhood</td>
<td>106, 406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>113, 141, 147, 205, 207, 247, 352, 417, 440, 443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China/Chinese</td>
<td>150, 315, 321, 349, 423, 436, 437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>101, 102, 117, 141, 218, 220, 254, 301, 315, 320, 421, 445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive anthropology</td>
<td>139, 205, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative research</td>
<td>148, 253, 316, 415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>114, 247, 250, 321, 407, 422, 436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>144, 220, 244, 352, 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Resource Management</td>
<td>316, 447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture, theory of</td>
<td>208, 325, 421, 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death/Dying</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demography</td>
<td>103, 109, 137, 203, 301, 349, 430, 433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>134, 202, 320, 341, 403, 439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet</td>
<td>138, 140, 218, 314, 432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease</td>
<td>314, 433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology/Ecological anthropology</td>
<td>151, 211, 313, 357, 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy/Economic anthropology</td>
<td>102, 113, 117, 140, 147, 202, 211, 220, 243, 252, 254, 315, 320, 341, 351, 408, 409, 416, 439, 445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>208, 212, 408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education/Educational anthropology</td>
<td>113, 141, 207, 247, 258, 304, 323, 352, 354, 410, 417, 436, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly</td>
<td>See Aging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy/Energy resources</td>
<td>219, 244, 254, 256, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics in anthropology</td>
<td>258, 316, 323, 345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Europe/European societies, 101, 114, 145, 204, 209, 243, 259, 301, 310, 315, 321, 413, 418, 429, 437

Evaluation research, 148, 316, 323, 344

Evolution, biological, 249; social, 357

Family, 101, 140, 358, 443

Fertility/Human reproduction, 106, 301, 349

Festivals, 145, 204, 431, 441

Folk theory, 121, 208

Food. See Diet; Nutrition; Agriculture; Hunting; Ecology

Gerontology. See Aging

Guatemala, 104, 113, 341, 403, 406, 432

Healers/Healing systems, 119, 223, 248, 305, 312, 356, 420, 442


Herbalism, 248

Hispanics/Hispanic community (in U.S.), 118, 247, 305, 312, 356, 420, 442

Household economy, 140, 241, 315

India. See South Asia

Indonesia, 150, 211, 349, 355, 358

Inequality, 102, 114, 136, 220, 252, 315, 320, 321, 408, 422, 436, 445

Infant feeding, 314, 406, 432

Identity/Self-identity, 111, 204, 209, 255, 259, 307, 311, 421, 445

Ideology, 112, 214, 413, 421, 434, 437, 445

Incest, 204

Islam, 107. See also Middle East

Israel, 120, 144, 259, 305, 349, 413, 417, 445

Japan/Japanese, 243, 245, 301, 359

Jews, 257, 259, 307, 308, 438, 441

Kenya, 109, 445

Kinship. See Social organization; Family; Marriage

Korea/Koreans, 257

Language and culture, 104, 110, 114, 139, 205, 208, 247, 250, 321, 343, 407, 422, 436

Latin America, 220, 248, 252, 315, 341, 403, 408, 423, 439

Latino. See Hispanic

Law/Legal anthropology, 110, 144, 201, 214, 219, 358, 446

Life History, 339, 435

Linguistics/Linguistic anthropology, 104, 114, 139, 152, 205, 215, 246, 250, 309, 343, 407, 422, 436

Malaysia, 134, 241, 259, 341, 437

Markets/Marketing, 320, 341, 351, 441

Marriage, 107, 143, 209, 241, 315, 342, 358

Maya/Mayan culture, 104, 210, 252, 306, 311, 326, 403

Mayan languages, 104, 206, 215, 343

Mediation, 201


Melanesia, 311, 406, 434. See also New Guinea

Men, 101, 209, 255, 412, 434. See also Sex roles; Women

Mennonites, 103, 137

Mental health, 105, 118, 203, 312, 406, 420, 438

Mesoamerica, 104, 147, 210, 215, 306, 326, 351, 405

Methods of research/Methodology, 106, 121, 148, 206, 253, 258, 312, 313, 316, 320, 344, 407, 444

Mexican-Americans, 247, 312, 340, 410

Mexico/Mexican societies, 102, 104, 135, 209, 210, 220, 243, 248, 306, 340, 351, 405, 438, 442

Middle East/Middle Eastern societies, 107, 111, 144, 201, 202, 204, 206, 209, 214, 243, 305, 307, 342, 346, 349, 407, 429, 437


Minorities, 114, 120, 121, 307, 406, 422, 436

Mode of production. See Political economy; Work

Myth/Mythology, 308, 311


Native North American languages, 139, 152, 246, 309, 343

Navajo, 116, 149, 313, 339, 344, 355, 442

Networks, 213, 245, 312, 446

New Guinea, 109, 113, 135, 305, 311, 315, 323, 342, 406, 434

North Africa. See Middle East

Nutrition, 138, 140, 213, 218, 312, 406, 432

Peasants, 220, 301, 313, 320, 342
Peru, 202, 206, 210, 211, 220, 252, 341, 423, 429
Philippines, 109, 202, 241, 243, 307, 417
Physical anthropology, 103, 249, 314, 411, 430
Policy Studies, 120, 121, 135, 148, 202, 219, 345, 403, 423
Political anthropology, 117, 144, 145, 150, 202, 210, 214, 219, 243, 244, 252, 254, 351, 358, 405, 408, 431, 437, 445
Political economy, 102, 117, 210, 212, 220, 252, 301, 316, 320, 416, 421, 423, 437, 445
Polynesia, 113, 147, 150, 203, 205, 250, 255, 307, 325, 342, 352, 413, 431
Power, 101, 144, 150, 201, 209, 212, 214, 219, 220, 244, 252, 255, 320, 359, 408, 413, 421, 437, 442, 445
Prehistory, 102, 116, 146, 206, 210, 252, 306, 326, 351, 405, 418, 429, 447
Primates, 249, 411
Psychiatry/Psychoanalytic anthropology, 111, 223, 312, 356
Psychological anthropology, 101, 111, 138, 147, 208, 223, 255, 312, 325, 412, 415
Puerto Rico/Puerto Ricans, 118, 416
Refugees. See Migration
Regional systems, 102, 135, 212, 254, 313, 320
Religion/Ritual, 259, 308, 311. See also Festivals; Healers; Symbolic anthropology
Revolution/Rebellion, 145, 220
Schools, 113, 141, 207, 213, 244, 247, 258, 304, 352, 410, 417, 440
Semiotics, 407
Senoi, 134
Sex roles/Gender roles, 101, 107, 147, 209, 260, 321, 346, 413, 421, 434, 439
Shamans/Shamanism, 111, 223, 355, 408, 442
Social Impact Assessment, 344
Social interaction, 245, 250, 346, 431, 434
Social organization, 107, 134, 143, 209, 245, 342, 346, 358, 421, 434, 444, 446
Socialism, 145, 437
Socialization, 113, 147, 205
Sociobiology, 249
South America/South American societies, 138, 151, 210, 220, 243, 248, 341, 408
South Asia/South Asian societies, 113, 119, 140, 211, 214, 255, 325, 342, 353, 413, 417
Southeast Asia/Southeast Asians, 208, 241, 245, 301, 346, 349, 355, 403, 406, 442
Southwestern U.S., 146, 149, 357
Spain, 101, 135, 209, 315, 321, 346, 358
Sri Lanka, 143, 403, 433
State organization, 135, 202, 210, 214
Symbolic anthropology, 111, 119, 145, 308, 311, 353, 359, 413, 431, 442, 444
Teaching anthropology, 258, 304, 354
Technology, 320, 359, 418
Theory, archeological, 136, 357, 405; social/cultural, 143, 212, 254, 313, 320, 325, 342, 345, 350, 415, 421, 444
Tourism, 403
United States societies and cultures, 105, 110, 112, 114, 121, 140, 141, 201, 204, 212, 244, 256, 257, 260, 308, 315, 339, 340, 350, 352, 355, 356, 404, 412, 417, 421, 422, 441, 445, 446
Visual anthropology, 310, 338, 355
Weddings, 107, 346
Women, 101, 106, 107, 112, 209, 241, 248, 260, 315, 339, 358, 406, 412, 413, 416, 421, 432, 434, 446; See also Men; Sex roles
Work, anthropology of, 113, 147, 220, 241, 260, 315, 320, 341, 353, 416, 439
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Americans and Chinese
Passage to Differences
By Francis L. K. Hsu

Ancient Maya Civilization
By Norman Hammond
Rutgers, 1982, $27.50 cl., $11.50 p.

Astronomy of the Ancients
Edited by Kenneth Brecher and Michael Feirtag

Atlas of World Cultures
By George Peter Murdock
Pittsburgh, 1981, $10.95

Axum
By Yuri M. Kabishchanov
Penn State, 1979, $18.95

Belief and Worship in Native North America
By Ake Hultkrantz, edited with an introduction by Christopher Vecsey
Syracuse, November 1981, $30.00

The Choctaws
Cultural Evolution of a Native American Tribe
By Jesse O. McKee and Jon A. Schlenker
Mississippi, 1980, $17.50

The Cosmic Zygote
Cosmology in the Amazon Basin
By Peter Roe
Rutgers, 1982, $35.00

Cultural Transformations and Ethnicity in Modern Ecuador
Edited by Norman E. Whitten, Jr.
Illinois, October 1981, $33.95

Culture and Curing
Anthropological Perspectives on Traditional Medical Beliefs and Practices
Edited by Peter Morley and Roy Wallis

Fertility and Kinship in the Philippines
By William Liu and Elena Yu
Notre Dame, 1980, $20.00

The Gift of a Virgin
Women, Marriage, and Ritual in a Bengali Society
By Lina M. Fruzzetti
Rutgers, 1982, $15.00

Homo Erectus
Essays in Honour of Davidson Black
Edited by Becky A. Sigmund and Jerome S. Cybulski
Toronto, 1981, $30.00

I Sought My Brother
An Afro-American Reunion
By S. Allen Counter and David L. Evans
M.I.T., November 1981, $19.95

The Iroquois and the New Deal
By Laurence Hauptman
Syracuse, November 1981, $20.00

The Kaminaljuyu Chieftainship
By Joseph W. Ziegler
Penn State, 1979, $22.50

Kawaiisu Ethnobotany
By Maurice L. Zigmond

Medical Choice in a Mexican Village
By James Clay Young
Rutgers, 1981, $19.50

Of Time and the Enterprise
North American Family Farm Management in a Context of Resource Marginality
By John W. Bennett
Minnesota, December 1981, $32.50

Palawan Social Structure
By De Verne Reed Smith
Rutgers, 1982, $27.50

The Pima Bajo (Nezome) of Central Sonora, Mexico, Vol. I
The Material Culture
By Campbell W. Pennington
Utah, 1981, $30.00

Prehistory and Paleoenvironments in the Central Negev, Israel, Vol. I
The Avdat / Agev Area, Part 1
Edited by Anthony E. Marks
Southern Methodist, 1976, $20.00

Qitdlarssuaq
L' Histoire d'une migration polaire
By Guy Mary-Rousseliere
Montreal, 1980, $14.95

The Quiet Therapies
Japanese Pathways to Personal Growth
By David K. Reynolds
Hawaii, 1980, $8.95

Rapanui
Tradition and Survival on Easter Island
By Grant McCall
Hawaii, 1981, $16.95

Savages and Scientists
The Smithsonian Institution and the Development of American Anthropology, 1846-1910
By Curtis M. Hinsley, Jr.
Smithsonian, 1981, $19.95
Books from University Presses

The Serious Side of Leisure
Mississippi Choctaws at Play
By Kendall A. Blanchard
Illinois, October 1981, $15.95

Sex Roles and Social Change in Native
Lower Central American Societies
Edited by Christine A. Loveland and
Franklin O. Loveland
Illinois, December 1981, $13.95

The Social Bond, Vol. III
Safeguards of the Social Bond: Custom and Law
By Werner Stark
Fordham, 1980, $15.00 cl., $7.50 p.

Subarctic, Vol. 6
Handbook of North American Indians
Edited by June Helm
Smithsonian, November 1981, $22.00

Texas Archeology
Essays Honoring R. King Harris
Edited by Kurt D. House
Southern Methodist, 1978, $12.50

Theories of Illness
A World Survey
By George Peter Murdock
Pittsburgh, 1980, $9.95

Urban Danger
Life in a Neighborhood of Strangers
By Sally Engle Merry
Temple, 1981, $18.95

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
SERVICES, INC.
One Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016

The AAUP Directory, 1981-1982
AUPS, 1981, $10.00 p.

These and many other titles will be on display at the University Press Center, booths 42-45. More than 30 university presses will be represented in this cooperative exhibit, organized for the members of the Association of American University Presses.
FARM TO FACTORY
WOMEN'S LETTERS, 1830–1860
Thomas Dublin, $17.50

THE PSYCHIATRIC
SOCIETY
Françoise Castel, Robert Castel, Anne Lovell,
$19.95—available in Spring '82

NOW IN PAPER
FRENCH SOCIOLOGY
RUPTURE AND RENEWAL SINCE 1968
Charles C. Lemert, Editor, $12.50

THE THREE CHRISTS OF YPSILANTI
A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY
Milton Rokeach, $8.00

WOMEN AT WORK
THE TRANSFORMATION OF WORK AND COMMUNITY
IN LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS, 1826–1860
Thomas Dublin, $7.50

ANTHROPOLOGY

PSYCHE AND SOCIETY
Robert Endleman, $30.00

MAN, FISHES, AND THE AMAZON
Nigel Smith, $22.50

FRENCH SOCIOLOGY
RUPTURE AND RENEWAL SINCE 1968
Charles C. Lemert, Editor, $32.50

SPORT AND WORK
Bero Rigauer
Translated and with an introduction
by Allen Guttmann. $15.00

THE ARCHAEOLGY OF BERINGIA
Frederick Hadleigh West, $30.00

ANALYTICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
SECOND EDITION
David L. Clarke, $12.50

MOUNT ALLEGRO
A MEMOIR OF ITALIAN AMERICAN LIFE
Jerre Mangione, $8.95

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF ART
Robert Layton, $22.50

THE ECONOMICS OF SEX DIFFERENTIALS
Cynthia B. Lloyd and Beth T. Niemi, $12.50

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE GORILLA
A. F. Dixson, $19.95

TOWARD A SCIENCE OF HUMAN NATURE
ESSAYS ON THE PSYCHOLOGIES OF MILL, HEGEL, WUNDT, AND JAMES
Daniel N. Robinson, $22.50—available in Spring '82

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY PRESS

FARMING PRACTICE IN PREHISTORIC BRITAIN
Roger Mercer, Editor, $20.00
available in Spring '82
ROME'S MOST NORTHERLY FRONTIER
THE ANTONINE WALL
Gordon Maxwell and William Hanson, $19.00
—available in Spring '82

UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO PRESS

THE SAN, HUNTER-GATHERERS OF THE KALAHARI
A STUDY IN ECOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Jiro Tanaka, $17.50

SEASONAL DATING BY GROWTH-LINE COUNTING OF THE CLAM, MERETRIX LUSORIA
TOWARD A RECONSTRUCTION OF PREHISTORIC SHELL-COLLECTING ACTIVITIES IN JAPAN
Hiroko Koike, $24.50

AN INTRODUCTORY BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR JAPANESE STUDIES, VOLUME III, PART 2
HUMANITIES 1976–77
The Japan Foundation, $11.50

UNIVERSITETSFORLAGET

THE AFFINAL RELATIONSHIP SYSTEM OF THE AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINALS IN THE PORT KEATS DISTRICT
Johannes and Aslaug Falkenberg, $23.00

THE WARM VALLEY PEOPLE
DUALITY AND LAND REFORM AMONG THE QUECHUA INDIANS OF HIGHLAND PERU
Harald O. Skar, $26.00

RELIGION AND MISFORTUNE
THE BACWEZI COMPLEX AND THE OTHER SPIRIT CULTS OF THE ZINZA OF NORTHWESTERN TANZANIA
Svein Bjerke, $27.00

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY PRESS

THE VANISHING AMERICAN
WHITE ATTITUDES AND U.S. INDIAN POLICY
Brian W. Dippie, $24.95

For more information about these titles stop by Columbia's booth.
For adoption consideration, write on departmental stationery to request examination copies from:

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
136 South Broadway, Irvington, N.Y. 10533
Chiefship and Cosmology
An Historical Study of Political Competition
By Randall M. Packard
$25.00 (African Systems of Thought Series)

A State in the Making
Myth, History, and Social Transformation in Pre-colonial Ufipa
By Roy Willis
$32.50 (African Systems of Thought Series)

Explorations in African Systems of Thought
Edited by Ivan Karp and Charles S. Bird
$22.50 (African Systems of Thought Series)

Art and Death in a Senufo Village
By Anita J. Glaze
$25.00 (Traditional Arts of Africa Series)

An Annotated Bibliography of the Visual Arts of East Africa
By Eugene C. Burt
$20.00 (Traditional Arts of Africa Series)

Developing the Amazon
By Emilio F. Moran
$22.50

The Female Experience and the Nature of the Divine
By Judith Ochshorn
$17.50

The Play of Musement
By Thomas A. Sebeok
$35.00 (Advances in Semiotics Series)

The Dimensionality of Signs, Tools, and Models
An Introduction
By James H. Bunn
$17.50 (Advances in Semiotics Series)
New volumes to keep you in the mainstream of anthropological studies...

CONVERSATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Interaction between Speakers and Hearers
CHARLES GOODWIN
A VOLUME IN THE LANGUAGE, THOUGHT, AND CULTURE SERIES
This is among the first full-length monographs on the sequential organization of conversation. It focuses on the turn at talk in conversation, one of the most pervasive structures within which human social and linguistic behavior is organized, but one that has as yet received very little systematic analysis. Taking as a point of departure the work of Harvey Sacks and his colleagues, this study investigates how the turn at talk is constructed through a process of interaction between speaker and hearer. Among the phenomena examined are systematic procedures for the organization of action, including nonverbal behavior as well as talk, within the turn, and the ability of the speaker to modify both the length and the meaning of an emerging sentence in order to coordinate its production with relevant actions of a hearer. The data consist of videotapes of conversations recorded in many natural settings.


1981, 208 pp., $26.00 ISBN: 0-12-289780-3

Continuation Orders authorize us to ship and bill each volume in a series, or "Advances" type publication automatically, immediately upon publication. This order will remain in effect until cancelled. Specify the volume number or title with which your order is to begin.

To obtain examination copies of Strategies For Survival write to the Sales Department, Academic Press, Inc. Requests must include your position, course of instruction, and enrollment.

ACADEMIC PRESS, INC.
A Subsidiary of
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers
New York • London • Toronto • Sydney • San Francisco
111 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003

STRATEGIES FOR SURVIVAL
Cultural Behavior in an Ecological Context
MICHAEL A. JOCHIM
This book focuses on the ecological relationships between cultural behavior and its environmental context. It is addressed to all individuals interested in human-environmental interactions, including professional anthropologists and general students of human behavior. The proliferation of ecological studies within anthropology suggests the increasing emphasis given to the systemic context of behavior. The aim of this book is to develop a framework for examining these relationships and for comparing diverse ecological studies within a coherent conceptual structure.


1981, 240 pp., $18.50 ISBN: 0-12-385460-1(t)

VANUATU
Politics, Economics, and Ritual in Island Melanesia
EDITED BY MICHAEL ALLEN
A VOLUME IN THE STUDIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY SERIES
The islands of Vanuatu, the most recently independent Pacific territory, were the subject of a great deal of anthropological interest in the early decades of this century. But during the next half-century, Vanuatu was almost wholly ignored. This book, which contains fourteen essays written by professional anthropologists, is intended to repair the damage and hopefully bring these most interesting cultures back into the mainstream of anthropological discussion. The first two essays are comparative and theoretical studies focusing on key institutions that were of major concern to the early workers, but are here approached in terms of contemporary theory. The remaining twelve contributions are all based on detailed fieldwork carried out in local communities in eight of the main islands of the archipelago.

1981, 444 pp., $40.25 ISBN: 0-12-051450-8

Vanuatu is a publication of Academic Press, Sydney.

Send payment with order and save postage and handling. Prices are in U.S. dollars and are subject to change without notice.
The Hunters or the Hunted?
An Introduction to African Cave Taphonomy
C. K. Brain
Cloth $35.00 384 pages 156 black-and-white photographs;
243 drawings and maps

Hunter-Gatherer Foraging Behavior
Ethnographic and Archeological Analyses
Edited by Bruce Winterhalder and Eric A. Smith
Prehistoric Archeology and Ecology series
Cloth $18.00 Paper $7.50 256 pages

Heartland of Cities
Surveys of Ancient Settlement and Land Use
on the Central Floodplain of the Euphrates
Robert McC. Adams
Cloth $35.00 382 pages

Black and White Styles in Conflict
Thomas Kochman
Cloth $12.95 184 pages

Icon and Conquest
A Structural Analysis of the
Illustrations of de Bry's "Great Voyages"
Bernadette Bucher
Translated by Basia Miller Gulati
*Chicago Original $20.00 272 pages

American Indians and Christian Missions
Studies in Cultural Conflict
Henry Warner Bowden
Chicago History of American Religion series
Cloth $14.95 280 pages

American Immigrants in Israel
Social Identities and Change
Kevin Avruch
Cloth $22.00 254 pages

*Ask about our innovative
CHICAGO ORIGINALS line
20% discount on all books displayed
Sample copies of our journals on display
Now available in paper

**African Rhythm and African Sensibility**  
*Aesthetics and Social Action in African Musical Idioms*  
**John Miller Chernoff**  
$8.95  280 pages   Cassette tape available—$15.00

**Eva Perón**  
*The Myths of a Woman*  
**J. M. Taylor**  
$5.95  186 pages

**Metaphors We Live By**  
**George Lakoff** and **Mark Johnson**  
$5.95  256 pages

---

**Forthcoming, Spring ’82**

**Between Belief and Transgression**  
*Structuralist Essays in Religion, History, and Myth*  
Edited by **Michel Izard** and **Pierre Smith**  
Introduction by **James Boon**

**Anarchists of Casas Viejas**  
**Jerome R. Mintz**

**The Tibetan Symbolic World**  
*Psychoanalytic Explorations*  
**Robert A. Paul**

---

**Forthcoming in paper, Spring ’82**

**Old People, New Lives**  
*Community Creation in a Retirement Residence*  
**Jennie Keith**

**The Peyote Religion among the Navaho**  
Second Edition  
**David F. Aberle**

**Race, Language and Culture**  
**Franz Boas**

---

**Booths 7, 8, & 9**

**THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS**  
5801 S. Ellis Ave.  Chicago, IL  60637
Marvin Harris
CULTURE, PEOPLE, NATURE
An Introduction to General Anthropology, Third Edition
Written from a cultural materialist perspective, the new third edition emphasizes the importance of energy, ecology, work, demography, and politics in human social life as well as considers the importance of symbols, religious values, and ideas. Many controversial topics and new material are included—the latest fossil hominid discoveries; the role of protein and food consumption in cultural development; cannibalism; art; critiques of sociobiology; theories of the origin of sex-role differences; and more. Over 350 photographs, illustrations, charts, tables, and maps round out the presentation.
1980. 584 pages

Chad Oliver
THE DISCOVERY OF HUMANITY
An Introduction to Anthropology
This lively, jargon-free text is written by an accomplished author and anthropologist who examines new and traditional topics from a contemporary viewpoint. Emphasizing the interconnections among primatology, biological anthropology, and cultural anthropology, the author first examines cultural materials in the context of the natural behavior of nonhuman primates and then focuses on the central question of what it means to be human. Instructor's Manual.
1980. 407 pages

To request examination copies, write to Suite 3D, Harper & Row, 10 East 53d Street, New York, N.Y. 10022. Please include course title, enrollment, and present text.
Visit Booth 10 for:

WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY

An Interdisciplinary Series

The distinguished wide-ranging series of books drawn from papers presented at the IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences is now complete in 92 hardcover volumes.

MOUTON PUBLISHERS

Division of Walter de Gruyter, Inc.
200 Saw Mill River Road  Hawthorne, New York 10532

Announcing a New Aldine Series:

BEHAVIOR:
BRAIN, BIOLOGY AND CULTURE

Melvin Konner, Series Editor

Two New Books in the series—

Primate and Predator:
The Evolution of Human Behavior
by Glenn E. King

Developmental Ethology of the Navajo
by James Chisholm

Information on this Series and more at Booth 11:

ALDINE PUBLISHING CO.

Division of Walter de Gruyter, Inc.
200 Saw Mill River Road  Hawthorne, New York 10532
Human Evolution: An Introduction to the New Physical Anthropology
Third Edition
J.B. Birdsell. University of California, Los Angeles
440 pages • cloth • Instructor's Manual • Now available
• Topically balanced coverage
• Up-to-date perspective
• Manageable text length
• Thoroughly readable style
• Masterfully illustrated exposition
Birdsell's new edition offers fresh insights into his classic discussion of the process and systems of human evolution. Updated and totally rewritten to reflect the most recent findings in the field, the text is now more accessible to students than ever before.

Applied Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
Dennis E. Hinkle
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
William Wiersma
University of Toledo
Stephen G. Jurs
University of Toledo
489 pages • cloth • Workbook
Solutions Manual • 1979

Nonreactive Measures in the Social Sciences
Second Edition
Eugene J. Webb
Stanford University
Donald T. Campbell
Syracuse University
Richard D. Schwartz
Syracuse University
Lee Sechrest
University of Michigan
Janet Belew Grove
Florida State University
394 pages • paper
Now available
The new Second Edition of Nonreactive Measures, retaining the wit and intelligence so widely admired in the first, is up to date in all areas and contains expanded coverage of the major ethical issues involved in indirect measurement. Both beginning students and experienced professionals will find this original and authoritative guide to nonreactive investigation an essential aid to their research.

Quasi-Experimentation: Design and Analysis Issues for Field Settings
Thomas D. Cook
Northwestern University
Donald T. Campbell
Syracuse University
405 pages • paper • 1979

For adoption consideration, request examination copies from your regional Houghton Mifflin office.
"This book is unquestionably the best book I have seen on the Maya."

—Jeremiah F. Epstein,
University of Texas

The World of the Ancient Maya

By JOHN S. HENDERSON. Assembling information from a wealth of sources—archaeology, history, linguistics, ethnography—John Henderson traces the rise and development of the Maya societies. Lavishly illustrated with photographs and line drawings by the author, this is an elegantly written introduction to the remarkable Maya world. 79 b&w photos, 43 line drawings, 11 maps, 8-page color insert. $29.95

The Endangered Sex

Neglect of Female Children in Rural North India

By BARBARA D. MILLER. Making extensive use of ethnographic studies on rural India and Indian censuses from the past hundred years, the author attempts to solve the question of why boys greatly outnumber girls in rural north India. It appears that the outright female infanticide of the 19th century has been transformed into a more subtle practice—deliberate neglect of and discrimination against females. $17.50

Matriliny and Migration

Evolving Minangkabau Traditions in Indonesia

By TSUYOSHI KATO. Focusing on Minangkabau matriliny and its relationship to migration, the author has written a comprehensive and authoritative study of the society, history and traditions of this complex people. $22.50

The Peasants of El Dorado

Conflict and Contradiction in a Peruvian Frontier Settlement

By ROBIN SHOEMAKER. Using the tools of general ethnography in conjunction with life histories and economic statistics, Robin Shoemaker provides the first anthropological study of Peru to examine the role of frontier expansion in national development. $19.50

Visit us at booth #26.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
PO Box 250, Ithaca, New York 14850
On Becoming Human
Nancy Tanner

Female Power and Male Dominance
On the Origins of Sexual Inequality
Peggy Reeves Sanday

Nature, Culture and Gender
Carol MacCormack and Marilyn Strathern, Editors

Illness and Healing Among the Sakhalin Ainu
A Symbolic Interpretation
Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney

Human Spirits
A Cultural Account of Trance in Mayotte
Michael Lambek
Cambridge Studies in Cultural Systems

Honneur et Baraka
Les Structures Sociales Traditionelles dans le Rif
Raymond Jamous
Atelier d'Antropologie Sociale

Description and Comparison in Cultural Anthropology
Ward H. Goodenough
Lewis Henry Morgan Lectures

The Rites of Rulers
Ritual in Industrial Society: The Soviet Case
Christel Lane

Latin American Urbanization
Douglas Butterworth and John K. Chance
Urbanization in Developing Countries

Sexual Meanings
The Cultural Construction of Gender and Sexuality
Sherry B. Ortner and Harriet Whitehead, Editors

Culture Contact and Culture Change
Early Iron Age Central Europe and the Mediterranean World
Peter S. Wells
New Studies in Archaeology

The Transition to Statehood in the New World
Grant D. Jones and Robert R. Kautz, Editors
New Studies in Archaeology

Muslim Society
Ernest Gellner
Cambridge Studies in Social Anthropology 32

Dravidian Kinship
Thomas R. Trautmann
Cambridge Studies in Social Anthropology 36

The Anthropological Circle
Symbol, Function, History
Marc Auge
Martin Thom, Translator
Cambridge Studies in Social Anthropology 37

Balancing on an Alp
Ecological Change and Continuity in a Swiss Mountain Community
Robert McC. Netting

The Rwala Bedouin Today
William Lancaster
Changing Cultures

Latin American Urbanization
Douglas Butterworth and John K. Chance
Urbanization in Developing Countries

Worship and Conflict Under Colonial Rule
A South Indian Case
Arjun Appadurai
Cambridge South Asian Studies 27

Booths 17 and 18
Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
Other Ways of Growing Old

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES. Edited by Pamela T. Amoss & Stevan Harrell. Case studies from a variety of contemporary cultures show how societies as different as subarctic Canada, Zambia, Micronesia, India, and the United States deal with the universal human problem of aging. $18.50

The Anthropology of Taiwanese Society

Edited by Emily Martin Ahern & Hill Gates. Presents the state of the art of anthropology in Taiwan, summing up over 20 years of fieldwork and publication and including the best integrated set of anthropological data we have for any region of China, for any period of history. $30.00

Slavers in Paradise

THE PERUVIAN SLAVE TRADE IN POLYNESIA, 1862-1864. H. E. Maude. Covers all aspects of this tragic period in Polynesian history: how and why the trade began, the number of slaves taken from each island, the ships involved, the fate of slaves in Peru, abolition of the trade, and the effects of repatriation. Illus. $23.50

LANGUAGE SCIENCE AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERIES

Language Diversity and Language Contact

ESSAYS BY STANLEY LIEBERSON. Edited by Anwar S. Dil. $18.75

Language as Social Resource

ESSAYS BY ALLEN D. GRIMSHAW. Edited by Anwar S. Dil. $18.75

Language, Culture, and Education

ESSAYS BY NORMAN A. MCQUOWN. Edited by Anwar S. Dil. $15.95

NEW STANFORD PAPERBACKS

Drinking, Homicide, and Rebellion in Colonial Mexican Villages

William B. Taylor. 1979. Cloth, $16.50; paper, $5.95

The Innovator's Situation

UPPER-MIDDLE-CLASS CONSERVATISM IN AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITIES. Frank Cancian. 1979. Cloth, $12.50; paper, $4.95

Schools of Linguistics

Geoffrey Sampson. 1980. Cloth, $23.50; paper, $6.95

Stanford University Press
Looking about...
Holt studies

ANTHROPOLOGY, Third Edition
William A. Haviland, University of Vermont

An outstanding text for introductory courses; it surveys the entire field of anthropology. This edition now includes more extensive coverage of physical anthropology and archaeology and more on complex, modern societies. Three full-color essays and 14 new Original Studies by practicing researchers have also been integrated into the text to give the introductory student greater insight into the principles, methods, and excitement of anthropology.


INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY: A Survey of World Pre-History, Second Edition
James J. Hester, University of Colorado
James Grady, University of Nebraska

A thorough introduction to the field of archaeology that stresses the schematic development of world prehistory and its relationship to human and cultural change. More extensive treatment has been given to the Neolithic in Asia and Australia, and to material on all dating techniques. Straightforward teaching and learning aids and a section on archaeological careers make the text more accessible and relevant to students.


CHINATOWN: Economic Adaptation and Ethnic Identity of the Chinese
Bernard Wong, University of Wisconsin

Through data gathered from field activities in New York City’s Chinatown, this case study examines how economic adaptation to urban living has affected the ethnic identity of Chinese Americans.

looking back...
humankind

PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY,
Third Edition
Gabriel Ward Lasker, Wayne State University & Robert Neal Tyzzer, University of Georgia

This successful, scientific approach to human evolution has been revised to provide a more logical flow of material. The text now includes increased coverage of primates, a new chapter devoted to demography, and innovative teaching and learning aids.

February 1981/512 pages, cloth ISBN 0-03-047551-1

DOING THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF SCHOOLING:
Educational Anthropology in Action
George D. Spindler, Stanford University

The first major text of its kind. Leading authorities in the growing field of anthropological ethnography discuss the principles, methods and importance of studying schools from an ethnographic point of view. While it consistently emphasizes methodology and results, its variety of topics is unparalleled — ranging from school desegregation to play as a social process.


THE AZTECS OF CENTRAL MEXICO
Frances F. Berdan, California State College, San Bernardino

This historical ethnography assembles pre- and post-Spanish conquest documents and illustrations to explain the fascination and intrigue of Aztec daily life during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

January 1982/224 pages, paper ISBN 0-03-055736-4

HOW TO ORDER
For examination copies, please write on your letterhead to:
Barbara Gingery, Dept. P-14
HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON
P.O. Box 36, Lavallette, NJ 08735

Include your course title, enrollment, and text currently in use. To expedite shipping, please include the ISBN (International Standard Book Number) for each item requested.
Researching American Culture
A Guide for Student Anthropologists

Conrad Phillip Kottak, Editor

Can ethnography be objective? How do you choose a topic? Is there an American culture? How does it change?

Conducting original fieldwork is a science—and an art. This volume guides undergraduate students to correct scientific methods and successful personal approaches. Discussions cover the universe of ethnography: the researcher's role, interviewing, questionnaire construction, ethics, coping with the limitations of time and space.

Peer groups, victimization, tipping and class, cosmology in TV news, myths and movies, mothers and fathers, death as custom. By applying anthropological techniques to today's behavior, students learn to be objective about their own culture, and skeptical about practices rarely questioned.

paper $8.50

To be published Spring, 1982

Write for your copy of our new catalog "The Michigan Collection: Anthropology."

The University of Michigan Press
P.O. Box 1104  Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
1982 James Mooney Award
For Studies of New World Societies and Cultures

The Southern Anthropological Society and the University of Tennessee Press offer an award of $1,000 for the book-length manuscript that best describes and interprets the culture of a New World population. The population may be pehistoric, historic, or contemporary and may be of any ethnic or racial composition. The judges will welcome works in ethnography, linguistics, archaeology, physical anthropology, history, folklore, sociology, and other disciplines, and especially scholarship that crosses the traditional lines separating these areas. Manuscripts are to be sent to the Chairperson of the Awards Committee, from whom additional information may be obtained: Professor Harriet J. Kupferer, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, NC 27412. The award-winning manuscript will be published by the University of Tennessee Press.

Rodeo:
An Anthropologist Looks at the Wild and the Tame
Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence
1980 James Mooney Award Winner
April. 324 pages. Illustrations. $19.50

We're All Kin:
A Cultural Study of a Mountain Neighborhood
F. Carlene Bryant
1979 James Mooney Award Winner
170 pages. Illustrations. $11.50

The Wood Carvers of Córdova, New Mexico:
Social Dimensions of An Artistic “Revival”
Charles L. Briggs
1978 James Mooney Award Winner
264 pages. Illustrations. $19.95

In Paperback—
And They All Sang Hallelujah:
Plain-Folk Camp-Meeting Religion, 1800-1845
Dickson D. Bruce, Jr.
1973 James Mooney Award Winner
156 pages. Illustrations.
$10.50 cloth, $4.75 paper

The Saga of Coe Ridge:
A Study in Oral History
William Lynwood Montell
254 pages. Illustrations.
$13.50 cloth, $7.95 paper

The Tape-Recorded Interview:
A Manual for Field Workers in Folklore and Oral History
Edward D. Ives
144 pages. $9.75 cloth, $5.50 paper

The University of Tennessee Press
Knoxville 37916

Visit us in Los Angeles
Cultural, general, physical.

Little, Brown surveys the field with 3 new texts.


LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY
34 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02106

Available now from:
American Anthropological Association
1703 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

$8.00
($5.50 to AAA members)
Please include payment with order.
VISIT CALIFORNIA
Booth 19

Walter L. Ames
Police and Community in Japan
$22.50

Abner Cohen
The Politics of Elite Culture
Explorations in the Dramaturgy of Power in a Modern African Society
$20.00 cloth, $7.95 paper

Georges Dumezil
Camillus
A Study of Indo-European Religion as Roman History
Edited, with an Introduction, by Udo Strutynski
$16.95

Sue E. Estroff
Making it Crazy
An Ethnography of Psychiatric Clients in an American Community
$19.95

Jeanie Schmit Kayser-Jones
Old, Alone, and Neglected
Care of the Aged in Scotland and the United States
$14.95

Jill E. Korbin, Editor
Child Abuse and Neglect
Cross-Cultural Perspectives
$18.50

Changsoo Lee and George DeVos
Koreans in Japan
Ethnic Conflict and Accommodation
$30.00

Rodney Needham
Circumstantial Deliveries
$12.95

Karen Ericksen Paige and Jeffery M. Paige
The Politics of Reproductive Ritual
$25.00

Sally and Richard Price
Afro-American Arts of the Suriname Rain Forest
$37.50 cloth, $14.95 paper

David K. Reynolds and Norman L. Farberow
The Family Shadow
Sources of Suicide and Schizophrenia
$19.95

Peter C. Reynolds
On the Evolution of Human Behavior
The Argument From Animals to Man
$17.50 cloth, $8.95 paper

Joan Vincent
Teso in Transformation
Peasantry and Class in Colonial Uganda, 1890-1927
$28.00

Christoph von Furer-Haimendorf
A Himalayan Tribe
From Cattle to Cash
$17.50

Christoph von Furer-Haimendorf
Tribes of India
The Struggle for Survival
$17.50

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
BERKELEY 94720
Selected Papers from the American Anthropologist

These three volumes, published in commemoration of the 75th anniversary of the American Anthropological Association and in recognition of its major role as the publisher of the nation's oldest and most illustrious anthropological journal, comprehensively represent the trends and interests within anthropology through the various phases of its history, reflecting the highest qualitative standards of the American Anthropologist and the discipline it serves.

1888-1920  
edited by Frederica de Laguna  
Selections in this volume represent the interests and accomplishments in American anthropology from the establishment of the American Anthropologist through World War I, chosen to exhibit the theoretical, methodological and factual contributions in as many aspects of anthropology as possible, and by as many authors. To illustrate the growth of the discipline, some contemporary surveys and historical summaries, as well as significant book reviews and obituaries, are also included. An introductory essay by A. Irving Hallowell, as well as the editor's Selected Bibliography on the History of Anthropology and introductory notes to the reprinted articles, provide a valuable historical perspective. (This is a reissue of the 1960 edition published by Row, Peterson and Company for the AAA.)

1921-1945  
edited by George W. Stocking, Jr.  
The interwar period was one of intellectual and institutional diversification in American anthropology, as the students of Franz Boas followed out the diverging leads implicit in their mentor's ambiguous orientation between science and history. Responding to new intellectual influences mediated by departmental affiliations with sociology and the interdisciplinary movement in the social sciences, as well as by fieldwork situations quite different from those of the American Indian reservation, anthropology in the United States turned from historical reconstruction toward synchronic study. Simultaneously, the traditional unity of the field was threatened by "centrifugal forces of specialization" reflected in the creation of new professional organizations in each subdiscipline. In the context of possibilities for government support opened up by the discipline's participation in the war effort, however, the organizational unit of a general science of man was preserved in the restructuring of the AAA after World War II. The editor's introductory essay provides an in-depth historical analysis of the period.

1946-1970  
edited by Robert F. Murphy  
This volume represents a cross-section of anthropological thought during the past quarter century, providing a sampling from the subfields of anthropology and from its various theoretical and topical directions, and at the same time presenting those essays of greatest merit and influence. The selections, together with the editor's summary history of the discipline during the period, yield a volume that encapsulates the recent history of anthropology, both in the United States and abroad.

address orders to  
AAA Publications Department / 1703 New Hampshire Avenue NW / Washington, DC 20009  
please enclose payment with orders
Modern Ethology
The Science of Animal Behavior
S.A. BARNETT, The Australian National University. "This is by far the most readable book on what is undoubtedly one of the greatest scientific advances ever made in our time, ethology, the study of animal behavior. It is written with crystal clarity, and includes the study of humankind, as well as a balanced examination of conflicting theories concerning animal and human behavior."—Ashley Montagu
1981 720 pp.; 476 illus. $23.95

Animal Play Behavior
ROBERT FAGEN, University of Pennsylvania. "Carefully and thoughtfully produced... will be a valuable reference document for many years. There are useful appendixes, an extensive bibliography, and well-done author and subject indexes. ... the book should serve as a stimulus to more and better research on play... Those who have not followed the play literature can catch up with those who have by reading this book."—Science. "A comprehensive compendium... Fagen convinces the reader that even an activity as kaleidoscopic as play is important and can be analyzed rigorously from evolutionary and comparative points of view."—American Scientist
1981 704 pp.; 45 illus. cloth $29.95 paper $14.95

Patterns in Prehistory
Mankind's First Three Million Years
ROBERT J. WENKE, University of Washington. "An ambitious and informative survey of the full sweep of evolution from troops of near-apes to the rise of civilizations throughout the world. ... helps establish a sense of continuity in the human story, offering fresh insights into the prehistoric developments that lie at the root of many of our current dilemmas."—The New York Times Book Review. "Eminently readable... well integrated and up-to-date."—Carole Crumley, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
1980 734 pp.; 200 illus. cloth $35.00 paper $14.95

Seven Theories of Human Society
TOM CAMPBELL, University of Glasgow

cloth $19.95 paper $6.95

Murder in Space City
A Cultural Analysis of Houston Homicide Patterns
HENRY P. LUNDSGAARDE, University of Kansas
paper $6.95

The Indian Peoples of Eastern America
A Documentary History of the Sexes
Edited by JAMES AXTELL, College of William and Mary
1981 256 pp. cloth $11.95 paper $6.95

You Gotta Deal With It
Black Family Relations in a Southern Community
THEODORE R. KENNEDY, State University of New York, Stony Brook
1980 288 pp. cloth $14.95 paper $5.95
Galaxy Paperbacks

Structuralism and Since
From Lévi-Strauss to Derrida
Edited by JOHN STURROCK
paper (Galaxy Book 661) $5.95

Sociobiology Examined
Edited by ASHLEY MONTAGU
paper (Galaxy Book 602) $6.95

The Selfish Gene
RICHARD DAWKINS
paper (Galaxy Book 500) $4.95

The Evolution of Human Sexuality
DONALD SYMONS
paper (Galaxy Book 638) $6.95

Siva
The Erotic Ascetic
WENDY DONIGER OFLAHERTY
paper (Galaxy Book 650) $8.95

White Supremacy
A Comparative Study in
American and South African History
GEORGE M. FREDERICKSON
1981 384 pp.; maps cloth $19.95
paper (Galaxy Book 665) $6.95

The European and the Indian
Essays in the Ethnohistory
of Colonial North America
JAMES AXTELL
paper (Galaxy Book 643) $7.95

The Man-Eating Myth
Anthropology and Anthropophagy
W. ARENS
paper (Galaxy Book 615) $4.95

Native American Tribalism
Indian Survivals and Renewals
D'ARCY McNICKLE
1973 204 pp.; illus.
paper (Galaxy Book 386) $4.95

Civilizations of Black Africa
JACQUES MAQUET
1972 228 pp.; illus.
paper (Galaxy Book 368) $5.95

The Nature of Human Aggression
ASHLEY MONTAGU
paper (Galaxy Book 535) $5.95

Programs of the Brain
J.Z. YOUNG
paper (Galaxy Book 641) $5.95

Many of these fine books are also available in cloth.
Prices and publication dates are subject to change.

Oxford University Press
200 Madison Avenue • New York, New York 10016
NEW FROM HUMANITIES

MAN'S QUEST FOR PARTNERSHIP
by J. van Baal

THE CAMP AT WALLABY CROSS:
Aboriginal Fringe Dwellers in Darwin
by Basil Samsom
$17.00, cloth

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
by David H. Turner
$15.00, paper, 165 pp.

FOOD IN PERSPECTIVE
Edited by Alexander Fenton and Trefor M. Owen
$50.00, cloth, 425 pp.

THE MOTH HUNTERS
Aboriginal Prehistory of the Australian Alps
by Josephine Flood
$22.00, cloth
$15.50, paper 385 pp.

30% Convention Discount
Come Visit Us at Booth #22

Humanities Press
Atlantic Highlands, N. J. 07716

CONVENTION DISCOUNTS FROM BERGIN PUBLISHERS • BOOTH 3

The Crisis in Historical Materialism
Stanley Aronowitz
372 pp. $25.95 Pabk. $10.95

Sex and Class in Latin America
Nash & Safa, editors
356 pp. $24.95 Pabk. $10.95

Aging in Culture and Society
Christine L. Fry, editor
336 pp. $24.95 Pabk. $12.95

Dimensions: Aging, Culture, and Health
Christine L. Fry, editor
192 pp. $19.95

Women and Colonization
Etienne & Leacock, editors
352 pp. $24.95 Pabk. $10.95

A World of Women
Erika Bourguignon, editor
364 pp. $24.95 Pabk. $10.95

To order:
J. F. BERGIN PUBLISHERS INC. 670 AMHERST ROAD, SOUTH HADLEY, MA. 01075/413-467-3114

Choice of Conscience: Vietnam Era Military and Draft Resisters in Canada
David Surrey
256 pp. $24.95

Horses, Musicians and Gods: The Cult of Spirit Possession
Fremont E. Besmer
256 pp. $35.00

The Anthropology of Medicine
Romanucci-Rossi. Tancredi & Moerman, editors
448 pp. $29.95

The Struggle for Rural Mexico
Gustavo Esteva
240 pp. $21.95

Language as Work and Trade
Ferruio Rossi-Landi
224 pp. $25.95

* Titles listed with an asterisk are co-published in association with Praeger Publishers.
Desire Charnay: Expeditionary Photographer
Keith F. Davis
Records in compelling and beautiful detail the achievement of this traveler and writer of considerable fame in the 19th century who, in 1859, was the first to photograph Mayan ruins in Mexico. Illus. $19.95

Chaco Canyon: Archaeologists & Archaeology
Robert H. Lister and Florence C. Lister
The first complete account of Chacoan archaeology, from the discovery of the ruins by Spanish soldiers in the 17th century, through the scientific analyses of the 1970s. Illus. $29.95

Simulations in Archaeology
Edited by Jeremy A. Sabloff
Explores the ways in which archaeologists can employ systems thinking and simulation modelling in their research. Illus. $29.95

Chan Chan: Andean Desert City
Edited by Michael E. Moseley & Kent C. Day
Presents a comprehensive analysis of the Chan Chan-Moche Valley Project’s five-year study of this valley on the north coast of Peru, site of the great Chimú empire. Illus. $29.95

University of New Mexico Press
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
ANTHROPOLOGY AT ITS BEST

ANTHROPOLOGY: The Exploration of Human Diversity
THIRD EDITION
Conrad Kottak, University of Michigan

Providing a theoretically balanced integration of the five subdisciplines of anthropology, this successful text studies past and present human cultures in the context of adaptation, variation, and change. This new edition features full chapters on the similarities and differences between human and primate behavior, and anthropology's relevance for defining and solving contemporary economic and social problems.

RANDOM HOUSE / January 1982 / 576 pages hardbound / Order Codes: 32867, 32913 (IM)

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: The Exploration of Human Diversity
THIRD EDITION
Conrad Kottak

Excerpting the cultural portion of the survey, Anthropology, this third edition provides new material and includes human vs. other primate behavior; myths; secular rituals; and culture and acculturation change. Many cultural examples from contemporary America are integrated throughout the text, as well as cross-cultural examples.

RANDOM HOUSE / January 1982 / 416 pages paperbound / Order Codes: 32866, 32913 (IM)

PALEOANTHROPOLOGY
Milford H. Wolpoff, University of Michigan


CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGY: An Anthology
Daniel G. Bates and Susan H. Lees, both of Hunter College of The City University of New York

ALFRED A. KNOPF, INC. / 1981 / 332 pages paperbound / Order Code: 32043

RANDOM HOUSE ALFRED A. KNOPF, INC.
TO JOIN

American Anthropological Association
American Association of Physical Anthropologists
American Ethnological Society
American Folklore Society
Central States Anthropological Society
Council on Anthropology and Education
Latin American Anthropology Group
Northeastern Anthropological Association
Society for American Archaeology
Society for Applied Anthropology
Society for Historical Archaeology
Society for Medical Anthropology
Society for Psychological Anthropology
Southwestern Anthropological Association

and for a complete list of available publications, WRITE

Membership Department
1703 New Hampshire Av NW
Washington, DC 20009
NEW
special publications

FROM THE AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Health in the Andes
edited by Joseph W. Bastien and John M. Donahue, Associate

Health maintenance in the Andes is the focus of this volume, which examines how Andeans deal with sickness using myth and ritual, and how they maintain physical well-being through physiological and cultural adaptation to an environment with dietary restrictions, diurnal temperature climate, and high altitude. Suggestions for improvement of health conditions conclude the essays. Contributors include George Urioste, Joseph W. Bastien, Hans C. Buechler, William W. Stein, William H. Mueller, William J. Schull, Francisco Rothhammer, James S. Dutt, Paul T. Baker, David L. Browman, William E. Carter, Jose V. Morales, Mauricio Mamani P., James C. Blankenship, R. Brooke Thomas, John M. Donahue, Ralph Bolton, and Michael Sue.

$15.00
$10.00 to AAA Members

Directory of Practicing Anthropologists
compiled by Agnes B Chatelain and Louis F Cimino

Addresses, phone numbers, and information on degree status, subfield and work sector/function of 368 AAA members in the US and 19 other countries who practice anthropology outside colleges, universities, and museums.

$6.00
$4.00 to AAA Members

address orders to AAA Publications Department
1703 NEW HAMPSHIRE AV NW / WASHINGTON, DC 20009
—please enclose payment with orders—
Over 450 pages

Complete listings for 413 United States and foreign Departments of Anthropology, Museums, Research Departments, and Government Agencies.

Listings detail:
- Degrees offered in anthropology
- Degree requirements
- Number of students in residence
- Academic year system
- Special programs and resources
- Names, degrees, and subfields of faculty and staff
- Graduate student support available

Additional information includes:
- Index of over 5,500 individuals with their affiliations
- Distribution of faculty degree sources
- Geographic locations of departments with highest degree offered
- Distribution of graduate and undergraduate students in residence, 1980-81, by institution
- PhD dissertations (1980-81) listing institution and anthropological subfield

$12.50 (paper)
$7.50 (AAA individual members)

Please enclose payment with order

address all orders to
American Anthropological Association
Publications Department
1703 New Hampshire Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20009
Cultural Transformations and Ethnicity in Modern Ecuador

Edited by Norman E. Whitten, Jr.

Twenty-seven contributors vigorously explore the dimensions and dynamics of ethnicity, cultural continuity, and cultural change in a Latin American OPEC country undergoing radical transformation. Power, ritual, economic development, symbolism, migration, ecology, and ethnicity are all analyzed through a variety of theoretical lenses—encompassing such contrasting approaches as structuralism, Marxism, materialism, idealism, transactionism, and symbolism. 850 pages. $33.95

Mississippi Choctaws at Play

THE SERIOUS SIDE OF LEISURE

Kendall A. Blanchard

In the first detailed analysis of the role of sport behavior in a tribal or small-scale society, Blanchard shows that the tribe's earnest approach to play is rooted in the fundamentals of Choctaw culture and thus is a means by which its attitudes and beliefs—in labor, economics, politics, ritual, and social organization—can be understood. 248 pages. $13.95

Sex Roles and Social Change in Native Lower Central American Societies

Edited by Christine A. Loveland and Franklin O. Loveland

Ten original essays dramatically shift the focus of previous ethnographic studies on Central America by excluding the already well-documented regions of Mexico and highland Guatemala, and by dealing with the sex roles of men as well as women, in the indigenous societies of eastern Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and all of Costa Rica and Panama. 232 pages. $15.95

Order without Government

THE SOCIETY OF THE PEMON INDIANS OF VENEZUELA

David John Thomas

"...a carefully and subtly analyzed study of a social order that has always been of great general interest to anthropologists..."—Irving Goldman, author of The Cucos. NYP

Visit our booth (#41) for an advance look at reports on the archaeology of The American Bottom (Charles J. Bareis and James W. Porter, editors).